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WISDOM REGAINED
By Milia Riggio
A member of the English faculty describes the process of turning a 15th Century Medieval drama into a piece of firstrate entertainment and making it the
highlight of a semester-long celebration.

Theodore T. Tansi '54
Susan E. Weisselberg '76
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HISTORY'S LIVELIEST 50 YEARS
By George Malcolm-Smith '25
Some observations by this distinguished,
late alumnus, delivered 34 years ago at his
25th reunion, retain a surprising relevancy for the eighties.
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MEDIEVAL FESTIVAL
The Quad provides a spectacular backdrop for a May celebration of spring featuring singers, dancers, fencers, actors,
jesters and musicians to culminate the semester.
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Cover: Six dancers of Wisdom, the morality play which
formed the centerpiece of Medieval Festival events this
semester at Trinity. The dancers, costumed as gallants and
matrons, wear the emblems of Lechery, who was the Might,
Will, before his seduction by Lucifer. For more scenes of
this 15th century drama, see pages 10-20.
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RENOVATED MATHER
OPENS ITS DOORS
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The grand reopening of Mather
Campus Center was celebrated at the
end of April despite some rough edges
- notably the lack of outside pavingthat were caused by an inclement
spring.
In his informal remarks President
English said the construction delays
had been a cause for concern, and he
jokingly admitted to worrying "that
Connecticut would go dry before we
got the pub open again."
In a more serious vein the president
indicated that the Mather renovation,
completed at a cost of some $4 million,
symbolized the determination of the
trustees to provide a total educational
experience consonant with the high academic standards of the College.
"A lively and vital student center is
consistent with our excellent curricular
programs," he added. "Opening
Mather is half the job. Now it remains
for us to use this exciting facility with
imagination and creativity."
Speaking for the student body, SGA
vice president David Hill thanked the
alumni and other benefactors for making the renovation a reality. "The new
Mather is a for'm of potential energy to
enhance the quality of life at Trinity,"
he said, "and I am confident that its
promise will be realized."
Subsequent to the official ceremonies, the paving was completed in time
to hold the senior dance and the commencement reception in the attractive
courtyard. An article and photographic tour of the new facility is
scheduled for a future issue of the

Reporter.

CHAPEL MUSIC
GALLERY ADDED
The Chapel, though technically
"completed" in the spring of 1932, continues each year to receive embellishments and modifications which
advance the building toward true
"completion." In April, construction
. was finished on the lower portion of a
new music gallery at the west end of
the Chapel.
Readied in time for Easter services

POET CYNTHIA MACDONALD completed a successful week-long residency in March as Trinity's poet-in-residence for 1984. While on campus, she
conducted poetry workshops for Trinity poets and students from Hartford high
schools, who are seen with her in this photo, where she is seated at the far right.
MacDonald also gave three public poetry readings and led a workshop for English teachers from the Hartford schools. A former concert and operatic singer
in her second career as poet, she has published four books of poetry, an opera
libretto, numerous articles and essays, and received several awards and citations.
She has directed the writing program at the University of Houston since 1979.
.M acDonald's visit marked the seventh year for the poet-in-residence program,
which is sponsored by the Trinity College Poetry Center, with the support of
the Connecticut Commission on the Arts. Milli Silvestri is coordinator of the
Poetry Center and the poet-in-residence program.
and the numerous spring weddings
held in the Chapel, this portion of the
gallery was built with funds donated in
memory of A. Henry Moses '28 by his
family and friends. Moses served on
the Board of Trustees for more than 35
years, until his death in 1978, and was
secretary of the Board for 15 years.
Construction of this portion of the
music gallery is a step toward completion of the choir/organ area, the major
remaining task being the construction
of the organ pipe case, which awaits a
donor. Plans for a music gallery date
back to 1972, when the current organ,
the Chapel's second, was completed.
Built by Austin Organ Co. of Hartford
and given in memory of Newton C .
Brainard by his widow, Elsie B. Brainard, the organ has 4,720 pipes, most of
which are out of sight. At the time the
organ was built, funds were not avail-

able to complete the organ case; a temporary platform was built for the
console, and the pipes were left uncovered. A casework to enclose the pipes
and support a permanent choir loft was
designed by the New York firm of
Woodbridge and Hadley, but the work
was never done. Recently this design
was modified by Charles Nazarian '73,
who works as a designer for the Boston
firm of Fiske Organs. His plans for the
case work and gallery, which are displayed in a miniature replica inside the
main Chapel entrance, involve moving
the organ console to the back of the
platform and shortening the depth of
the overall platform. He has also redesigned the staircase, so that in the new
plan there will be two. The final
change in this plan concerns the central facade; his redesigned organ pipe
case will frame the Chapel's Rose Win-
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dow, where the present design partially
blocks it. Plans are also being made to
have a likeness of the face of Clarence
Watters, professor of music emeritus
and honorary College organist, carved
on the arch adjacent to the music gallery.
Other work is ongoing in the "completion" of the Chapel. Presently, two
windows are being designed for the
north porch, where the plaques for the
memorial garden are placed. Gifts to
the Chapel in recent years have included a trumpet installation to the organ, a practice clavier for the carillon,
and a prayer desk.

TRUSTEES APPROVE
$2 7.4 MILLION BUDGET
The Board ofT rustees has approved
a $27.4 million budget for the coming
year, including an increase in student
fees of $950. The adopted budget is in
balance for the fifteenth consecutive
year.
Robert A. Pedemonti, vice president
for finance and treasurer, characterized
the budget as "a careful balancing of
priorities." He cited financial aid, academic word processing and computing,
and personnel costs as three major demands addressed by the new budget.

He also noted that though the increase
in student fees is substantial, "Trinity's
total charges are still somewhat below
the average of those for similar northeastern colleges."
Tuition for 1984-85 will rise from
$7820 to $8620; room rent will be set at
$1730, up from $1650 this year; and
board will rise from $1400 to $1470.
The general fee of $380 will not
change. The total bill will be $ 12,200,
an 8.4 percent increase over this year's
charges.
Financial aid from the operating
budget and special sources will rise 12
percent to help offset the cost of a
Trinity education for lower income
families. Trinity will pr~vide a total of
$2, 11 5,000 in institutional funds for financial aid, including $ 1,380,000 from
the operating budget. When federal
and state grants and social scholarships
are included, the financial aid resources total $3,256,000.
Salary increases for faculty and staff
will rise an average of six and one-half
percent. In addition, faculty at the assistant and associate professor levels
will receive modest upward adjustments to their b ase salaries to improve
Trinity's overall compensation position
in comparison with other leading colleges and universities.
Other major increases on the expense side include academic computing
and word processing, slated to go up 24
percent to $483,000. Library expenses
are budgeted to rise by 10.7 percent.

A PROMISING START
FOR THE CLASS OF '88

A MINIATURE of the organ pipe case designed by Charles Nazarian '73 shows
how the casework would look on completion. Construction of the lower portion is a step toward completion of the choir/organ area, which awaits a donor.

The College has just completed one
of its most successful recruiting years
with some 550 freshmen set to enroll in
September. Despite a smaller national
pool of h igh school seniors to draw
upon, Trinity attracted a total of 3,035
applications, an increase of 3.5 percent
over last year.
Donald N. Dietrich, director of admissions, expressed pleasure about the
incoming class saying, "The academic
profile is stronger than it has been and
we have been able to attract more students to enroll than we intended.
These two factors lead us to believe
that we are making some very real
gains on our 'competition."'
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Dietrich also pointed out that some
attrition can be expected over the summer as students revise their plans or accept waiting-list offers from other
institutions. The actual size of the
freshman class will probably be around
the 520 mark.
At the moment, however, there are
40 more females than males in the
class, a trend that reflects the national
picture of more women enrolled in
higher education. The class contains
representatives from 33 states plus the
District of Columbia and Puerto R ico.
Connecticut again is the leading state
of origin with 160 residents in the class.
Other top states are: Massachusetts
(111), New York (76), New Jersey (38),
Pennsylvania (28), California (21), and
Maryland (18).
Minority student applications were
down slightly this year. Out of 177 applications, 116 were admitted and 42
elected to enroll. Of these, 15 are
Asian, 14 Black and 13 Hispanic.
About 54 percent of the freshmen attended public secondary schools, with
the remaining 46 percent graduating
from independent schools. There are
41 alumni children in the class and 29
alumni siblings. Sixty-eight percent of
the alumni children who applied were
admitted and 42 percent of these applicants elected to come to Trinity.
Social sciences 'are the most popular
courses among the freshmen with
nearly 25 percent indicating this area
as a potential major. The humanities
attracted 21 percent as did math and
science. The remaining 33 percent were
undecided about their eventual course
of study.

TWO NEW PAPERS
APPEAR ON CAMPUS
The publishing trade is flourishing at
Trinity, if the appearance of no fewer
than four student publications during
the 1983-84 academic year is any indication. Although two of these publications were short-lived, with just one
issue each, the remaining two appear to
have established themselves in the College consciousness.
The first of these to make its debut,
The Trinity Observer, arrived in students' mail boxes in late October. The
paper's purpose was articulated in a
front page statement by editor-in-chief,

The

Trinity Observer··

TRINITY publishing boom featured the appearance of two new papers.
Michael T. Duffy '85: "We will express
ourselves intelligently in the arena of
ideas and attempt to convince others
of our views." Intended to provide a
forum for conservative viewpoints on
national and international affairs, as
well as some campus issues, The Observer joins some 35 newly-formed conservative student newspapers across the
country, reflecting a new conservatism
on campuses. As of 1980, there was
one conservative student newspaper in
New England, The Dartmouth Review;
in this past academic year, such publications have taken hold at Bowdoin
College, the University of New Hampshire, and Brown, Wesleyan and Brandeis Universities, among others. Some
of the publications on New England
campuses, including The Observer,
have been started with money from the
Institute for Educational Affairs, which
was founded in 1978 by conservative
Irving Kristol and former Treasury secretary, William Simon.
The Observer's first issue was financed by members of its editorial
board, with some money recovered
through advertisements. It was expected that future issues would be

funded by advertisements and alumni
support. In the five issues published
this year, The Observer's editorial diet
has included a letter applauding the
publication by President Ronald
Reagan, an interview with Lewis
Lehrman, chairman of a national conservative organization, articles by faculty members on the equal rights
amendment and on the fraternities issue, and an interview with G. Keith
Funston, trustee emeritus and former
president of the College. A statement
by The Observer offers insight into its
political philosophy: "The events that
have shaped our political consciousness
were not the Vietnam War, the civil
rights movement or Watergate, but
have been the Iranian hostage crisis,
reverse discrimination, the failed
Carter presidency and the relatively
successful Reagan one."
The Trinity Questioner, which published two issues during this academic
year, bears a quote from Socrates on its
banner: "The unexamined life is not
worth living." Its mission appears
closely allied to its name: to call into
question ways of thinking on issues
and events, and to encourage its read-
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ers to engage in the same kind of scrutiny. Although the publication appears
to have a more liberal cast, submissions
by writers of all political ideologies are
encouraged. The first issue, which appeared in February, featured an interview with President James F. English,
Jr., articles by students on feminism,
black/white interaction on the Trinity
campus, and corporate employment,
by faculty members on American foreign policy and on the nature of conscience, and an interview with a
Massachusetts psychologist on raising
the drinking age. In the second issue,
The Questioner published an interview
with Elie Wiesel, author and chairman
of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council, and student-written articles on the
nature of poverty, the injustices of rape
trials to the victim, and on Poland's
future.

The Questioner's first issue was paid
for by the students themselves, with assistance from several academic offices
and departments, but subsequently the
Budget Committee of the Student
Government Association approved
funding for the second issue.
The future for the two publications
looks promising. Since each has published at least two issues in this academic year and established itself in the
Trinity community, there is reason to
believe that they will continue. The
Observer editor, Jane Melvin '84, said
that her publication's staff is strong,
and consists of many freshmen and
sophomores.
The Trinity Tripod, the College's
weekly newspaper, reacted to the appearance of the two new publications
on campus in a May editorial: "Recently both The Observer and The

NATURAL HISTORY LIBRARY consisting of some 6,000 volumes, predominantly ornithological and valued at some $1.2 million, was given to the College
this past spring by Ostrom Enders (center) of Avon, CT. To mark the occasion
William Conway, general director of the New York Zoological Society, (right)
delivered an address entitled "A New Kind of Conservation." President English
(left) awarded Mr. Conway an honorary Doctor of Science degree.

Questioner have begun publication by
the students here at Trinity. Although
The Tripod does approve of them as vehicles for student expression, and does
not view them as competition, we want
to emphasize that The Tripod is the student newspaper, representing the college. It does not have an exclusive
political philosophy, and it encourages
the expression of all points of view."
At a discussion meeting attended by
editors of all three publications, it was
agreed that the publication of three
newspapers was a plus for the Trinity
community, and for students interested
in careers in journalism.

FACULTY RESEARCH
GRANTS AWARDED
The Faculty Research Committee
has announced the awarding of
$60,000 to recipients of research grants
for 1984-85. Sabbatical leave extension
grants have been awarded to Mardges
Bacon, assistant professor of fine arts,
and Philip C.F. Bankwitz, professor of
history.
Individual research grants have been
awarded to Charles M. Lindsey, assistant professor of economics; Mark P.
Silverman, associate professor of physics; and Diane C. Zannoni, associate
professor of economics. Junior faculty
research grants have been extended to:
Ellison B. Findly, assistant professor of
religion and intercultural studies; Michael E. Lestz, assistant professor of
history; and Alden R. Gordon, assistant professor of fine arts.
Bacon's topic is "Le Corbusier in
America." Her research focuses on the
early visits to, and influence in America of_the Swiss-French architect,
Charles-Edouard Jeanneret, called Le
Corbusier. This study will analyze and
assess the impact of Le Cor busier's influence on the architecture and planning of the American city. The project
will bring together aspects of architectural history and intercultural studies:
French theory and American urban
design.
Bankwitz's research topic is "Edouard Daladier and Pierre-Etienne
Flandin: The Crisis of Political Authority in France, 1930-1947." Daladier
and Flandin were prime ministers in
France during the crucial years when
Nazism dominated world politics.
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Bankwitz has completed his research at
the National Archives in Paris on secret documents of the French government, never before released, and made
available to him through a special dispensation from the French Minister of
Justice. He will now complete the writing of a book on the subject, for which
he also received a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1979.
Lindsey's research topic is "The
State, The Transnational Enterprise,
and Economic Policy in the Philippines." He is one of four individuals
presenting papers at a session of the
American Political Science Association
entitled "Philippine Development and
World Ecomomic and Political Dominance." Principally Lindsey will look at
the impact that the entrance of transnational firms has had on the Philippine economy, and the policies and
other actions that its government has
taken with regard to those firms.
Silverman's topic is "Investigation of
an Unusual Quantum System With No
C lassical Analogues and Its Implications for Fundamental Physical Laws."
Silverman says a study will be made cif
the dynamics of a charged particle orbiting a magnetic flux tube to ascertain
whether a uniquely quantum mechanical interaction influences such properties of the sy~tem as the energy and
angular momentum. The results can
help clarify controversial issues concerning the correct application of
quantum mechanics and the observability of certain significant dynamical
variables.
Zannoni's research is "A Critique
and Reformulation of the Post Keynesian View of the Determination of Income." The major issue to be addressed
in this study is whether a theoretical
explanation for the distribution of
income can be developed in a Post
Keynesian context which both specifies
the economic constraints faced by the
firm when undertaking investment decisions (hence when setting the rate of
profit) and which explains the relationship between unemployment and the
distribution of income.
Findly's topic is "Biography ofNur
Jahan, Empress ofMughal India (16111627)." Nur Jahan was the wife of the
emperor, Jahangir, who ruled India at
the peak of Muslim power and also at

the time of the first contacts with the
British mainland. Though Jahangir was
the titular emperor, Nur Jahan did the
ruling. Findly is writing a biography of
her, and will take a leave of absence
next spring to travel to. India and Pakistan to do research.
Lestz's topic is "The Meaning of Revival: The Kuomintang 'New Right'
and Party Building in Republican
China, 1925-1936." For his research
Lestz will use the Hoover Collection at
Stanford University, which has one of
the most extensive collections of 20th
century Chinese documents available.
The dominant factor of the Kuomintang, Lestz says, was an attempt to
form a powerful, centralized government during this period. His work will
be an intellectual history showing the
ways in which theorists changed the
ideological legacy of Sun Y at Sen and
developed a radical theology of their
own.
Gordon's research involves "Two
Issues in Eighteenth Century Art
Patronage: The Grand Tour of Art
Education and the Mechanics of
French Royal Art Policy." Gordon will
examine "The Grand Tour" in the
18th century, using a guide book written by a famous French traveler, the
Marquis de Marigny, who was Madame Pompadour's brother. The guide
book points out examples of good and
bad taste in the European cities on the
tour, and Gordon will view as many of
these examples as possible and evaluate
them in modern terms.

TWO ALUMNI
JOIN TRUSTEES
Two alumni have joined the Board
of Trustees. Carolyn A. Pelzel '74 has
been elected to a six-year term as alumni trustee, and James P. Whitters III
'62 has been appointed a charter
trustee, for five years.
Pelzel is executive vice president of
the Williamson Group, a computer systems firm in Cambridge, MA. After
graduating from Trinity with honors in
religion and French, she spent five
years on the staff of the Northfield
Mount Hermon School, where she
held various posts, including director
of external relations and director of development. From 1980-1982, she was

Pelzel '74

Whitters '62

director of development and information services for the National Association of Independent Schools in Boston.
She has been a member ofT rinity's
Board of Fellows since 1970 and is
chairman of her class reunion. Pelzel
was a class agent from 1978-1980.
Whitters, who holds a law degree
from Boston College, is a partner in litigation in the Boston firm of Gaston
Snow & Ely Bartlett. He served with
the U.S. Navy from 1962-1966, attaining the rank of lieutenant.
He is a member of the New England
Committee of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, a director
of Greater Boston Legal Services, and
vice chairman of the Massachusetts Judicial Nominating Council.
He has been president of the Trinity
Club of Boston since 1975 and is vice
president of the National Alumni Association.
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THE TRINITY COMMUNITY honored eight of its members at a garden party
in April on the occasion of their retirements or to commemorate twenty-five
years service. Pictured here are: (top row, left to right): John Wathne, superin·
tendent of building maintenance, retiring; Richard P. Benton, associate profes·
sor of English, retiring; Paul Smith, professor of English, twenty-five years;
Robert A. Battis, professor of economics, twenty-five years; (bottom row, left to
right): Frank Marchese, equipment manager, retiring; Beverly Shamback, business office, retiring; Elizabeth Hanson, central services, retiring; J. Bard McNulty, James J. Goodwin Professor of English, retiring. Not pictured is Martinho
A. Romao, custodial staff, retiring.

DE ROCCO TO HEAD
DENISON; PAINTER
IS ACTING DEAN
Dr. Andrew G. De Rocco, dean of
the faculty at Trinity since 1979, has
been named president of Denison University in Granville, Ohio. He will as·
sume the post August l.
"Dean De Rocco has provided imaginative and energetic leadership as our
chief academic officer," President English commented. "We are particularly
indebted to h im for his remarkable
contribution to the work of reviewing
Trinity's academic objectives and strat·
egies for the future. He has helped us
make a fine start, and we will miss his
counsel as we continue these deliberations."

De Rocco, 54, came to Trinity from
the University of Maryland, where he
was professor of molecular physics at
the Institute for Physical Science and
Technology. He is a graduate of Purdue University and holds a doctorate
from the University of Michigan. He
has published widely in the field of sta·
tistical physics.
De Rocco will leave Trinity at the
end of June.

***
Dr. Borden W. Painter, Jr., professor
of history, has. been named acting dean
of the faculty, effective July 1.
A 1958 Trinity graduate and a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Painter earned
his doctorate from Yale University. He
also holds a degree from General Theological Seminary.

Painter '58

Painter has been a member of the
Trinity faculty since 1964 and became
a fu ll professor in 1978. He was chairman of the history department fro m
1974-1979, and was elected Secretary of
the Faculty in the fall of 1983.
A European historian, Painter has
done research on popular piety and
preaching in sixteenth century Europe,
and received research support for this
work in 1979 from the National Endowment for the Humanities.
He coordinated Trinity's Elderhostel
program in Hartford in the summers of
1981 and 1982 and has directed Trin ity's regular summer program at the
Rome campus.
Painter will serve as dean until a permanent successor to Andrew De Rocco
is named. A national search for a new
dean is expected to begin this summer.
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CONSORTIUM GRANTS
ANNOUNCED
Seven faculty and staff members at
Trinity have been awarded mini-grants
for interinstitutional projects by the
Hartford Consortium for Higher Education. They are among 21 grants for
1984.
Clyde D. McKee, Jr., professor of political science, with a University of
Hartford professor, received a grant to
present a faculty-student symposium
on the U.S. Constitution. A.D. Macro,
associate professor of classics, with a
professor from St. Joseph College, will
organize a public seminar on Pompeii
and Herculaneum, whose guest lecturers will include a vulcanologist.
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John Woolley, director of the Austin
Arts Center, together with the University of Hartford theatre director, was
awarded a grant for the weeklong visit
of Shakespeare and Company, a top
repertory group. Cindy Sanford, formerly grants coordinator, with staff
from three Consortium colleges, received a grant for three workshops exploring faculty grant opportunities.
Karl Haberlandt, professor of psychology, with faculty from the University
of Hartford, recetved a second Consortium grant for the Cognitive Sciences
Interest Group. Doris Honig Guenter,
assistant to the Director of the Individualized Degree Program, with staff
from three other Consortium institutions, was awarded a grant to identify
local sources of financial aid for the
adult candidate for the bachelor's degree in arts and sciences. Judith Zurles,
director of the Women's Center, with
staff members from other Consortium
institutions, received a grant for a filmdiscussion forum on changing social
issues.

Save the Dates

PARENTS WEEKEND
October 12-14, 1984

SENIORS James Bolton and Ian McFarland were two of seventy students in the
nation to be awarded Watson Traveling Fellowships for 1984.

TWO SENIORS
WINWATSONS
Two Trinity seniors have been
awarded fellowships by the Thomas J.
Warson Foundation for study and
travel abroad next year. The students
are James W. Bolton, a religion major
from Cazenovia, NY, and Ian A. McFarland, a classics major from Marlborough, CT and the valedictorian of the
Class of 1984.
Bolton will do research on the religious and cultural heritage of Tibet,
and explore how that culture, outlawed since the Communist takeover
of Tibet in 1951, has fared in exile. His
research will be conducted primarily in
Asia.
McFarland will study Waldensian
communities, outgrowths of the mendicant movement in twelfth century Europe, which survive to the present day
despite persistent religious persecution.
His research will combine historical
study of the W aldensian past with field
research on the current status of these
groups. He will travel to the United
Kingdom, France, Italy and Germany.
The Thomas J. Watson Traveling
Fellowships carry a stipend of $10,000

each and were awarded to seventy students from forty-six colleges nationwide.

NUKES, SPEAKERS
ENLIVEN SPRING
Campus organizations and clubs usually generate the bulk of their activity
in the spring term, and this year was
no exception. Among the highlights of
the month of April were Nuclear Education Week, and visits to campus by
well-known political figures.
Authorities with a wide range of
viewpoints on the nuclear issue came
to Trinity April 23-29 for Nuclear Education Week, which was organized by
Andrew Haase '84 and Timothy Ray
'85 and sponsored by a dozen College
organizations. Activities included
films, discussions and lectures; among
the participants were representatives of
Physicians for Social Responsibility,
The Committee on the Present Danger, and the Greater Hartford Freeze
Campaign. Dr. Roger Molander, founder of Ground Zero, the non-partisan
nuclear education project, spoke on
the main quadrangle April29, along
with Robert Scheer, a~thor of With

Wal~
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PHI BETA KAPPA WELCOMES CLASS OF '84
Forty-four members of the senior class have become members of Phi Beta Kappa,
the scholastic honor society. The Trinity chapter was chartered in 1845 and is the
eleventh oldest in the country. The new members, arranged by their home states are:
CONNECTICUT
John Atwood of West Hartford, Donald Bradford of Greenwich, Kathleen Caruso of
Newington, Bryan Chegwidden of West Hartford, Stephen Cook of Stratford, Cheryl
Dahlberg of Wethersfield, Eric Linsley of Bristol, Ian McFarland of Marlborough,
Christopher Melo of West Hartford, Christine Messer of New Milford, Gregory
Norsigian of Wethersfield, Gwen Osterhout of Harwinton, Margaret Reimer of
Guilford, Robert Sansonetti of Cheshire, Anne Sommer of Hartford, Theresa Sundermeyer of Cromwell, and Catherine Villano of Wethersfield.
ILLINOIS
Ramona Stilley of Harrisburg.
MARYLAND
Sarah Adams of Baltimore, Barbara Guttman of Bethesda, and Roger Levin of
Baltimore.
MASSACHUSETTS
David Gasiorowski of Agawam, Jill Levy of Salem, James Neilsen of Walpole, and
Daniel Sullivan of West Springfield.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Christopher Silva of Hampstead.
NEW JERSEY
Glenn Bradford of Wyckoff, Douglas Fauth of Orchard Park, Eva Goldfarb of
Paramus, Robert Muccilli of Edison, Dale Sindell of Glen Rock, and Peter Yearley of
Westfield.
NEW MEXICO
Lisa Koenig of Albuquerque.
NEW YORK
Edward Benkert of New York, Suzanne Chalpin of Scarsdale, Sheila Davidson of
Irvington, Gregory DeMarco of Bronxville, Nancy Meade of Williamsville, and
Richard Reading of Rockville Centre.
OHIO
Daniel Barach and Joseph Head, both of Cincinnati.
PENNSYLVANIA
Susan Lawrence of Elkins Park and Margaret Smith of Wayne.

Enough Shovels: Reagan, Bush and Nuclear War.
Another visitor was Eleanor Smeal,
former president of the National Organization for Women. Speaking about
the increased political power of
women, Smeal visited classes, held a
forum in the Women's Center, and
gave a public lecture.
Delta Psi brought U.S. Senator William Proxmire to campus for the annual Martin W. Clement lecture. The

Wisconsin Democrat spoke about the
federal deficit in an address entitled,
"Uncle Sam: Last of the Big-Time
Spenders."

FELLOWSHIPS GIVEN
FOR GRADUATE STUDY
Trinity has awarded three members
of the Class of 1984 fellowships for
graduate study.
Lisa Koenig of Albuquerque, NM,

received the Mary A. Terry Fellowship, which provides a stipend of $1800
for each of two years of graduate study
to the highest-ranking senior who will
be going on in the arts and sciences.
Koenig, who graduated with honors in
history and general scholarship, will
study history at St. Anne's College,
Oxford, next year.
Ian A. McFarland of Marlborough,
CT, was awarded the W.H. Russell Fellowship. This grant provides $800 a
year for two years of graduate study in
any field. McFarland, an honors graduate in classics, was valedictorian of the
Class of 1984. After completing a year
of study and travel on a Watson Fellowship, McFarland will enroll in divinity school.
Margaret A. Reimer of Guilford,
CT, was the recipient of the H.E. Russell Fellowship, which carries a stipend
of $1800 annually for two years of
graduate study in a nonprofessional
field. Reimer, salutatorian of her class,
graduated with honors in philosophy
and religion. She will attend MIT in
the fall to study philosophy.

SGASEEKING
DEAL ON WHEELS
Alumni who are currently thinking
of trading or selling their cars might
want to consider the needs of the Student Government Association.
According to Stephen]. Norton,
summer student president, the SGA
owns and maintains a vehicle for the
use of many undergraduate organizations. The car makes it possible. for
groups to attend lectures, seminars and
athletic or cultural events off campus.
Members of the Tripod use the car to
make runs to the printer and students
doing community outreach also have
needs for transportation to fulfill their
programs.
The deteriorating condition of the
current SGA vehicle requires that it be
replaced. Norton is charged with the
responsibility of acquiring a suitable
used car over the summer. Anyone interested in working with the SGA to
solve next year's transportation problem should contact Norton at the Trinity SGA office during business hours

(203) 527-3151.
Continued on page 35
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t was the bejewelled centerpiece of what was a
stunningly ambitious, semester-long undertaking: the M edieval Festival. The presentation of
Wisdom, a 15th century morality play, culminating the
festival, involved far more than props and actors. For
Milla Riggio, associate professor of English and a principal
organizer of the festival, staging Wisdom involved translating the play from its original middle English into modern
language, while retaining the original verse form and
rhythms. In the process, she was also redefining its genre
and working to create a setting for the play which it was
hoped would closely resemble the original. Roger Shoemaker, assistant professor of theatre and dance, director of
theatre and also a festival organizer, was charged with
directing Wisdom, taking a fine piece of medieval drama
and creating from it first-rate entertainment. An original
musical score for the play was created by Joseph Del Principe; ]ill Beck, a specialist in masque dance from the City
College of New York, choreographed the dances; Martha
Banks designed the costumes; Gerry Moshell, associate
professor of music and director of the concert choir, provided music during the chapel ceremony preceding the play
and presented a medieval/baroque spring concert for the
festival. Chaplain Alan T ull offered a medieval mass as
part of the festival, and conducted a mock fealty ceremony
in the Chapel preceding the feast and presentation of the
play. Bob Schondelmeier of the College's food service prepared an authentic medieval menu for the banquet.
The Medieval Festival had generated excitement on
campus from the time planning for it began over a year
ago. Borden Painter, professor of history, acting dean of the
faculty, and another festival organizer, planned the lecture
series on wide-ranging medieval topics and helped to coordinate the events in the Medieval May Day Festival (see
story elsewhere in this issue). Throughout the semester, the
festival had sponsored musical events, medieval dance
demonstration, a dramatic adaptation of Canterbury
Tales, and the continuing lecture series. A symposium,
held the weekend Wisdom was performed in April
brought several distinguished scholars on medieval drama
to Trinity.
But, all in all, the staging of Wisdom was the highlight
in this major enterprise. While other colleges had staged
medieval plays , none outside of the University of Toronto
were known to have involved such extensive collaboration
between the English, drama and dance departments, as
Trinity's did. Then, too, the play's organizers were guided
by a strong resolve to present Wisdom in a setting and
manner whose authenticity and clarity would show the
play to its finest advantage. Mark Eccles, a scholar and
recent editor of Wisdom, had written that the play was
"too intent on teaching moral virtues to have much concern
with dramatic virtues." According to Eccles, "the author
combines preaching with pageantry" to make "a good
show" but not a good play. To reverse this judgment and
demonstrate that Wisdom is a good show because it is a
good play: that was the aim of the Trinity Medieval Festival production of this morality play. At the same time, the
effort commanded the demonstration of staging concepts
which Riggio and Shoemaker believed reflected the original
production ideas.
The following article, edited by Milla Riggio from her

descriptive program notes on the play, outlines what the
producers' goals were in the staging of Wisdom.
- Roberta ]enckes
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The play opens with Wisdom as expositor explaining the meaning of his name. He then welcomes Anima, his bride, who kneels before him,
expressing her love, which is contemplative,
though ecstatic. He responds; she asks him to explain her nature. While doing so, he describes
basic Catholic doctrines: the effects of original sin,
and the value of the sacraments. And, he instructs
her in the process of achieving wisdom. Her five
"Wits" (i.e., senses) enter as "prudent virgins,"
chanting.
Anima's three "Mights" - Mind, Will and Understanding - enter as liveried retainers of Anima. Like Wisdom and unlike Anima, they serve
as their own expositors, explaining their natures.
Wisdom warns them against the wiles of the
World, the Flesh, and the Fiend. He explains the
three-part psychological process that leads from
suggestion to delight and finally to the consent to
sin. He warns Mind against Lucifer's suggestion,
Understanding against delight, and Will against
consent. The Mights and the Wits, together with
Anima and Wisdom, recess chanting.
~~
Lucifer enters. In typical fashion, he inverts the
world of God. As his own expositor, he explains
his fall, his envy, and his determination to destroy
humanity. Since Christ embodies Wisdom in this
X
play, Lucifer represents a principle of loveless cunning, an Iago-like anti-Wisdom. Showing off his
~
wit, he reminds the audience that Wisdom is neither a function of human logic nor worldly knowledge. After he explains the three-part psychology
of sin, he changes into the costume of a gallant in
order to seduce humanity more easily.
~
The three Mights return, praising God. Though
they have not yet seen Lucifer , they unconsciously
.·
adopt his verse form, signalling to the audience
.
that they are already under his influence. Tuhe
»'!
shorter lines and more insistent rhyme scheme
give the. ir pious statements a slight quality of par·
Concim<ed nexc page
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e chose to set the play as an Abbot's banquet masque, being presented to King Edward IV at the Abbey of Bury St. Edmunds
during the Easter Season in 14 74. U sing the descriptions of Henry VI's earlier visit to the Abbey as a
source, we incorporated the audience into the festive
activities. The assembled guests met "King Edward" at
the Downes arch (where the crest used by Edward IV
is emblazoned). They followed his kingly retinue into
the Chapel where a fealty ceremony was performed b y
the Chaplain. Following this ceremony and a welcoming prologue spoken by "Queen Elizabeth," the royal
entourage and guests processed b y torchlight down
the Long Walk to the "Great H all" for the feast and
morality/ masque of Wisdom.
Our "Great Hall" for the performance of Wisdom
was Hamlin H all. Deciding on t his setting was perhaps
the most difficult question we had to resolve in staging
Wisdom. The Trinity College Chapel was a tempting
site, and we started the evening's festivities there.
However, upon reflection, we decided to depart from
earlier productions set in cathedrals and stage the play
in a setting resembling a 15th century English Great
Hall. Once that decision was m ade, the play h appily
confirmed our choice.
Subsequently, rehearsals showed the b anquet tables
to be our most useful props during the sinful interlude
when the play's "Mights" plan a dinner, drink continuously, and refer to ale and wine. Were the tables and
the food not there, we would have to simulate them.
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ody, which sets the stage for their seduction. Lucifer makes his suggestion to Mind - quoting
scripture to reinforce the suggestion that the con~
templative life is idle and, therefore, ungodly. By
using false logic, he persuades Mind that the life
of perfection is sinful. Lucifer then gets Understanding to delight in his suggestion, and Will to
"
consent to sin.
After being seduced, Mind, Will, and Underst anding exchange the contemplative life for a
merry one. They change clothes (from long,
monkish garments to short, fashionab le "array");
~
they sing a three-part song (and thus break the
harmony of the universal whole, symbolized by
monophonic chanting); and, most of all, they develop desires for power, wealth, and pleasure. Each
K
of the Mights gets a new name. Mind becomes
Maintenance, an abuse of lordship and thus of
power; Understanding becomes Perjury, an abuse
of law used to gain money; and Will, th e consenting faculty and the embodiment of ch arity, is renamed Lechery .
The Mights raucously act out their new lives of
sin in a state of increasing drunkenness. They
bring in liveried retainers who replace stately
processional with dances which symbolize the sins
of each corrupted Might. They themselves reflect
the disharmony of the world of sin by fighting
over their abuses. Maintenance and Perjury want
to gain money: Lechery wants to spend it. After
they make up , the three combine in a plot to help
Lechery have free access to his "cousin," Jenny N.,
with whom he wants to "play." His game has been
spoiled by Jenny's churlish husband, whom he
would like to get out of the way. Maintenance
proposes to rebuke the husb and until he fears for
his life. Perjury suggests that they drag him
through a series of courts - arraigning him first
for disturbing the peace and then charging him at
the same time in another shire. Dragging the unwanted husband from court to court (in a way
typical of legal abuse in the 15th century) will
leave his wife free to sport with Lechery. He calls
to Mind, who can hear but not see him, since only
Anima can relate directly to Wisdom. Mind hears
the call but ca nnot persu ade his friends of the folly
~
of their lives. Anima enters in a befouled black
~
gown. Sin, which has heretofore seemed quite
pleasant - vulgar but merry - is now seen in its
true colors. Faced with Anima, they cry "mercy"
and are shocked to find that this cry does not
Jo::
result in an immediate ch ange. Wisdom explains
~
the doctrine of penitence; the mere cry for Mercy
is not enough. Understanding must show genuine
contrition; Mind must confess; and Will must
make satisfactio n . The three Mights and Anima
~
go to confess (and ch.a nge their costumes). Wis~
dom explains the nine points of charity. Anima,
~
the Mights, and the prudent Virgins return in
~
their original costumes, but they now wear crown s
~
for the final reconciliation scene. T he play e n d J
with Anima's evocation of the "doctrine of Wisdom" as the key to perfection.
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SOME GUESTS at the banquet wore medieval, or other
festive dress. The menu included beef pie, chicken in nutted wine sauce, lamb stew with lentils, vegetable gruel,
lemon rice, and sherry trifle.

I
g

A SYNOPSIS OF THE PLAY
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THE KING, above, enjoys a turkey leg and hearty glass of
ale from his dais above the assembled guests in Hamlin
Hall. Below, Wisdom's producers, Roger Shoemaker, who
directed the play, and Milia Riggio, who edited it from the
Middle English.

An interesting irony develops, too; feasting and drinking are emblems of sin in a play presented to feasters.
The play acknowledges the audience (here indirectly),
only to implicate them in the world of sin.
Modern viewers might be surprised to learn that the
appearance of morality plays was not limited to the
15th 'century and, in fact, vestiges of the form remain
in the 20th century. A short look at Wisdom in the
overall history of medieval drama demonstrates the
continuing influence of moralities as a theatrical form .

FROM CREATION DRAMAS
TO "THE NATURAL"
fter having been banned by the Roman
Emperor Justinian in the early 6th century,
formal drama began to emerge once more
in the Christian Church in the 9th century. During
the next six hundred years, various kinds of plays developed throughout Europe: Latin musical dramas
(such as the 12th century Play of Daniel), mystery
cycles (which dramatized biblical history from the
Creation to the Last Judgment in guild-sponsored
plays), saints' plays, and- in the 15th centurymorality plays. Many of these plays were performed
inside the Church or Cathedral, which also served as

a general social center for medieval communities,
hosting various civic events, festival games, sometimes
possibly even private bartering. Other religious plays
were performed outdoors as public entertainment,
particularly for summer feast days like Whitsuntide or
the Feast of Corpus Christi. Alongside such religious
drama there were, of course, various forms of popular
and courtly entertainment, including folk plays, troubadour songs, minstrel activities, mummings, and disguisings.
In England, the 15th century is the most crucial
period in the history of pre-Renaissance drama. During that century, rapid growth in the traditions of
mystery and morality plays as well as mummings and
disguisings (the forerunners of the later masque) paralleled and were influenced by various social factors:
the growth of towns, in which the mystery cycles were
performed, mainly by enfranchised craft guilds; the
incipient emergence of a modern economic order,
much maligned in the conservative religious drama;
the development of absolute ideals of kingship, reinforced by the mystery and morality plays; and the
development of professional acting troupes, who may
have performed some of the morality plays.
The two forms of 15th century drama w_e know
most about are the historically-oriented mystery cycles
and the allegorical morality plays. With the coming of
the Reformation, the obviously Catholic mystery
plays were frowned on, particularly by Queen Elizabeth, during whose reign they essentially disappeared,
except for conservative, distant areas like the City of
Chester. On the other hand, morality plays- being
allegorical in nature - lent themselves to political as
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JUGGLERS entertained guests at the Wisdom banquet.

well as religious instruction. The morality form was,
thus, subverted to uses as political or educational instruments. Plays like John Redford's Wit and Science or
John Skelton's Magnificance kept the morality tradition alive by redefining its function. At the end of the
16th century, Christopher Marlowe wrote The Tragedy of Dr. Faustus as a tragic morality play. Shakespeare reflected the influence of the morality tradition
in plays like King Lear or Richard III, among others.
More recently, the form has re-emerged in the, plays
of George Bernard Shaw and in films like "The
Natural."
In the manner of all allegorical drama, Wisdom asks
its viewers to look through its characters to the ideas
they personify: "Wisdom," "Anima," "Mind," "Will,"
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and "Understanding." But, like all drama, allegorical
plays succeed only to the extent that the characters
themselves engage the audience in their particular
problems. Neither sound doctrine nor good ideas will
save a bad play. Allegorical drama personifies ideas
and moral debates, engaging the viewer in their human dimensions. Such drama can either reinforce or
challenge religious or political orthodoxy. But always
it maintains a crucial dramatic tension between individual character and personified abstraction. When
that tension collapses, the play fails.
That is the kind of failure often attributed to Wisdom . It has consistently been associated with other
15th century morality plays, compared to which it
has been judged to be too static, too ritualized to be
successful. However, once one has identified both the
"preaching" and the "pageantry" as essential to the
structure of the play, this ugly duckling is transformed. The stately rhythm of Wisdom, the processionals and recessionals, the dances, even the more
complex theological discourse find their place in a
drama that puts many of the features of an aristocratic masque into a monastic context - an abbot's
banquet for a king.

GUESTS at the banquet feast and play were seated at the center of the play's action. Here, in a dance symbolizing
hypocrisy, the dancers wear two-faced masks and play tricks on the audience.

THE MORALITY:
FROM GRACE INTO THE
SNARES OF WORLDLY POWER
orality plays dramatize the process of sin
and repentance, showing an Everyman
character trapped between good and evil,
between bestial instinct and spiritual aspiration. By
focusing on the inner life of the individual, morality
plays take on a psychological dimension, which is
linked to the individual's response to external temptations. The central dramatic issue is the familiar late
medieval question of mastery: what is the nature of
authority? Who has it and how should it be exercised?
What is the individual's response to the choice of authorities presented by a society divided between the
demands of worldly success and spiritual discip'line?
Morality plays answer these questions by dramatizing
the fall from grace into the snares of worldly power
and the recovery through penitence, leading finally to
individual redemption.
.
The play's answer to the question of authority is
always that authority is absolute, divine, and in the
hands of God. The proper human response is to submit to such authority through. love and faith. In this
sense, the plays assert an ideal of society which conforms to the medieval notion of the individual as a
subject of God, a member of the congregation of the
faithful, rather than as a citizen of society. This ideal

has political as well as theological significance. As well
as asserting an orthodox Catholic view of the individual, such a concept reinforces the notions of monarchical authority which were developing during the
15th century. From this vantage point, there is no
moral way to earn or right way to use worldly goods.
All is vanity. Within the allegorical framework of the
play, all forms of modern fashion as well as music and
dance and all forms of acquisition are emblems of sin.
Characters in morality plays stand both inside and
outside the pattern of the play's action. They participate in the drama and they comment on their own
roles in that drama; often they serve as their own
expositors, explaining their nature and their dramatic
significance directly to the audience. Likewise in a way
that we often mistakenly identify as exclusively "modern," the audience is implicated in the action of the
play, particularly in the world of sin. The audience
identifies with the sinner(s) who represent humanity,
an identification partly stimulated by laughter and
partly resulting from characters directly telling the audience it belongs to the world of sin, saying, in effect,
"You there, beware for we are talking to you!" That
device works particularly well in Wisdom, in which
feasters are being consistently warned against the sinfulness of extravagant feasts.
The term "masque" was apparently not used in England until 1512 when according to chronicler Edward
Hall, it was adopted to describe an elaborate, Italianinfluenced court masquerade. These masked allegories

THE DANCERS are
liveried retainers of the
three "Mights." Here,
the dancers of Mind ap·
pear in his costume of
royal red with lions
rampant as symbols of
perverted lordship, holding warders, crude sym·
bois of authority, an
inversion of Wisdom's
sceptre.
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ended in a dance, featuring masked actors and dan·
cers performing sometimes slight allegorical drama in
an elaborate and often expensively staged spectacle,
usually in a royal court or residential Great Hall. The
I 5th century forerunner of the later masque was
called a "disguising" or perhaps occasionally a "mumming." The disguising contained many of the features
of the masque: masked characters, lavish settings, ri·
tualized allegory centered around music, dancing, and
disguise and often presented as banquet entertainments, sometimes with members of the royal family
participating. Whereas masked drama probably began
as an occasion for gift-giving, both the masque and
the disguising characteristically center around a moral
argument.

WISDOM as Morality / Masque
Ordinarily, the morality play (a kind of sermon
drama) and the masque (an elaborately staged specta-

cle) are thought to be opposites. In Wisdom, the two
forms come together, reminding the viewer that certain elements of the masque resemble key aspects of
mora lity plays. Both depend heavily on visual specta·
cle for their success; both are allegorical. Both contrast the harmony, dignity, and beauty of genuine
aristocracy (associated with God in the morality play
and with the court in the masque) to a vulgar world of
social pretension or bestial vice. Both genres involve
the audience - the morality play by implicating it in
the world of sin, the masque by implicating the audience in the moral debate of the drama but also by
inviting participation in th e festivities. Both center
around th e presentation of a personified moral argument or ceremonial allegory. Moreover, characters in
both masques and moralities are used as expositors,
participating in and commenting on the action of the
play.
Despite its conformity to morality play conventions,
Wisdom is distinctive. It has a more aristocratic tone

and more stately rhythm than most moralities.
Throughout, the action is ritualized as well as exemplary. In the sections controlled by Wisdom, stately
religious processions and monophonic chants define
divine harmony and grace in terms at once monastic
and aristocratic. In contrast, the world of sin is dominated by disguise, three-part music, and symbolic
dances in place of the processionals.
Wisdom sets up a structural antithesis between the
dignified and courtly state of grace and the world of
sin, which is carried throughout the costuming, music
and dance, and language as well as constituting the
major dramatic theme.

FROM ROYAL EMBLEMS
TO LUCIFER'S LANGUAGE
Costumes

D

he unusually detailed costuming in Wisdom
further sets up the iconography of power
within the play and dramatizes the polarity
between the state of grace and the world of sin. Wisdom as Christ enters dressed as a king:
"First Wisdom enters in a rich purple cloth of gold with
a mantle of the same lined with ermine, upon his head a
wig with bangs, a beard of curled cypress gold, a rich
imperial crown thereon set with precious stones and
pearls, in his left hand an orb of gold with a cross
thereon and in his right hand a royal sceptre."
(Opening stage directions)

Portraying Christ as a king is a commonplace emblem of divine power in medieval portraiture. Nevertheless, his royal emblems of state - the orb with a
cross, the sceptre and his ermine-lined, royal purple
cloth of gold robes- dramatically confront the 15th
century audience with an inescapable double of the
English king.
Throughout the late 14th and the 15th centuries,
the English passed laws to control the clothing people
could wear. Called sumptuary laws, they were designed particularly to restrict certain forms of clothing
to the higher orders of society . In a society trained to
equate clothing and social position, purple doth of
gold robes would call to mind either the English Royal
Family or an upstart pretender to majesty. In Wisdom
Christ is obviously not a pretender to power. And, as
it happens, identifying him with the English king does
emphasize the fusion of monastic piety and aristocratic grace which Wisdom develops as a primary
theme.
Anima's costume, too, has regal elements which signify her relationship to Wisdom:
"Here Anima enters as a maid, in a white cloth of gold
handsomely bordered with miniver, a mantle of black
thereon, a cheveler like Wisdom, with a rich chappelet [a
circlet] laced behind, hanging down with two knots of
gold and long tassles, kneeling down to Wisdom."
(Stage directions after 1. 16)

Anima's clothing is symbolic: the white symbolizes
her purity, whereas the black mantle which she wears
over her rich robe signifies her impure mortality.

Moreover, her white robe bears an inconclusive but
tantalizing resemblance to the garments traditionally
worn by the English Queen on the Eve of her Coronation, further reinforcing the subtle political allegory
of the play.
To further highlight the characters' movement between the state of grace and the world of sin, two sets
of clothing images exist in Wisdom. One is associated
with Wisdom and Anima before her corruption; the
other belongs to Lucifer. When in a state of Grace,
the Wits and Mights are liveried servants of Anima
and, through her, of Wisdom. After Lucifer seduces
them, they change into his livery, exchanging their
long robes for fashionable short garments. Obviously,
this change - like their three-part music and their
later dances - signifies sin. And, once more the metaphor for sin has social significance. T hroughout the
15th century, sumptuary laws forbade wearing short
garments, which were considered indecent.

Music and Dance
Like costuming and setting, the music and dance of
Wisdom polarize good and evil in symbolical terms.

ANIMA, played
by Deborah
Bliss '84, appears in befouled black
gown.
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Four monophonic chants provide the music for the
state of grace. Liturgical in nature, these chants are
based on Biblical texts which reinforce the themes of
the play. The music contains the major attributes associated with Wisdom himself. In a fashion typical of
plainsong, its rhythms are not measured; instead they
imply infinity. The unified monophonic sound and
the perfect harmony of the fourth and fifth intervals
(which we added as orchestral accompaniment to the
plainsong) symbolize the universal wholeness and harmony of God's kingdom.
By contrast, the drinking song and dance music
which symbolize sin are written in tertia! harmonies
which tend toward dissonance. This three-part
worldly music, which was specially composed for our
production, employs off-beat rhythm to show the instability and loss of balance of the Mights.
Ritual movement, too, symbolizes sin and redemption. When in a state of grace, Wisdom, Anima, and
her Wits and Mights move in stately processionals and
recessionals, accompanied by the four liturgical
chants. Once in the world of sin, however, antic

DANCER Joseph Adler '84
rehearses in Hamlin Hall.

dance replaces liturgical ritual. In addition to their
own leaping, the Mights introduce actual masque
dances. Mind's retainers perform the dance of the
devil, centered in pride, symbolized by the lion. Understanding's dancers epitomize the hypocrisy of their
two-faced costumes, as they also reflect covetousness,
the sin of the world. Will's dance, the dance of the
flesh, is_centered in lechery, symbolized by the pig.
The dances begin as stately masque dances but, in
keeping with the instability of sin, the orchestration
and rhythms are varied.

Language and Verse
Wisdom is a verse drama; employing an eight-line
stanza throughout the play, with one or two exceptions. In producing the play, we moderni~ed the language but preserved both the stanza forms and the
rhyme schemes. As is the case with characters, with
music, with clothing, and with dance, W isdom has
one form and Lucifer another. Wisdom's verse is suitable for his theological disputation and explanation,
lending itself well to the m~dium-high style that characterizes Wisdom's speech and to the adoration of Anima. The Mights also use this verse when in the state
of grace, though their speech patterns are more direct
and less lyrical than those of Wisdom.
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ff 3e wyll wet ne propyrte
Ande ne resun of my nayme imperyall,
I am clepyde of hem pat in erthe be
Wuerlastynge Wysdom, to my nobley egalle;
Wyche name accordyt best in especyall
And most to me ys convenyent,
Allthow eche persone of pe Trinyte be wysdom eternall
And a! thre on eurlastynge wysdome togedyr present ...
(11. 1-8)

Modernized, this reads:
If you wish to know the property
And the reason of my name imperial,
I am called by those that on earth be
Everlasting Wisdom, to my nobility full equal;
This name accords best in terms most special
And is for me most fitting.
Although each person of the Trinity be Wisdom eternal
And all three are together present in Wisdom Everlasting ...

In contrast, Lucifer's more insistent tail rhyme
scheme and his frequent shorter lines lend themselves
to quick utterances, merry songs, and parody. The
play's general rhyming principle is identified by Lucifer with clerkly craft, which he used throughout his
false theological disputation and misuse of school
techniques. Once only he strategically lapses directly
into Wisdom's rhyme scheme. The length of Lucifer's
lines varies from a short five syllables, to a twelve or
even fourteen syllabled line, similar in length to Wisdom's, when Lucifer argues theology or speaks discursively. The shorter lines are preferred for exclamations
and curses. When in the control of Lucifer, the

COSTUMING was designed and executed by Martha Banks of Austin Arts Center's Costume Shop. Jordan Bain '84
attends a pre-play fitting to examine the costumes he will wear in his role as Lucifer.

Mights use this verse form; when in the state of grace,
they use the form of Wisdom. Their use of Lucifer's
verse before their seduction signals to the audience
their impending trouble before they know of it them·
selves.
Lucifer's verse form looks like this:
Owt harow I rore,
For envy I lore.
My place to restore
God hath mad a man.
All cum pey not thore,
Woode and pey wore,
I xall tempte hem so sorre,
For I am he pat syn begane.
(II. 325-332)

Modernized:

DELECTABLE entrees, waitresses in "medieval" garb, and
the solemnity of Hamlin Hall created an authentic setting.

Out, harrow, I roar,
For envy all sore.
My lost place to restore,
God has made man.
If they come nor there,
Mad then th ey were,
I shall tempt them so sore,
For I am he that sin began.
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SEVEN Little Devils were purveyors of mischief, above, while Anima's five Wits exemplified the state of grace.

WISDOM AND THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SIN AND REPENTANCE

D

n its psychological focus, Wisdom is a typical
morality play. However, the regal tone and
festivity of the play impart a brighter resolution than most moralities. Death makes no appearance; Anima does not die, nor does she perform
menial labor. She gets a crown instead. And onstage
she is not alone. In addition to her husband, she is
accompanied by her own facu lties - her wits, her
mights. Self-knowledge is one of the major keys to
achieving wisdom, and in this play self actually provides companionship.
The psychological question of the play is one which
has persisted from medieval theology into modern
ethical philosophy: when and how does one become
responsible for one's thoughts and desires? In medieval terms, the question is, when does attraction to
the temptations of the world become sin?
A typical medieval answer, which Wisdom articulates in the play to the Mights, was the Augustinian

psychological analysis of the process of sin as requiring
three steps - suggestion, delight and consent. Sin lies
only in the consent of human will: this is the play's
answer to the complex question of human responsibility for thought and desire when separated from
action.
In symmetrical fashion, repentance, too, has a trinitarian look about it. It requires contrition, confession,
and satisfaction, a process which derives from Catholic orthodoxy.
It is a fitting ideal for a 15th century play being
presented as an Abbot's banquet masque. Its characteristic nostalgia for the past splendor of a lost world
further reinforces the dual concepts of authority
which are at once theological and political. •
Author Milia Riggio is associate professor of English at Trinity and one of
the principals in the coordi nation of the Medieval Festival. Roberta Jenckes,
associate editor of The Reporter, edited Riggio's program notes on Wisdom
and collaborated with her for this article.

History's Liveliest 50 Years
A remarkable recollection from the mid~century
by George Malcolm-Smith '25

I

t is now twenty-fi ve years since we left these h alls
to venture into the world on our own. I am not
ashamed to confess that to me this is an extremely
sentimental event. We are h ere to renew acquaintance
with old places and old faces. (The only sadn ess in the
occasion is the recognition that time h as dealt more
kindly with the places than with the faces.) We are
wearing funny hats and m ar ching in silly parades and
there seems to be no dignity nor decorum nor adulthood in any of us. This is meet and right in a time of
celebration, and I am loath to contribute a serious
note, but I am going to because even a carefree character like myself, is inspired to a long thought or two
on achieving such a milestone as this.
This is as tidy an anniversary as any graduati ng
class in this century h as h ad, or will h ave. We left this
place in 1925 - the termination of the first quarter of
the Century - and here we are celebrating the occasion in 1950- the midway mark of the century.
I make bold to say th at we have lived and loved and
labored through the most significant, most eventful,
most exciting and most arduous half-century in the
history of mankind. I will even say that I doubt that
the world will ever know another fifty years as fraught
with revolution and transition as these h ave proved to
be. I think that we , who came into this wo rld at the
beginning of this century and h ave lived to its midmark, were granted by Fortune the privilege of witnessing a drama the like of which has never been seen,
nor will ever be seen again .
Just think merely of the mechanical m arvels that we
h ave seen com:e into being within our time - the
automob ile, the airplane, the telephone, the phon ograp h, the moving picture, the radio, television, the
many ad vances in medicine, engineering, agriculture,
chemistry, and of course, the discovery and development of electric, electronic and now atomic power.
And think of some of the men of our time - men
who have been or still are our contemporaries - men
like Einstein, Steinmetz, Edison, Bell, Burbank, Banting, the Wright brothers, the C uries, Roentgen, Marcon i, Sun Y at-sen, G h andi (not to neglect such
questionable ch aracters as Hitler, Mussolini, Franco
and Stalin) - and you have a roster of thinkers and
doers who wrought revolutions that will shape the
minds and activities of m ankind for the rest of human
history.

As o ne who h as three teen- age issues of his own and
who consorts to a certain extent with young people, I
have almost, though not quite, lost that feeling of personal outrage aroused when some young squirt asks
me who was Theda Bara or Gaby D eslys, John Bunny
or Rudo lph Valentino, Clarence Darrow or Eugene
Debs, H arry K. Thaw or Daddy Browning. And I still
have difficulty concealing my impatience with the lamentable ignorance which causes young things to ask
wh at were plus four s or fl appers or jitneys, or wh at
was meant by hooch or shimmy or cootie garages.
A few evenings ago a neighbor of mine popped into
the M alcolm-Smith Manse to lap up a bit of t he old
boy's beet juice and to see a bit of his television . Now,
television is still young enough to inspire such remarks, as I h appened to say, "It is m arvelous, isn't it,
that we are seeing this show, being staged at this very
moment in New York, right here in this room in
H artford ?"
My neighbor answered, "Yes, and you know, a
funn y thing: My boy D avey- he's six years old- he
takes it all for granted. The first time he saw a television show, he was totally unimpressed. T o him, radio
and television are just commonplace things that, so
far as he is con cerned, have always been here and are
nothing to wonder about at all."
You know, I think th at's rather sad. It seems to me
a tragedy that a boy should grow up in a generation
that h as no capacity for awe and wonder, a generation
that takes magic for granted , a gen eration th at has
missed all the fun of seeing miracles unfold .
The other day I saw some statistics presented in an
arresting way. They went like this: Of the 150 million
people in America tod ay, 63 percent h ave no memory
of the First World War, 52 percent h ave no memory
of a Republican president in t h e White House and 48
percent do not remember the depression of the "thirties." It m ay be tough to take, but we who saw H alley's comet and the eclipse of the sun, who saw John
Barrymore act, Jack D empsey fight and Gilda Grey
dance, belong to a dwindling minority.
Nevertheless, if some modern Mophistopheles were
to pop out of a sulphurous cloud a:nd offer to rid me of
my balding noggin and the b ags under my eyes and to
tell me I could h ave my yout h back again and become
a member of the you nger generatio n of today, I'd tell
him to go bag his head . I wouldn't swap places with
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the young poop-squeeks of today for anything I can
thin k of- including even a head of hair.
I can remember the first telephone I ever saw. It was
in a general store in New Berlin, New York. I couldn't
believe that a wire could carry a voice all the way from
the United States H otel across the street to the store.
The first electric light I ever saw was a street lamp in
Lawrence, Mass. It was when we got off the train at
night on a trip to vi it my grandfather. My father
cou ldn't explain wh y there was no flame inside the
lighted bu lb.
Th e first automobile I ever saw stood in a dirt road
outs ide a doctor's h ouse at Baldwinsville, New York,
and I stayed beside it all day to see if, wh en the doctor
ca me out and climbed into the thing, it wou ld move
without a h orse. It did.
The first airplane I ever saw was at the New York
State Fair at Syracuse. I cou ldn't figure what kept
G lenn Curtis up there in a strawberry crate.
The first phonograph I ever heard was in Lowell,
Mass., and when a big lil y-shaped horn emitted the
voice of a man singing, "I Stood on the Bridge at
Midnight," I was h aunted for weeks.
Th e first wireless I ever h eard was in the basement
of a friend of mine at Haverhill, Mass. When he put
ear-lappers on my h ead a nd said the dots and dashes
were coming from Nova Scotia, I didn't believe him.
And the first time I ever heard t h e human voice itself
coming through the ether was when I was here at
Trinity. The girl I was to marry had bought a crystal
set and we scraped a needle across the crystal until we
caugh t a voice from Newark, New Jersey. He was advertising a stomach remedy.
The first movie I ever saw was at Syracuse, New
York. It was a one-reel thriller called "Cell Number
13," in which a maniac, with froth bubbling on his
lips, escaped from an asylum by ch okin g his keeper to
death. There was one other film, also a one-reeler,
and the whole show lasted a half-hour. As one who
has been look ing at movies some forty years, I cannot
say that there has been any noticeable improvement
since "Cell N umber 13 ."
Well, we've come this far, and h ow do we find this
wondrous world we've watch ed and waited for? We
find it not the h appy place we might have expected

thirty, forty or fifty years ago. We find it an abysmally
unhappy place, swarming with baffled, befuddled and
frustrated folk, half of them sucking up crackpot doctrines and half of them quaking with fear of the other
h alf.
In short, th e place has become, not the Utopia we
once envisioned, but a god-awful mess. ow, of
cou rse, the world has always had a tendency to be a
mess. Until the past few years, however, its messes
'have been happily confined to certain times and isolated places. We used to have such unpleasantnesses
as the Greek and Roman Wars , the Franco-Prussian
War, t he Russia-Japanese War, b ut now we have
World Wars. The world has been shrun ken so small by
technology th at a n assassination in one of the Balkans
is an immediate sensation in Brooklyn, New York. An
intemperate word spoken in Moscow is heard at the
same instant in Washington. And what period of the
past was ever b lessed with jet-propelled, robot-piloted
aircraft, which can carry atomic or hydrogen bombs
within a few minutes to any part of the globe. The
difference between this time and any other in history
is the difference between a co ld in the head and a
ca ncer of the liver.
It would be extremely easy to become completely
discouraged. I sometimes wonder why I'm not. One of
the reasons, I suspect, is that I am, by a happy accident of chemistry or metabolism or glandular constitution or something, a perennial optimist. Then I
have a stomach wh ich was toughened by bootleg liquor and an equanimity which somehow evolved withou t the mini stration of either priests or psychiatrists.
The biggest reason for my optimism is, I think, that
I'm a membe r of the C lass of 1925. That sounds so
inane that I mu st explain what I mean. What I mean
is that m y optimistic outlook is based on my age. It
comes from the fact that I've been alive close to fifty
years in the li veliest fifty years in history. (I daresay I'd
be even More of an optim ist if my C lass had been 1915
or 1905 or 1895.)

A young man today is like a child cast suddenly into
the middle of the woods. He's all right till it begins to
get dark, and then he's scared half to death. In contrast, an older man isn't afraid of the forest, even in
the dark, because he has been there before and he
knows there's a way out, if he keeps his head and
watches for old, familiar landm arks.
Even more sinister to young people than the for est
itself are the bogeys that appear among the trees. But
we who saw the Czar and the Kaiser fall, and saw
Hitler, Mussolini and T ojo go down into ignominious
dust- we know that the ultimate end of tyranny is
always defeat, even though the implements of tyranny
grow more frightful with every advance in science. We
know that even this hideous thing called World Communism will fall.
It will fall because human beings, in their fundamental traits, are all alike, always have been, and always will be. They crave personal liberty and they
resent domination. They will submit to domination
only so long as the whip is in a strong hand. The
moment that hand shows weakness, the underdogs
break for freedom. That will be the Politboro's come- ,
uppance just as it was with Alexander, Caesar, Ghengis Khan, Napoleon and the latter-day bully boys of
our own century.
I think the most profound observation I have heard
in my lifetime during this half-century is also the simplest. It is merely this: that "where there is no choice
there is no freedom."
Th e one great blessing of democracy is the precious
privilege of choice - choice of the men who conduct
our government, choice of the friends we make, the
books we read, the plays we see, the schools we attend, the churches we support, the careers we follow
and the place we live in. You won't find this privilege
of choice in any form of government other than democracy. It isn't permissible or possible under any
form of government in which m atters of personal concern are dictated by men who accede to power by
accident of birth or dint of physical force.
When I think of what the Russian Politboro is doing
to the Russian people and to its satellite nations today
I think of what the Russian, Potemkin, did many
years ago to Catherine the Great. To impress her with
the fine things he professed to be doing for the people,
he took her on a quick tour of a model village. It was a

very quick tour, with no stops , for if Catherine h ad
halted her carriage and alighted to inspect the village,
she'd have discovered that it had been built especially
for th e occasion - of cardboard. There is no more
substance in Josef Stalin's Soviet State today than
there was in Potemkin's cardboard village of yesterday. It will fall down or be blown down because it
lacks the stability of truth and honesty. You wait and
see. And don't say, "You should live so long." Most of
you will.
I know you don't expect from me any profound message, any lofty inspiration or any panacea for the
world's pains. But you have the right to ask, "Well,
wise guy, having shot off your mouth, what would
you suggest we do about it?"
I'll tell you what you're going to do, if you've done
anything worthwhile at all since you left this campus
as a supposedly educated man. If you are that kind of
person- if Trinity did do anything for you- you're
going to do what you've always done.
You're going to be pleasant, considerate and helpful
to those about you, and confident of the innate decency and intelligence of your fellow men. You're
going to boo the humbug and the creator of barriers
between men, whether he's in Moscow or our own
Washington. You're going to help the deserving minority because the dominant majority has always been
able to take eminently good care of itself. You're going
to take part in every cause that is just, and combat
every conspiracy that is based on bigotry or greed.
If you haven't been doing these things already,
Trinity College has failed you, and you have failed
Trinity College. In that event, I might be tempted to
say the hell with you, but I'd rather say there is still
time for you to get started on your education. •
This article is adapted from a talk by George Malcolm-Smith '25 some
thirty-four years ago on t he occasion of his 25th reunion. Malcolm-Smith,
who died in February at the age of 82, was a novelist, jazz critic, raconteur
and former member of the Trinity Reporter editorial advisory board. His
obituary appears in the "In Memory" section of this issue.
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Medieval
Festival

Photos by Doug Pen hall

l

t was only fitting that the medi-

eval mo tif should culm inate
n a May Day festival, the traditional celebration of spring.
Though a drenching storm threatened
to mar the May 5 activities, by the time
the festival began in midday, sunny
skies and warm breezes made the Quad
a perfect place to while away an afternoon.
Trinity's collegiate gothic buildings
provided the ideal backdrop for the
singers, dancers, actors, musicians, fencers and jesters who performed
throughout the day. Colorful craft
booths dotted the Quad, with twentyfive costumed vendors showing their
wares and demonstrating their art. The
bill of fare included "roast beast,"
"scorched capon," and "wildberry
punch. "

It was a family event, organized with
the "something fo r everyone" principle
in mind. Youngsters particularly enjoyed the juggling, fencing and maypole dancing, while the dramatic
productions and period music appealed
to the older crowd.
The Trinity Jesters presented the second Sheperd's Play, directed by Matt
Moore '85, which was performed twice.
A full dress production of "Wisdom,
W ho Is Christ" had an audience nearly
as large as was accommodated during
all three Hamlin Hall banquet performances in April.
Informal sports - some of which
may have medieval origins, but all of
which were modern in their execution
- provided an alternative for those
who wished to take advantage of the
good weather to get some exercise.
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MAYPOLE DANCING was by Reel
Nutmeg; the colorful poster announcing the festival soon became a collec·
tor's item.

play, the King and Queen
Heather Roberts '84) led
Chapel for the coronation

---

-

PERIOD MUSIC was provided by the Siena Music Con- .sort, Bel Courtoisie
a.--Trinity's
t
hoir. Jest~r
r imnios '85 delights
young onlookers with his juggling.

Comprehension and Retention of
Texts" which appeared in Text, 1982,
2, pp. 29-46.

Campus Notes

.... PHILIP C.F. BANKWITZ,
professor of history, has been
appointed to the George Lewis Beer
Prize Committee by the American
'Historical Association.
.... Professor of Biology ROBERT H.
BREWER has published "The
Influence of the Orientation,
Roughness, and Wettability of Solid
Surfaces on the Behavior and
Attachment of Planulae of Cyanea
(Cindaria: Scyphozoa)." in the
Biology Bulletin, 166: 11-21.
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.... W. MILLER BROWN, professor
of philosophy, was the seminar
leader for the "Hazardous Waste,
Ethics and Public Policy" project
organized by the Public Policy
Center, and Hartford Seminary, and
funded by the Connecticut
Humanities Council. His article ·"The
Economy of Peirce's Abduction"
appeared in the Transactions of the
Charles S. Peirce Society, XIX (Fall,
1983), pp. 397-411.
.... Assistant Professor of Economics
WILLIAM N. BOTOS was a
discussant at the Atlantic Economic
Conferenc~ on "Session on Monetary
Policy and Interest Rates" in
October. He also presented a paper
entitled "Hayek, Complexity, and
Rhetoric" at the Eastern Economic
Conference session on Philosophy of
Science in April.
.... ANDREW G. DE ROCCO, dean of
the faculty, chaired the session
"New Approaches to Strengthening
Science and Technology in Liberal
Arts Colleges" at the National
Association of American Colleges in
Paris, France. At the American
Association of Higher Education
meeting in Chicago, he spoke on
"The Creative Liberal Arts College."
.... Director of Career Counseling
ALLISON DILLION-KIMMERLE
attended the Connecticut Leadership
Seminar and participated in a panel
discussion entitled "Does a College
Education Guarantee a Job?"
.... JAMES F. ENGLISH, JR.,
president, has been named a
director of the Institute of Living in
Hartford.
.... Assistant Professor of Physical
Education KAREN L.

ERLANDSON has published "Soccer:
Conditioning for the Whole Season"
in Soccer New England. She was a
guest speaker at the Newington High
School Basketball Boosters Club
awards banquet in March.
.... ELLISON B. FINDLY, assistant
professor of religion and
intercultural studies, delivered a
paper entitled~"Gargi at the King's
Court: Women and Philosophic
Innovation in Ancient India" at the
Women, Religion and Social Change
symposium in Hartford. She also co- _
edited The Islamic Impact, Syracuse,
1984.
.... Professor of Biology DONALD B.
GALBRAITH was a participant at
the Northeast Regional
Developmental Biologists meeting at
Woods Hole, MA, in March.
.... ALBERT L. GASTMANN,
professor of political science,
chaired a panel on "VenezuelaGuyana Border Dispute" at the YaleUConn Latin-American Conference
on Territorial Disputes held at Storrs.
He was also a panelist on
"Administrative Development with
Reference to Disarmament and Arms
Control" at an ASP A meeting, and on
the "Institutional Development with
Regard to Disarmament and Arms
Control" at the ISA meeting in
Mexico City where he presented a
paper entitled "MBFR NegotiationsInstitutional Characteristics." As a
guest lecturer at the School of Area
Studies of the State Department in
Washington, D.C., he spoke on
"Current Issues in the Caribbean."
.... Associate Professor of Religion
JOHN A. GETTlER gave a series
of six lectures at Trinity Church in
Hartford this winter entitled, "The
Suffering God: Old Testament Roots
for New Testament Understandings of
God."
.... Associate Professor of Educational
Studies RONALD K.
GOODENOW was the recipient of
the John Dewey Research and Senior
Fellowship grant for his study on
"John Dewey and the Third World in
the Twentieth Century: A Study in
Educational Transfer."
.... KARL F. HABERLANDT,
professor of psychology, coauthored "The Role of Scripts in the

.... Adjunct Professor of Astronomy
CHARLES R. HAMMOND
delivered a talk on "Meteorites
Tomorrow" at the Space Fest held at
Central Connecticut State University
in May .
.... N.G.L. HAMMOND, visiting
professor of classics and ancient
history, had a book published by the
Cambridge University Press entitled
Three Alexander Historians:
Diordorus, Justin and Curtius. His
article, "Army Transport in the Fifth
and Fourth Centuries," appeared in
Greek, Roman and Byzantine Studies,
1983, 24, pp. 2 7-31. Lectures
'
included: "Archaeological
Discoveries at Marathon, With
Special Reference to the Battle of
Marathon" at the University of
Pennsylvania and UConn; and
"Aspects of the Ancient Production
of Euripides' Electra" and "Some
Macedonian Institutions, Which
Operated in 3 23-301" at the Center
for Hellenic Studies in Washington;
and "The Battle of Pydna, 168 B.C."
at Swarthmore College.
.... Visiting Associate Professor of
History and Coordinator of
Women's Studies JOAN D.
HEDRICK presented a paper entitled
"Women's Culture and American
Studies" at the conference on
"Recent Trends and Findings in
Historical Research and Scholarship"
at Miss Porter's School fn
Farmington. She spoke on "Harriet
Beecher Stowe and the Feminist
Critique of Religion" at the South
Congregational Church in Hartford.
.... SHARON D. HERZBERGER,
associate professor of psychology,
along with several students, delivered
a paper on "The Developntent of a
Social Desirability Scale" at the
Eastern Psychological Association
Conference in Baltimore, MD.
.... Athletic Trainer MARGARET E.
HOGAN lectured on "Upper
Extremity Injuries" at the Symposium
on Sports Injuries at the UConn
Health Center in Farmington.
.... DONALD D. HOOK, professor of
modern languages, served on the
Committee on Humanities, Faculty of
Consulting Examiners for the Board
for State Academic A wards, Charter
Oak College.
.... Associate Professor of English
DIANNE M. HUNTER has been
appointed for a three-year term to the
Delegate Assembly of the Modern
Language Association as the
representative of the Division on
Psychological Approaches to
Literature. Her workshop on

"Psychoanalysis, Feminism, and
Contemporary Criticism" was held at
the University of Hartford, and she
received an NEH Fellowship for a
seminar on "Psychoanalysis,
Contemporary Theory, and
Shakespeare."
.... ARNOLD L. KERSON, associate
professor of modern languages,
delivered a paper at the Northeast
Modern Language Association
convention entitled "El De Deo,
Deoque Homine Heroica de Diego
Jose Abad."
..... Library Cataloger PATRICIA
KISER compiled the discography
for the Richard Tucker biography
written by James A. Drake.
..... DIRK A. KUYK, JR., associate
professor of English, has been
awarded the "Outstanding Academic
Book for 1983-84" by the Association
of College and Research Libraries, for
his publication Threads Cable-strong:
William Faulkner's Go Down Moses.
..... EUGENE E. LEACH, associate
professor of history & director of
American studies program, chaired
and presented a session entitled
"Fancy Footwork: Forays Into Urban
Expression" at the Popular Culture
Association convention in Toronto.
He delivered a lecture on "The
Culture of Industrial Capitalism: New
Vistas in American Cultural Histor·
iography" at a conference cosponsored by the Connecticut
Association of Independent Schools
and Miss Porter's School.
..... Associate Professor of Modern
Languages SONIA M. LEE has had
her book, Camara Laye, published by
G.K. Hall in Boston.
..... CLYDE D. McKEE, JR., professor
of political science, published
"Lawyer-Politicians in New England:
An Overview of Politics and
Practices" in the Western New
England Law Review, Vol. 5, Issue 4 .
He gave a lecture before African
diplomats on "The U.S. Primary
System: Why It Is the Way It Is and
What Reforms Are Needed." His
faculty research lecture was called.
"What Can We Learn From 'Theory
Z'?" He was appointed by the City
Council of Hartford to the Planning
Commission of the Capital Regional
Council on Governments, and he
attended a briefing on consolidating
the administrative agencies of the
Virgin Islands held in St. Thomas,
V.I.
..... Associate Professor of Chemistry
RALPH 0. MOYER, JR. co·
authored "151 Eu Moss bauer Studies
of Eu 2 lrHs' ' which appeared in the
Journal of the Less Common Metals,
Vol. 98, 1984, pp. 159.

..... ROBERT PALTER, Charles A.
Dana professor of history of
science presented two lectures:
"Saving the Scientific Text:
Documents, Readers, and the Way of
the World" at the Boston Colloquim
for the Philosophy of Science at
Boston University; and "The
Question of Medieval Science" at
Trinity.
..... Associate Professor of Physics
HARVEY S. PICKER presented a
paper on "Electrodisintegration,
Electro-capture, and Primordial
Nucleosynthesis" at the American
Physical Society meeting in
Washington, D .C .
..... RICHARD RAND, visiting
associate professor of English, has
written a bi-lingual edition of
Signeponge/Signsponge, published by
the Columbia University Press. He
delivered a paper entitled "The Ends
of Anti-Semitism: Chaucer's Legacy"
to the Medieval and Renaissance
Studies program at Trinity and at the
ninth annual conference of the
International Association of
Philosophy and Literature at the
University of Iowa. At a special
symposium on "Contemporary Genre
Theory and the Yale School" at the
University of Oklahoma, he spoke on
"The Gift of Paul de Man. "
..... College Organist JOHN ROSE was
the featured soloist in an organ
concerto with the San Francisco
Symphony. He also performed for the
national convention of the American
Guild of Organists in San Francisco.
He recorded his twelfth album for
Towerhill Records at the Cathedral of
St. John the Divine in New York City.
..... CRAIG W . SCHNEIDER,
associate professor of biology,
recently published "The Red Algal
Genus Audouinella Bory (Nemaliales:
Acrochaetiaceae) from North
Carolina in the Smithsonian
Contributions to the Marine Sciences,
Number 22, IV, pp. 25. He was
awarded his second grant to study
"Bathymetric Distribution of
Seaweeds in Offshore Bermudian
Habitats."
..... Writer-in-Residence THALIA
SELZ has her biography included
in the Associated Writing Program's
Reader's List. She has been chosen to
judge the Alpha Delta Phi Literary
Competition.
..... BARBARA SICHERMAN,
William R. Kenan, Jr. professor of
American institutions and values,
delivered the following talks:
"Women Scientists in the Academy:
Alice Hamilton at Harvard" at
Roxbury Clinical Record Club in
Boston; "Separate Spheres as
Historical Paradigm: Limiting

Metaphor or Useful Construct?" at
the Organization of American
Historians meeting in Los Angeles;
and "Alice Hamilton's Career in
Occupational Health" at the Harvard
School of Public Health in Boston.
.... Artist-in-Residence JOHN SMITH
participated in an invitational
exhibition at Southeastern
Massachusetts University, North
Dartmouth, MA. He was a guest
lecturer at Smith College in
Northampton, MA, and has received
an artist's grant from the Connecticut
Commission on the Arts.
..... PAUL SMITH, James J. Goodwin
professor of English, has published
"The Tenth Indian and the Thing
Left Out" in Ernest Hemingway: The
Writer in Context; and "Terza
Riruce: Hemingway, Dunning, Italian
Poetry" in The Hemingway Rev iew.
He presented "The Familiar Lie" at
the Hartford College for Women
Lecture Series; "Hemingway and
Fiction Between the Two Wars" at
Taft School Honors Lectures; and
"The Hemingways in Paris" at the
Simsbury Library Lecture Series. He
served as program chairman, session
chariman, and panelist on "The
Hemingway Manuscripts" at the 1984
International Hemingway Conference
in Madrid, Spain.
..... Artist-in-Residence ELIZABETH
L. TRACY exhibited her work at
the North Dakota Print and Drawing
Annual at the University of North
Dakota. She has been elected to The
Los Angeles Printmaking Society.
..... RANBIR VOHRA, Charles A .
Dana professor of political
science, participated in the annual
Great Decisions '84 Debate on
" China and the U.S.: Five Years After
Normalization, " which was sponsored
by the Connecticut Valley Branch of
the American Association of
University Women, and broadcast on
WFCR public radio.
..... Dean of Students DAVID WINER
co-authored "Seeking Professional
Help for Psychological Problems" in
New Directions in Helping, Vol. 3,
New York: Academic Press, 1983 .
..... ROBBINS WINSLOW, director of
administrative data systems and
coordinator of foreign study advising,
delivered a paper on "Academic
Advising for Students Planning to
Study Abroad and Granting of Degree
Credit for Such Study" at the
Association of Collegiate Registrars
and Admissions Officers annual
meeting in Denver, CO.
..... Associate Professor of Economics
DIANE C. ZANNONI has been
appointed to the Committee Z on the
Economic Status of the Profession.
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VIRTUALLY UNSTOPPABLE was the women's lacrosse team as coach Robin Sheppard's squad won its second straight
N.l.A.C. title. Here, junior Susie Cutler shreds the Springfield defense on her way to the goal.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE=::::=::::=::::=::::
The women's lacrosse team almost made it look easy
this year, rolling over teams by wide margins and
posting an 11-1 record on the way to its second
straight N.I.A.C. championship. As coach Robin
Sheppard well knew at the beginning of the season,
however, successfully defending a title is one of the
most difficult things to do in all of sport. She, as well
as her team, knew that everyone would be gunning
for the Bantams. Fortunately, the Bantams were more
than up to the challenge.
The season started in Medford, Mass. in what
turned out to be a preview of the N.I.A.C. championship game. Trinity eked out an 8-6 victory over Tufts
and then notched four lopsided wins before coming
up against their toughest week of the season. The

Bants edged Connecticut College, last year's N.I.A.C.
finals opponent, 13-12, in an emotionally charged
game. Such a big win set the stage for a 10-8 loss to
Williams in Williamstown, the only blemish on an
otherwise perfect record. Trinity was able to bounce
back with a 14-10 win against a tough Amherst team
and then cruised into the tournament with two more
big wins.
Trinity faced Williams in the opening round of the
tournament, giving the Bantams an opportunity for
revenge. Avenge themselves they did, roaring to a 136 win. Tufts, meanwhile, was beating Bowdoin in the
other semifinal, setting up an exciting rematch. Tufts
led by an 11-9 score with fifteen minutes left, but the
Bantams fired in four goals, three by Ginny Biggar, in
less than three minutes to assure Trinity of its second
championship in as many years. The final score was

14-11 in Trinity's favor. Biggar finished with 5 goals,
while Kat Castle and Laney Lynch each added three
goals. Senior goaltender Karen Orczyk had perhaps
her best game ever as she turned away 23 Tufts' shots.
The Bantams were an offensive machine this season,
averaging nearly 15 goals per game and being held
under 10 goals only twice. Sophomore Biggar paced
the scoring attack with 53 points (34 goals-19 assists).
She was followed by junior Susie Cutler (34-12-46)
and senior co-captains Suzy Schwartz (32-13-45) and
Laney Lynch (24-17-41). Schwartz, who was named
this year's M.V.P., and Lynch, along with classmates
Orczyk, attacker Lisa Sperry, and defensive players
Laura Gill and Annie Mathiasen, closed out ma,gnificent four-year careers during which Trinity emerged
as the dominant force in New England women's lacrosse. These six players will be impossible to replace,
but Sheppard at least has some outstanding players
returning plus a reserve of strong junior varsity players from which to draw for next year.

TRACK=================
Coach Jim Foster's men's track team ran, jumped,
and threw its way to a second-consecutive winning
season in 1984. The team's two-year unbeaten string
now stands at 14 (Trinity was 4-0-1 in 1983), just five
short of the women's swim team's college record of
nineteen straight wins. This season also saw the men
capture the first official N.E.S.C.A.C. team title, take
FINISHING ONE-TWO was a regular occurrence for
sophomore Femi Obi (left) and freshman Dave Banta
(right). The pair dominated New England small college
sprinting and led Trinity to its second consecutive undefeated year.

a third place at the New England Division III meet,
break numerous individual records , and qualify two
athletes for the national meet in late May.
Trinity's success was a result of good all-around
team strength, but the real heart of the team was on
the track, particularly in the sprints. Sophomore Femi
Obi and freshman Dave Banta ran 1-2 in most races
this year, both 100- and 200-meters. Banta was named
the Most Valuable Athlete at the N.E.S .eA.C. meet
with wins in the 200 and 400, while Obi placed sixth,
good enough for All-New England honors, in the 200
meters at the all-division New England meet. Banta
and Obi, along with juniors Matt Harthun and Steve
Drew, were also on the 4 x 100 meter relay team that
finished fourth at the New England meet in a school
record time of 42.65 seconds. Drew, an extremely versatile athlete who hurdled, high jumped, and sprinted,
was named the team's Most Valuable Athlete and will
compete in the Division III national meet in the 400meter intermediate hurdles. He will be joined at the
nationals by javelin thrower Rick Hayber who unleashed a school record toss of 209'7" at the Division
III New England. Also very deserving of mention is
Dave Barry, an outstanding 800-meter man who won
that event at the Division III New England meet in
school-record time. The team was captained by distance runner Steve Klots and multi-event performer
Terry Rousseau, the only seniors on the team.
The women's team was also much improved this
season as they finished the season with a 3-5 record,
up from 1-2 a year ago. The women garnered wins
over Connecticut College, Williams, and Middlebury,
and were much more competitive with teams that
had soundly beaten them in previous years. Bonnie
Loughlin, who ran the 800- and 1500-meters and was
on relay teams, was named the Most Valuable Athlete. She, along with Erica Thurman, Alex Steinert,
and Meredith Lynch, was on the two-mile relay team
that finished an impressive second at the E.C.A.C.
Division III meet.

MEN'S LACROSSE,===:=========
Trinity's young men's lacrosse team started out
quickly, winning three of its first five games. The Bantams could not maintain that pace, and they proceeded to lose their last five games, finishing the
season with a disappointing 3-7 record. It must be remembered, however, that coach Mike Darr's squad
lost three of those games by just one goal, including
heartbreaking overtime losses to Springfield and New
Haven. Also, captain Ned Ide, an all-New England
performer at midfield, missed a considerable amount
of time due to injuries. His stabilizing presence was
missed all the more considering the number of inexperienced players on the team. Well over half the squad
was comprised of freshmen and sophomores.
On the flip side of the coin, all this youth bodes well
for the future. The two top scorers, attackmen Rob
Beede (9 goals- 16 assists- 25 points) and Ed Meyercord (12-6-18), are both freshmen and will be back for
three more years. They were followed in the scoring
race by senior Mark Tiedemann (15-2-17) who, along
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TRINITY BASKETBALL'S ALL-TIME LEADING SCORER Jim Bates also had a
good baseball season as he led the Bantams in home runs and runs batted in.
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with Ide, played in the annual East-West All-Star
game for New England seniors. The game was held at
Trinity for the second consecutive year.
Defensively, Trinity was again led by goaltender
Paul Ferrucci. Already. in his second year as a starter,
the sophomore Ferrucci had another fine season as he
stopped more than 67 percent of the opponents' shots
and allowed only slightly more than seven goals per
game. The Bantams will also have a host of experienced defensemen back in 1985, most notably Scott
Hallett, Bill Nault, and Kelly Shackelford, all of
whom will be seniors next year.

BASEBALL.================
The baseball team suffered through a very frustrating season, one made even more disappointing when
compared to the success of last year's E.C.A.C. championship squad. Coach Robie Shults' team was never
quite able to get untracked as it finished with a 9-11-1
record and out of playoff contention.
Still, the season was not without its bright moments. From a team standpoint, the most notable
of these was a four-game win streak near the end of
the season which finally put the Bantams over .500 at
9-8-1 and into the playoff picture. All hopes were
dashed, however, as Trinity met with a disastrous final weekend, losing a single game to Wesleyan and a
doubleheader to Bates.
Individually there were standouts as well. Senior
Mike Schweighoffer earned the team's Most Valuable
Player award by pitching much better than his 3-5
record indicates and hitting .288 as the team's third
baseman when not on the mound. Junior Joe Shield
won the batting title for the second consecutive year
with a .319 average. He was followed closely by senior

Jim Bates who hit over .300, .313 to be precise, for the
fourth straight year. He also led the team with 21 RBis
and 4 home runs. Rookies played well forT rinity this
year: freshman pitcher Ed Butler finished with a 2-2
record; freshman Murphy VanderVelde started in left
field and hit .280 with 13 RBis; and sophomore infielder Bill Markowitz, in his first year with the team,
came on at the end of the season to win the Most
Improved Player award with a .303 batting average.
Two other seniors, Brian Driscoll and Nick Bordieri,
played in their final games for Trinity this year. Driscoll gave the team two solid seasons of work as a
starter in rightfield, and Bordieri, who saw action as a
catcher and a second baseman, was a four-year starter.

Coach Burt Apfelbaum's crew team had a very successful year, coming in third at the year-end Dad Vail
Regatta in Philadelphia with three boats winning
medals. The J.V. lightweights won a silver, while the
varsity lightweights and the varsity women took home
bronze medals. The freshman lightweights and the
varsity heavyweights also made the finals, and both
came in fifth place overall.
The varsity women stroked their way through an
undefeated season, winning all six of their races, to
lead the Trinity crews through an outstanding regu lar
season. The varsity and J. V. lightweight eights also
did quite well, each losing only once in six starts. The
varsity heavyweight boat was hampered by injuries
but managed to win two races late in the year to finish
at 2-3. The best of the freshman boats was the novice
women, who ended with a record of 5-1.
At the postseason awards ceremony, junior John
Klimczak was presented the Torch Award for doing

ONE OF SEVERAL FRESHMEN who make the future of
Trinity lacrosse look bright is midfielder Dave Boone,
shown here letting loose with a wicked shot.

RUGBY=================
The men's rugby club, captained by seniors Bob
LeCours and John Reidy and coached by professor
Vince Smith, stormed through an undefeated S-0 year
to complete the best rugby season ever at Trinity. The
perfect season was wrapped up when the Bantam ruggers met W .P.I., also undefeated at the time, in the
final game of the year. Trinity had to come from behind but managed to pull out a 7-4 victory on junior
Scott Elsas' winning try.
Even the women got into the act for the first time
this year. Captained and organized by Marly Johnston '86, more than 35 women came out for rugby,
and Trinity was able to field two full teams. The A
team finished with a 3-1 record while the B team
ended at 2-2.

TENNIS,==================
the most to foster and perpetuate the Trinity crew
program. Seniors Tim Nash and Laura Darby were
given Coaches' Awards for dedication and performance. Nash, along with Eric Houston, was the captain
of the heavyweights while Darby and Melissa Jacobsen led the women. The captain of the lightweights
was senior Bob Rochelle. Finally, two Hartford Barge
Club Trophies were awarded; one for novice women
to Sue Latham and one for sportsmanship to sophomore Charlie Wilmerding.

Trinity's men's tennis team, under first-year coach
Stephen Heath, came back from an 0-2 start to win six
of its last seven matches, thus finishing the season
with a 6-3 mark. The Bantams took fourth place honors at the N.E.S.C.A.C. tournament with the number
three doubles team of Art Strome and Dan Moran
winning their flight, the first time ever that a Trinity
entry has done so at the N .E.S.C.A.C.
Senior co-captains Neil Schneider and Andy Loft
were Trinity's top players this year, playing number
one and number two singles, respectively, and team-

THE WOMEN'S VARSITY CREW poses alongside their new shell with the donors of the craft, Chad Mooney '74 and
the shell's namesake, Barbara C. Mooney.
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ing up as the number one doubles team. Schneider
was one of only four players from New England chosen to play in the Division III national tournament at
Emory University. Claire Slaughter, an All-American
last year, also went to the nationals; the women's
tournament was held at Kalamazoo College. Both
Schneider and Slaughter fell in the early rounds despite playing very well.

GOLF'===================
Trinity's young golf team improved its record from
6-4 a year ago to 7-3 in 1984. John Dunham, with
assistance from Charles Kohn of the Hartford Golf
Club, again coached the team and guided the Bantams to their second-straight, fourth-place finish at
the N.E.S.C.A.C. tournament. That finish is misleading, however, as Trinity was just five strokes out of
second place.
Trinity's all-underclassmen team was led around the
links by junior captain John Worthington. He averaged 82.6 strokes per eighteen holes despite playing in
conditions that were often less than ideal. Worthington was followed by sophomore John Zweig (83.5 average) and freshman Bill Piculell (83.55 average). The
team practices and plays its home matches at the Farmington Woods course in Farmington.

SOFTBALL===============
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Trinity's softball team, in its first year of varsity
competition, got off to a rough start, losing its first
four games. The players rebounded well, though, and
played almost .500-ball the rest of the way as they won
three of their last seven games to finish with a 3-8
record. Also, two of the final four losses were by only
one run, one an extra-inning thriller that was finally
won by Clark, 15-14.
Junior second baseman Kathy O'Brien led the
squad with a .500 average, followed by a number of
players in the mid- to upper-.300s as Trinity hit a
rousing .342 as a team. Sophomore first baseman
Sheila Andrus had a team-high 8 RBls, four of which
came on a grand slam against Wesleyan. H er classmates, Sis Van Cleve and Sue Carter, led the team
with 10 runs scored and fielded very well at shortstop
and centerfield, respectively. Sophomore Mary Wrobleski picked up pitching victories against Clark and
Mt. Holyoke, while freshman Julie Simon notched the
win over Wesleyan.
Seniors Weezie Kerr and Nancy Meade finished up
their careers with fine seasons. Rightfielder Kerr hit
.333 with 7 RBls from the cleanup spot, while Meade,
the third baseman, stroked the ball for a .353 average
and also drove in 7 runs. Kerr and Meade, both fouryear players, were instrumental forces in softball's rise
from the club level to varsity status.

SPORTS AWARDS

1984====~=

George Sheldon McCook Trophy (senior male ath lete) James Bates '84; Trinity Club of Hartford Trophy (senior
female athlete) -Nina Porter '84; ECAC Award (sen-
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SPRING SPORTS
MEN'S TRACK (9-0)

BASEBALL (9·11·1)
5 Dartmouth
2 Amherst
8 Hillsdale
3 Brandeis
5 M.l.T.
0 Coast Guard
2 Coast Guard
6 Williams
5 Wesleyan
7 Tufts
WOMEN'S LACROSSE (11·1)
18 Tufts
0 Wesleyan
8 Tufts
6
7 Springfield
21 Wesleyan
8
5 Eastern Conn.
16 Mt. Holyoke
9
5 W.P.l.
17 Smith
6
2 W.P.l.
17 Springfield
5
1 Clark
13 Conn. College
12
8 Central Conn.
8 Williams
10
7 Wesleyan
14 Amherst
10
5 Bates
22 Holy Cross
5
6 Bates
15 UConn
11
13 Williams
6
WOMEN'S TRACK (3-5)
14 Tufts
11
30 Smith
GOLF(7-3)
30 Westfield St.
30 Amherst
419 Coast Guard
396
30 Middlebury
419 Wesleyan
427
69 Wesleyan
408 UHartford
376
69 Conn. College
408 Springfield
464
75 Williams
393 A. I. C.
410
58 Eastern Conn.
421 M.l.T.
447
421 Brandeis
507
MEN'S LACROSSE (3· 7)
426 Western Conn. 479
82
82
82
82
102
102
113
92
86

Coast Guard
Amherst
Westfield St.
Middlebury
Wesleyan
Conn. College
Eastern Conn.
Williams
W.P.l.

403 Williams
251 Quinnipiac

72
70
63
11
79
9
41
61
68

413
284

TENNIS (6·3)
3
4
8
8
9
6
8
8
2

Tufts
Amherst
UHartford
M.l.T.
Wesleyan
Williams
Springfield
Conn. College
Army

6
5
1
0
3
1
1
7

CREW
Varsity Women: 6-0
Men's Varsity Light·
weights: 5-1
Men's Varsity Heavyweights: 2-3
Novice Women: 5-1
Men's J.V. Lightweights:
5-1
Men's Freshman Heavyweights: 3-2
Men's Freshman Light·
weights: 3-3
Men's Heavyweight
Four: 2-3
Women's Four: 0-4

13
9
3
9
12
6
5
7
9
5

13
7
4
8
4
1
5
3
2
10
5
8
7
13
3
1
0
1
9
8
24

99
69
44
18
86
10
60
72

Western Maryland 3
Conn. College
5
Tufts
13
Springfield
10
M.l.T.
6
Amherst
12
Williams
9
Wesleyan
8
New Haven
10
Westfield St.
11

SOFTBALL (3-8)
7 Wesleyan
2 UHartford
1 Conn. College
5 Coast Guard
10 Clark
14 Clark
0 Smith
25 Wesleyan
9 Western Conn.
0 Western Conn.
4 Mt. Holyoke

8
5
3
11
7
15
14
11

10
4
3

ior male scholar-athlete) - Michael Schweighoffer '84;
Susan E. Martin Award (senior female scholar-athlete)
-Nancy Meade '84; Bob Harron Award (junior male
scholar-athlete) - Matt Harthun '85; Board of Fellows

Award Uunior female scholar-athlete) -Jeanne
Mannes '85; Larry Silver Award (non-athlete contribution) - Laura Darby '84; Bantam Award (non-student
contribution) - Dr. Henry DePhillips.

1984 ATHLETIC AWARD WINNERS: (left to right) Laura Darby, Nina Porter, Matt Harthun, Karen Orczyk, Jim Bates,
Nancy Meade, Laura Gill, Mike Schweighoffer. Orczyk and Gill received Trinity Blanket Awards for having earned nine
or more varsity letters in three sports during their college careers.

Along the Walk

Conrinuedfrompage7

PRESIDENT'S CIRCLE
MEMBERS CELEBRATE
On an evening in May, a special
group of alumni, parents anq friends
returned to campus from as far away as
Texas and Florida for one of Trinity's
new traditions, the President's Circle
dinner.
After renewing friendships at a reception in the president's house, the
guests gathered for a candlelight dinner
in Hamlin. President English's toast of
thanks for the generosity and support
of the President's Circle received a gracious response on behalf of its members
from James E. Bent '28.
The voices of T rinity students Maria
Lavieri, Thomas Baker, Grant Cochran, Michael Connelly and Floyd Higgins in "Songs of Social Significance
from the American Musical Theatre"

n

provided enjoyable after-dinner entertainment. Professor Gerald Moshell
provided the piano accompaniment.
Members of the President's Circle
have contributed $2500 or more to the
College during the year.

IDP TUITION LOWERED
Trinity has reduced tuition charges
for its undergraduate degree program
for adult students.
Students in the Individualized Degree Program (IDP) who take classroom
courses at Trinity will pay 75% of the
regular tuition charge, and those who
take independent study units will be
charged 50% of the regular rate.
According to Louise Fisher, director
of the program, "We know that there
are many qualified older students who
would like to earn a Trinity degree, but

have felt unable to afford it. This reduction in charges will make aT rinity
education more accessible to them. We
also expect the new fee structure to assist us in continuing to attract adult
students of the highest caliber."
The IDP, started at Trinity eleven
years ago, is a self-paced learning program for adults, leading to the bachelor's degree. It is specifically designed
for persons who cannot attend college
full-time, due to family or career obligations. IDP students are given up to ten
years to complete degree requirements.
Currently there are about 100 students in the program, and about
eighty-five graduates. As a group, IDP
students are high academic achievers,
and many go on to earn graduate degrees.
Fisher said she hopes the tuition reduction will result in increased enrollments in the IDP.

Class Notes

1966
IAN C.S. MACGREGOR and Constance
Bates, June 25, 1983
1967
PHILIP J. MAYER and Elizabeth Kammer, December 28, 1983
1969
STEPHEN M. SOULE and Karen Cochran, November 11, 1983
1970
JONATHAN F. KNIGHT and Annette
Hansen, March 3, 1980

Vital Statistics
ENGAGEMENTS

1960
FRANK K. JAGO and Shirley M. Estelle
1968
BRUCE E. JOHNSON and Deborah
Rogers
1973
ARON PASTERNACK and Kate Perri
1974
SUSAN DANSKER and Joseph Bogaty
1975
KATHRIN W. POOLE and Howard H.
Tomlinson
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1977
ROBERT J. FRIEDMAN and Debbie
Bonini
DEIRDRE O'BRIEN and Richard B.
Phelan
EDWARD D. RIVKIN and Stacey
Beermon
MARY A. WERTHEIM and Daniel B.
Harns
1978
JAMES W. ABRAMS and Mary
Daugherty
HOWARD M.G. CROPSEY and Heather
D. Howson
ANDREW MAGRUDER and Lauren
Thompson
1979
ANDREW BACKMAN and Kathy
Broderick
BARRY J. DORFMAN and Michelle
Rabinowitz
PATRICIA A. GALLUCCI and William
H. Welte
NINA McLANE and William Burchfield
CHARLOTTE B. MILLER and Michael
McCarthey
SETH PRICE and Leslie Schwartz
ELIZABETH C. WURTS and Christopher K. Norton
1980
JOSEPH S. ADAJIAN and Daria Anne
Mariano
SUZANNE M. HERR and JAY R. OLSON
DENISE M. JONES and Silvio Sciarra
DAVID L. SNYDERWINE, JR. and Elizabeth Green
LAURA VAN THUNEN and MALCOLM
W.GREENOUGH
1980-1983
ANNE SICES and BOB PIGUE
1981
ANN BASSETT and ROSS GOLDBERG
DOROTHY D. BUNDY and STEPHEN M.
DYLAG
WILLIAM D. HORN . and Carolyn
Armstrong

1971
G. WILLIAM SCHWERT and Patricia
Nolan, December 23, 1983

MARCIE LERNER and Jim Tardiff
"MAC" NASH and Cathleen A. Hynes
GARY M. PALMER and Robin Bailly
NOEL R . SORVINO and Donald J .
Mykulak
NELSON A. TONER and LisaK. Nicholas
1982
DAVID A. BURWELL and Yolanda Biggs
TRACEY CAESAR and
CHRIS
TOLE RICO
JAMES W. KACHADOORIAN and Kateline Webster
CATHY KLEINSCHMIDT and Nicholas
Gura
1982-1983
WILLIAM LINDQUIST and LISA A.
NEBBIA
1983
WILLIAM F. COLBY, JR. and Diane E.
Murray
MICHAEL KENNEY and Ellen Bean
SUSAN C. MADDEN and Brian S.
Tessmann
HEATHER J. MUSANTE and Robert J.
Reihl
JOHN M. MUSERLINN and Eileen
Andreassi
1983-1984
KEITH GALLAGHER
MILLER

and

LORIE

1983-1986
TODD BEATI and HEATHER MOODY

WEDDINGS

1973
JEFFREY P. HARRIS and Susan Cutler,
March 24, 1984
MEGAN O'NEILL and Todd F. Brady,
February 18, 1984
EUGENE L. POGANY and Judith Bond,
February 20, 1983
1974
LEONARD DACK and Judy Swirnow,
February 18, 1983
JAMES A. FINKELSTEIN and Lynn
Marie Gould, March 24 , 1984
1975
JOSEPH A. CALABRO and Donna Cawley, April16, 1983
LUCY K. MORSE and Paul Englesberg,
December 28, 1983
SUSAN REEDER and Donald H. Moss,
August27,1983
GEORGE B. ROBERTS III and Andrea
M. Williams, January 3, 1984
MICHAEL ROSENBAUM and Nina
Freedman, July 10, 1983
NANCY SARGON and Norman I. Zarsky,
December 26, 1983
1976
ANN CHESNES and Christopher Quinn,
March 31, 1984
ALISON KAYE and Lance Lundberg,
September 10, 1983
A. HOBART PORTER and Pamela DeGraff, January 14, 1984
PAUL SANER and Sandra Tischler, August 6, 1983
1977
ALYSON HENNING and Alexander
Walker, July 23, 1983
DAVID L. WOLF and Debbie Swirsky,
August 21, 1983
1977-1978
JAMES H. ARNOLD and SANDRA
BUNTING, September 24, 1983

1938
ROBERT ALLEN GILBERT and Mary
Elam Roorbach, June 28, 1983
1956
WILLIAM R. SMITH III and Linda Fitzsimmons, October, 1983
1958
AUGUSTIN M. PARKER III and Ann Gillissen Munroe, February 4, 1984
1959
RICHARD KRIM and Joan Taylor, November 20, 1983
1963
PETER F. MACKIE and Catherine B.
Foster, December 31, 1983
1965
DAN C. SWANDER and Ann Elizabeth
Lawrence, December 3, 1983
1965-1979
DAVID R. REBMANN and DEBORAH
MOODEY, March 3, 1984

1977-1979
GIL CHILDERS and ANNE FAIRBANKS, January 14, 1984
1978
STEPHEN BERKOWITZ and Julia Shapiro, May 20, 1984
ROSS HAMILTON and CynthiaJ. Babler,
July 16, 1983
BRENDA LAUFS and Dr. Robert Weinstein, October 30, 1983
ELIZABETH PARKER and Stuart B. Nibley, April 7, 1984
1979
LYNNE BAGDIS and Ira B. Wilson, June
25, 1983
KATHA DIDDEL and Paul H. Warren,
August 27, 1983
BARBARA GROSSMAN and Andrew M.
Clearfield, October 8, 1983
GREGORY B. MARTIN and Susan E.
Pudney,August6, 1983
E. CARTER WURTS and Christopher
Norton, May 5, 1984

1980
NANCY CLARKE and Russell B. Brewer
II, November 26, 1983
PATRICIA A. MAIRS and Peter W. Klestadt, April 7, 1984
FRANCES PLOUGH and Jeb Seder, June
25, 1983
1981
MARILYN MOORE and Brent Hutchins,
August 14, 1983
MARTIN J . PARKES and Catherine C.
Theron, October 8, 1983
1981-1982
DIANA FURSE and WILLIAM FISKE,
September 10, 1983
1982
DARYL FROELICH and Michael J. Moss,
June 1983
MICHAEL J. GOTTIER and Lynne Klosowski, July 2, 1983
SUSAN ELLEN HOUSER and W. WESLEY WINANT, October 22, 1983
1983
BRUCE S. CHOZICK and Ayelet A. Salant, April 7, 1984
LAURA JOHNSTON and Robert S. Arling, May 28, 1983

MASTERS
1959
ENID DATH and Arthur R. Hastings,
February 4, 1984
1974
MICHAEL EGAN and Debra Sue Good,
October 15, 1983
1975
MARK B. BREITBART and Judy A.
Nussbaum, October 2, 1983
JAMES J. WARYKAS and Elizabeth
McLaughlin, December 3, 1983
1980
MARILYN SUE PETRIDES and Robert
F. Cohen, February 12. 1984

BIRTHS

1962
The Hon. and Mrs. Dana A. Cleaves,
daughter, Debra Cohen, August 7, 1982,
son, Zachary Adam, May 22, 1983
1963
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Harris, daughter,
Taylor, June 15, 1983
1965
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter S. Cook, son, Alexander John, November 11, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregg, son, Alexander William David, October 7,1983
1966
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S. Hart, son, Patrick
Harrington Corkery, October 11, 1983
1967
Mr. and Mrs. Geoffrey White, son, Geoffrey Hubbard, November 29, 1983
1968
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Enck, daughter, Alexandra J., June 11, 1982, son, Jarrett
R., November 9, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Fox, son, Timothy
Yates, June 21, 1983

Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Jaffee, son, William
Saudek, October 3, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth G. Pavel, son, David
Andrew, December 22, 1983
1969
Mr. and Mrs. Werner A. Low, son, Andrew J ., March 29, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel S. Prentice,
daughter, Annabel, July 30, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. William 0. Sweeney, son,
Timothy Elisha, September 20, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Larry H. Whipple, son, Matthew, January 13, 1984
1970
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Greene, daughter,
Sarah, October 2, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. John F . Hagaman, son, William, February 16, 1984
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Obliger, son,
James Everett, January 17, 1984
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard Schneider, daughter, Rachael Lynn, February 13, 1984
1971
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barbour, daughter,
Melissa, August 2, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Beedy, daughter,
Elizabeth Allen, July 9, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Clark (Margot Clement), daughter, "Bessie" Roberts, May
6, 1983
Dr. and Mrs. Albert Humphrey, son, Albert Courtland, September 21, 1982
Mr. and Mrs. Michael James, daughter,
Elizabeth, November 8, 1983
Dr. and Mrs. John J. Jehl, daughter, Kristen Melinda, December 30, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Reale, son, John Benjamin, November 26, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Rose (Karen Lewchik), son,
Christopher Robertson, November 4,
1983
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Ross III, daughter,
Lauren Ashley, August 4, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. D.M. Sample, son, Ryan
Hunter, December 19, 1983
1972
Mr. and Mrs. Michael German, son, Ian
Lewis, May 4, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Moses, daughter,
Kate Howell, April16, 1983
Dr. and Mrs. Alan Patrignani, Justin Alan,
January 18, 1984
Mr. and Mrs. Singer (Patricia Mendell),
son, David Andrew, October 12, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen A. Sylvestro, son,
Trevor Taylor, May 12, 1983
1973
Mr. and Mrs. Archer (Sandra Yurchyk),
daughter, Maren Brie, November 12,
1983
Mr. and Mrs. Bendas (Charla Thompson),
son, Charles Middleton, June 17, 1983
Mr. Leonard and Dr. Elizabeth HunterBattison, daughter, Christina, March 20,
1983
Mr. and Mrs. Wise (Suzie Chen), daughter,
Abigail, August 12, 1983
1973-1974
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert J. Keating III (Mary
Jo Mate!), daughter, Jane, and son, Anthony, November 4, 1983
1974
Mr. and Mrs. Abramoff (Gloria Zieper),
son, Michael Henry, January 10, 1984
Mr. Clark and Elizabeth Barringer, daughter, Elizabeth M. Clark, January 7, 1983
Marjorie 0. Bradford and James J. Stanford, daughter, Cynthia Miller, January
19, 1984
Mr. and Mrs. Chiang-Hillman (Charlene
Chiang), son, Lee Robert, July 24, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Crossman (Elaine
Austin), daughter, Katherine Nichols,
February 15, 1984
Mr. and Mrs. David Duennebier, daughter,
Nicole Moira, September 7, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. James Morgan, daughter,
Eliza Rivkah, February 28, 1984

Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Morgan (Lisa Carothers), daughter, Caitlin, November 4,
1983
Dr. John O'Shea and Dr. Dana O'Brien,
son, Brendan Seth, February 7, 1984
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Taussig, daughter,
Sarah Elizabeth, December 18, 1983
Felicity Tuttle and James A. Weisman,
daughter, Katherine Marguerite Farwell, February 11, 1984
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Weissman, son, Seth
Jordan, June 11, 1983
1975
Mr. Dunn and Elizabeth Alden, son, Justin
John, July 24, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. JosephA. Calabro, daughter,
Siena Laine, November 10, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Carr (Victoria Baker), son,
Daniel Forrest, December 5, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Deming (Jamie Tilghman),
daughter, Julia Bennett, November 18,
1983
Mr. and Mrs. Victor A. Feigenbaum, Esq.,
daughter, Julie Rebecca, October 20,
1983
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Levy, daughter,
Brittany Ray, November 23, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Triggs (Barbara
Brucker), daughter, Bailey, October 24,
1983
1976
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Brown, son, Timothy
Scott, November 26, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey S. Carter (Anne
Jones), daughter, Sarah Elisabeth, November 29, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Davis (Frederica Miller),
daughter, Frederica Morgan, February
17, 1984
Rebecca Dunn and Reynolds Onderdonk,
son, Anson Elijah, March 6, 1984
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Goldman (Debra Heidecorn), son, Joshua Daniel, April 25,
1983
Mr. and Mrs. Hyland (Eleanor Ward),
daughter, Leah, November 3, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips (Susan Grier), son,
John Williamson, July 22, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Roelle (June Cowan), daughter, Emily Linnell, February 9, 1984
Mr. and Mrs. Sklar (Debbie-Ann Roth),
son, Adam, March 19, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen J. Thoren, daughter, Katie Lynn, February 18, 1984
1977
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Barker, daughter,
Katelyn Marie, May, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Campbell (Gwynne MacColl),
son, Colin Douglas, September 9, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. James DeGiovanni, daughter, Hannah Elizabeth, February 25,
1984
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill O'Brien, Esq., daughter, Meghan, January 14, 1984
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Santos, son, Nicholas,
February 1, 1984
1977-1979
Stephen E. Corso and Ellen Ahern, daughter, Jessica Anne, September 1, 1983
1978
Dr. and Mrs. Robert D. Claflin, son, R.
Tyler, June 25, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Karl R. Herbst, son, Alexander Joseph, September 13, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Lundberg, son, Peter William, February 15, 1984
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Miller (Beth Domb),
son, Mark Benjamin, January 30, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Theobald, son, Roderick
Mackenzie, October 24, 1983
1979
Mr. and Mrs. David Wilke, daughter, Caitlyn Theresa, September 3, 1983
1980
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey F. Mather, daughter,
Stephanie Ann, October 12, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Phillips, daughter,
Rose Alexandra, November 25, 1983

MASTERS
1974
Mr. and Mrs. Harris (Sally Sterling Sponsel), daughter, Arwynn Sophia, April25,
1983
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kwiat, son, Michael
Vincent, July 1, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Presutti, son, Douglas
John, November 13, 1983
1976
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Triggs, daughter,
Bailey Brucker, October 24, 1983
1977
Mr. and Mrs. Sager (Judy), daughter, Ashley Courtney, April 3, 1983
1981
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Waugh, son, Peter Clifford, December 14, 1983

05
In the March 1, 1984 issue of the Hartford Courant are a picture of and article
about ALLEN GOODALE. Four of Allen's poems were set to music and performed at Avery Heights where he lives.
The article describes how the music was
composed by Richard Lukianuk whose
wife, Lee Ann, is a Hartt opera student
and part-time nurse at Avery. She became
acquainted with Allen and his poetry,
which touched her so much that she convinced her husband to write the music
which she then sang in concert.
Editm··, Note: We are son·y to ,-epm·t
thnt Allen Goodale died on J·une 9, 1984 at
the age q(99.
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Melville E. Shulthiess
Attorney at Law
Taunton Hill Rd.
Newtown, CT 06470

Stopped to see RUSS HATHEWAY at
his home recently. His undergraduate career was terminated when he was seriously ill and unable to return to college for
his junior year. Russ and I spent many
years together at the Connecticut General
Life Insurance Co. He took early retirement for reasons of health, normal age
being 65, and was looking forward to his
eighty-seventh birthday when I saw him.
Had a nice letter from Charlotte Jessee.
She had been reading our Class items in
The Reporter, which she reads from cover
to cover. She occasionally sees a Trinity
faculty member or alumnus at her home in
Pompano Beach, FL but says she is lonesome, a far cry from her many years at
Trinity when every fall brought a new delegation of candidates to the campus for
Dan's teams.
In the past few days I received, as I
imagine from its contents you did, a letter
from ROBERT G. REYNOLDS, M.D.,
Class of 1922, stating that Trinity College
had asked him to serve as Class Agent for
a number of classes whose ranks have
thinned out and who presently do not have
an agent. SYD PINNEY served as our
agent for many years, and following his
death his widow, Louisa, has performed
the duties. Louisa was seriously ill three
years ago and has found she is no longer
able to serve. Many thanks and good luck
to her.
BOB REYNOLDS was a freshman when
several of our class returned to College in
January, 1919. He was pitcher on the college ball team and has been Class Agent
for 1922 for some years.
Our class has always done well with the
Alumni Fund, so Jet's keep up the good

work. Aside from the Alumni Fund, there
is around $90,000 in the 1918 Memorial
Scholarship Fund and enough more in sight
to bring the total to over $100,000.
Class Agent: Robert G. Reynolds, M.D.
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Erhardt G. Schmitt
41 Mill Rock Rd.
New Haven, CT 06511

Well here we go again! Reunion time '84
is fast approaching. I hope a few of us can
make it to the Half-Century Club dinner,
once more, (hopefully) June 7, 1984. YOUR
SCRIBE here will try to get a ride with
BOB GILLOOLY '54 - yes, the son of
"DENNY" A. GILLOOLY- because I do
not choose to drive at night. Bob is a fine
golfer. His son, DENNIS W. GILLOOLY
'82, a great Trinity baseballer, is another
"chip" off the old block.
I get the best news from GEORGE
FERRIS who tells me his Ferris & Co. had
their best year ever and this year '84looks
even better! He still plays golf, once a
week, or so, at "Burning Tree" to a 14
handicap. A lucky fellow indeed! What! His
wife, Charlotte, is not very well though,
sad to say, and George spends much of his
time with her in front of the television!
I am happy to report that my Carol has
pretty well recovered from her broken hip
2 '12 years ago, and I am trailing along,
much better after my radium treatment of
1982 and my heart attack of May '83. I am
allowed about 9 holes of golf per week, in
cart, of course. Not so bad, right!
You've all read no doubt about the most
unfortunate situation at Amherst recently
when the faculty, allegedly, succeeded in
eliminating the fraternities from the college! The students rioted on campus and
burned the president in effigy; a sorry affair indeed! What a contrast to the way
Trinity handled the same problems, with a
decision to keep the fraternities, but with
some supervision from the faculty and the
President. A masterful job indeed!
Once again, let me hear from you if only
about your improving aches and pains!
Class Agent: James F. English, Jr.
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James A. Calano
35 White St.
Hartford, CT 06114

I am writing this report on March 31,
two weeks after St. Patrick's Day. Do you
remember the Frosh-Soph St. Patrick's
Day scraps on the Campus?
Well, a leprechaun recently related to
me as follows in regard to 3-17-20. (You
see I didn't participate, being indisposed,
and why scrap against all those Irishmen
in the Class of '22 especially on St. Pat's
Day, and especially since my Roman Druid
ancestors didn't see fit to tangle with their
ancestors back in the glory days?)
GENERAL CANNER arranged to
quarter his troops - the eve before - in a
second-rate hotel downtown. However,
opposing GENERAL TANSILL '22
stormed the hotel three o'clock the following morning when all Hades broke loose.
All kinds of objects were hurled into the
air at opposing sides but Tansill and his
men were making good headway up the
staircase when hotel guests, angered by
the noise and loss of sleep, pitched in to
help rout the invaders. Sad to relate that
the beloved Freddy Tansill suffered a deep
gash on his chin - being hit by a chair which put a damper on the whole affair.
Well , thereyouhaveit. Ifmyleprechaun
friend has added blarney to the story,
please write me your version.
We had a couple of other scraps our first
year but they can wait until we receive
your reaction to the above. We were always greatly outnumbered because most
of the sophs entered college via SATC
(Student Army Training Corps). I smile

37

now as I recall that the townies referred
to them derisively as the Saturday Afternoon Tea Club!
I read with sadness of the passing of
"THE DUKE" class '25. GEORGE MALCOLM-SMITH was a literary light, an authority on jazz music, a true gentleman of
many talents. He gave freely of his time to
charitable causes, including volunteer work
at the Hartford Hospital.
PAUL NORMAN is still a part-time
model at Visual Art College. Nice going,
Paul, but when did you acquire the nickname of PABLO? It sounds like a breakfast food!
Class Agent: Sereno B. Gammell

25
WILLIAM GOODRIDGE of Pittsburgh,
P A writes that he plays in an adult band
which marches in firemen's parades in
summer and gives free concerts in winter.

26
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Walter J. Riley
7 Pequot Trail
Westport, CT 06880

ED ANTOS reports that last July
marked the celebration of his 52nd wedding anniversary and they are enjoying
their 3 sons, 10 grandchildren, and their
most recent great-granddaughter,
Lindsay.
Also, C.U. POLO SR. says he retired
from C.R.C. and is now 82 years old.
And HERB NOBLE has advised all
'26ers on our Alumni Fund situation, so
let's get moving on that one.
Haven't heard from any other class
members. If no news is good news, I trust
we are all doing pretty well.
Class Agent: Herbert J. Noble
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Winthrop H. Segur
Park Ridge, Apt. 516
1320 Berlin Tpke.
Wethersfield, CT 06109

Just in case you guys don't remember,
winters in Connecticut are really not so
much stuff and such. If it doesn't happen
today, it may well happen tomorrow and
so often it does!
Perhaps the most rewarding part of the
past winter was following the progress of
Trin's basketball team, which ended up
with our very best record ever - 24 - 2,
and as champions in the NCAA New England Division III tourney. A really great
effort by a fine unselfish group of studentathletes.
Do you remember basketball games in
the twenties when we were aboard? "Home
games" were played in the old Hartford
Public High School gym. Any player over
six feet tall was really big and two-handed
set s)lots were the fashion. Bodily contact
usually resulted in either a foul or a jump
ball while foul shots were usually started
with both hands on the ball and the ball
between the spread legs of the shooter? No
alley-oops, slam dunks or behind the back
passings - just to mention a few things.
However in those days, after the game
there was an orchestra of sorts for dancing. Always a group of SNETCO girls who
would appear probably more for the dancing than to watch the game. Things were
surely different back in those days but still
fun to remember.
Sorry to report that another member of
our class has left us. JOE HANDLEY was
taken last month. While we have not seen
too much of him since 1927, certainly we
all have pleasant memories of him during
our years on the hill and want to extend
condolences to his family.·
Class Agent: The Rev. Robert Y. Condit
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Royden C. Berger
53 Thomson Rd.
West Hartford, CT 06107

"I would be happy to get more Class of
'28 news, so I send you some of mine,"
writes BOB GIBSON, who retired ten
years ago as Bishop, The Diocese of Virginia. Bob has been keeping busy and active as chairman of the board of St. Paul's
College and a member of the boards of
local social relations and civic activities.
Bob has traveled to many places, including Great Britain, Mexico, the Caribbean
and to Pakistan, where his daughter and
family are living. He also has three sons
and five grandchildren. Surgery stopped
his tennis playing but he plans to start
again soon. He expects to be going strong
in 1988 and to return to Trinity for our
60th reunion and hopes to see you there.
Glad to hear from BILL JUDGE . He has
praise for The Trinity Reporter and looks
in it for news about '28. He enjoys living
!'t the foot of the White Mountains, among
many friends and neighbors.
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MORRISCUTLER'sson William D. Cutler recently opened a new office as a clinical psychologist in Groton. Morris writes,
"We mourn the loss of RUDY TAUTE."
Class Agent: Morris J. Cutler

31
JOHN GOODING continues to do insurance consulting and is "playing a great
deal of golf."
JAKE JACOBSON retired in 1982 after
forty years in the practice of urology and
is "now enjoying my remaining years in a
leisurely, stressless type of existence. Do
come by and see me in Manchester."
JOHN CHILDS is still working full time
at Kidder Peabody having retired from
Irving Trust Co. ten years ago.
GEORGE MACKIE's mobile home in
Nokomis, FL was the scene of a February
15 reunion with ALLAN BREED of Fort
Myers Beach and CLARENCE "CHIC"
MILLER of North Fort Myel'S, both '31;
GEORGE SLATER '32 of Clearwater and
RALPH SLATER '35 of Palm Harbor,
plus their wives. All were members of the
now defunct Trinity chapter of Sigma Nu.
Class Agent: George A. Mackie
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Julius Smith D.M.D.
242 Trumbull St.
Hartford, CT 06103

Jane and BILL GRAINGER celebrated
their 50th with the family (15 and 8/9ths)
in Salzburg - then on to Munich and Rothenburg and back to Frankfurt by train.
Their great-grandson, Christopher T.
McCahill, was born 1/28/84.
There was a mini-reunion at the winter
quarters of GEORGE MACKIE '31 - AL
BREED '31 and CHIC MILLER '31 came
from Fort Myers; GEORGE SLATER '32
and RALPH SLATER '35 came from
Clearwater.
Class Agent: Richard C. Meloy
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CHARLES SHEAFE writes that he was
sorry not to have come to the 50th reunion
last .'June. "My wife Mary died 2/11/84 after
a long bout with cancer." He plans to remain in Atlanta.
TOM WAD LOW is still happily retired

and "well adjusted. Hobbies are sailing,
puttering and martinis."
Class Agent: Thomas S. Wadlow
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Charles A. Tucker
7 Wintergreen Lane
West Hartford, CT 06117

HOFF BENJAMIN wrote of a 3-week
trip to the national parks and rain forests
of Costa Rica.
Class Agent: John E. Kelly
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Albert W. Baskerville
PO Box 548
Derry, NH 03038

(Continuation of BILL PADDON's
cruise on HMCS Saguenay.)
The destroyer Saguenay, one of the oldest ships in the Canadian Navy, is mostly
used for fishery patrols and rescue but even
today her life is an exciting one, boarding
Russian trawler on suspicion of illegal fishing nets, rescuing survivors or salvaging
ships in trouble, etc.... Very comfortable,
so quiet and steady one could not tell if she
were steaming or lying at anchor, no vibration even though at times traveling at 24
knots (27'12 mph).
They gave us a formal mess dinner with
full ceremony - the best meal I ever enjoyed afloat. The Queen's bealth was drunk
as only the Navy is allowed to drink it sitting down. King Charles I nearly fractured
his skull on a low beam- casualty of rising
to drink on a warship - and wben he was
partly conscious, he decreed that henceforth any toast to him would be drunk sitting down. A very mannerly ship - never
heard a word of blasphemy or obscenity
(different from WWII).
The visit to the northern communities,
especially the Eskimo ones, was very moving indeed. We were met on the deck by
the traditional brass band and first class
Moravian choirs and shown around town,
fed and welcomed as old friends . When I
retired in 1978, I hadn't had time to say
goodbye to them, having been their doctor
for 33 years, and the demonstration of affection was overwhelming. Sheila and I
found it very moving. As we left each place,
the band and choir appeared again and the
choir sang "God Guard Thee Till We Meet
Again." Old men, dog team drivers and
ship's pilots with whom I had shared very
rough going and many a snow house in
forgotten blizzards came to shake hands
and reminisce. Women who felt their lives
or those of their children had been saved
by our air ambulance and oru- hospital scores of them came to wring our hands or
even to bestow an unofficial embrace. (To
be concluded)
This year's recipient of tbe Warner
Scholarship is Theodore Weesner '86. We
need more contributions for the 1935 Warner Fund. Please send checks.
'
A letter was recieved from BOB LAU,
who complains that he doesn't receive
mucb in the way of news from '35ers. (Join
the club, Bob.) However, Bob does mention that BILL ANGUS has retired and is
now devoting much of his time and energy
to his church in Manhasset, Long Island.
Bob also speaks of his next town neighbor
BILL WALKER, who has retained the
mayoralty of HopewelL Bill has a secret
proviso that while he'll handle the town
affairs, some other worthy Hopewellite will
handle the orations. Although technically
retired, Bob continues to be re-elected and
reappointed to various town, county, veteran, and political boards, commissions,
including the Mercer County Library
Commission (tenth year) and Mercer
County Veterans' Council (sixth year). Bob
retains his amateur standing as they are
all non-paying positions. (As you can see
taking early retirement at 72 does not
come easy to him.) Now he has plenty of
time to contemplate the usual geriatric

complaints. Bob closed his lette~ by referring to the 52nd wedding anniversary of
DUANE and Gertrude FLAHERTY in
December.
From sundry sources I have learned that
TOM HAGARTY has been reaping welldeseved honors from his colleagues in the
legal profession. In July 1983 he completed a term as president of the Federation of Insurance Counsel (a national
organization of lawyers and insurance
company claims executives) and at a meeting in Vancouver, BC, he moved on to
chairman of the Board of Directors and
was elected to a three year term on the
Board of Directors and the Executive
Committee of the Defense Research Institute. Congratulations, Tom.
Your SECRETARY, upon returning
from a seven-week sojourn in Florida and
South Carolina, was greeted by a major
late March storm in New Hampshire - 14
inches of wet snow.
Don't forget - contributions to the Warner Fund are always appreciated.
Class Agent: Dr. Orson H. Hart
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AL DEXTER writes, "When sensible
people my age are getting out of things
like politics, I ran for zoning board of appeals, alternate (and was elected)."
JACK HANNA is retiring in June "to
read more, write more, and relish life with
my wife, Inga."
ED P ACOSHA taught a course recently
in inventory control at Greenfield Commuhity College.
From LOUIS STEIN, "In a recent tennis tournament at Fort Myers, FL sanctioned by the Florida and U.S. Tennis
Association, I defeated the number 4 seed
in the second round and reached the semifinals where I lost to Harry Hoffman, the
number 1 seed. I spend three months each
winter in Sarasota across the street from
BILL HULL '37."
Class Agent: Albert M. Dexter, Jr.
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L. Barton Wilson
31 Woodland St.
Hartford, CT 06105

Add to the "retired" list the names of
DICK GILLESPIE and ED LEHAN.
HOWARD GOODY writes that he and
his wife celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary with a trip to Bermuda - "a
truly marvelous place for such an
occasion ."

Remember our Senior Ball on a spring
evening at the Hartford Club? That was
the night the newly-formed and relatively
unknown band of Count Basie provided the
beat. It was their first appearance at a
college and certainly not their last. The
report of the Count's death April26 evoked
nostalgic memories.
We all received a letter from HARRY
SANDERS suggesting that now is the time
to consider Trinity in our wills and estate
planning. Give it some thought.
And please send news.
Class Agent: William G. Hull
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James M.F. Weir
27BrookRd.
Woodbridge, CT 06525

FRANK BURKE has had surgery for
hip joint replacement and writes that he is
"on way to recovery."
CARL HODGDON, JR. sends news of
two new grandchildren: Erica DeCourcy
Hodgdon, born 8/9/83 and Ryan Andrew
Hodgdon, born 9/22/83. That brings the
grand total to five. He notes, "Enjoyed
our 45th reunion immensely!"
AL RUNDBAKEN writes of his chi!-

dren and their professions. His son is a
dentist, older daughter an attorney, and
younger daughter a speech pathologist. He
is also the proud grandfather of three
grandchildren with a fourth expected in
July.
Class Agent: Dr. Joseph G. Astman
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Edward C. Barrett
52 Sowams Rd.
Barrington, RI 02806

The Class of '39 has responded enthusiastically to Old Trin's call for our 45th Reunion- June 7, 8, 9. Here are a few who
have indicated that they are planning to
attend the great celebration:
DICK AMES, WALLY ANDERSON,
ED BARRETT, MIKE BASSFORD, BEN
BLAKE, MILT BUDIN, BOB BUTLER,
BRAD COLTON, DAN CRUSON, DAVE
DAVIDSON, BILL DECKER, GREG GABOURY, LEON GILMAN, VIC HAMILTON, HENRY HAYDEN, DICK HILL,
PAUL JASPERSON, DAVE KEATING,
DICK LEGGETT, SHERWOOD MARTIN, LARRY NEWHALL, ART OLSON,
BILL PICKLES, BOB SCHRECK, TOM
SKELLEY, ED SMITH, GEORGE
SMITH, FRAN STOCKWELL, JOHN
SYKES, ARNOLD WATERMAN, WARREN WEEKS, TED WEZOWIC, JACK
WILCOX, and BILL YATES.
Retirements head our list of news: JOSEPH FERNANDEZ has retired and
writes that he often thinks of the "good
friends I made at Trinity." ED MANN retired from the Hartford Insurance Group
in 1981, which leaves more time to be spent
with his four children and five grandchildren. SHER MARTIN retired from UTC/
Hamilton Standard in 1983. EDWARD
SMITH retired from The Travelers in 1983
and writes that he is "enjoying every minute so far." He spent a month driving
through central and south France in the
fall.
Class Agent: Ethan F. Bassford
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DICK ONDERDONK writes that his
younger son is a sophomore in college, his
older son having graduated from Trinity
in '76 and that his daughter REBECCA
'76 expected a baby in March.
BOB PYE has started to present exhibits in local libraries on "heraldry" (currently Irish). Also in preparation are
lectures on family, clan and font names;
later flags, seals and medals.
DICK WALES is principal/owner of Aircraft Resources International in Darien.
Class Agent: Walter E. Borin
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Frank A. Kelly Jr.
21 Forest Dr.
Newington, CT 06111

LEE GOODMAN reports that "since
having emigrated from Massachusetts in
1970, I'm still relishing Vermont country
life; and enjoying retirement (from teaching) by indulging in some high-octane
travel to fuel rr.y free-lance writing. In
1982, Italy in April; Asia in September.
Whereas in 1983 it was Switzerland in
April plus Yugoslavia in September. (After
all, at my age self-indulgence is the noblest
of philanthropies.)" Certainly the sentiment in parenthesis contains food for
thought for all of us.
Running on the Republican ticket SETH
HOLCOMBE received the highest number
of votes in Granby for a position on the
Zoning Board of Appeals.
LARRY MARSHALL reports that he is
"finally retired now after 32 years in education; 36 years in the Armed Forces (re-

serves); and now (Dec. 1983) after 28 years
part time with the daily paper in Southeastern Connecticut."
JACK McGEE, who retired from United
Technologies on January 31, 1977, now
lives on Church Road in Lebanon. His laconic message said "6 grandchildren - retired and built new home in country.
Maintain acreage for summer use on Vinalhaven, Maine (Island)."
DICK WELCHER, who retired from
American Cyanamid Company in November of 1981, has two new grandchildren,
Jennifer Tougas and Paul Welcher. Dick
also reports that his former hobby, metal
sculpture, has become a full -time activity.
"Salt Box," an architectural impressionstyle sculpture, received the Rosenthal
Foundation Outdoor Sculpture Award in
the 1983 New England Exhibition at the
Silvermine Center For the Arts.
Class Agent: John T. Carpenter
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Martin D. Wood
4741 23rd St. North
Arlington, VA 22207

HAROLD JOHNSON plans to join the
growing ranks of '42 retirees. He will leave
Standadyne Inc., where he is secretary and
general counsel this year. He will retire to
the Isle of Palms -just north of Charleston, SC- where he is billlding a home.
During the last 8 years, among other
things, FRANK STITES has been building a Variviggen aircraft. On December
24th, he flew it for the first time. Since he
reported after the fact, we know it worked.
In fact, "it flies very well," according to
Frank.
On June 1st, WALT JEROME will re·
tire from Gloversville Enlarged School
District in Maine. He is an art teacher and
has been with them for 31 years.
After more than 25 years, DON VINCENT retired from INA Life Insurance
Company at the end of last year. He was
vice president and chief underwriting officer. Current plans are to travel around the
country.
ANDY WEEKS increases his important
volunteer work by being elected to the
board of directors of the Area Council
on Aging in Berkshire County, MA.
Class Agent: Milford F. Rhines, Esq.
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John L. Bonee
50 State St.
Hartford, CT 06103

PETE PETERSON advises us of the
birth of a new granddaughter, Lesley Ann
Peterson, born May 27, 1983. Our Class
extends hearty congratulations to the
proud grandparents.
DAVE TYLER, your SECRETARY and
their wives met in Florida recently. We
had dinner at a restaurant in West Palm
Beach known as "The Abbey Road." Dave
tells me that he has a fourteen-year-old
grandson, son of DAVID III, Class of '67,
who looks as if he will soon be setting some
new swimming records.
DAVE PECK has a house in Aspen,
CO,and ran into your SECRETARY's son,
JOHN BONEE III '70, who was enjoying
the skiing. Dave suggests '43 hold a reunion in Aspen.
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J. PAUL GOULET has retired from the
City of Manchester, NH where he was a
teacher/gilldance counselor.
From Dublin, NH, ED KELLY writes
that "everything is great. Chris and I are
also enjoying ten grandchildren."
JOHN PEABODY writes that his wife,

Virginia, died in March, 1983 after a long
illness.
In July, 1982 SPIRO PETERSON
stepped down as dean of the graduate
school and research at Miami University in
Oxford, OH. He took a year of sabbatical
and has now returned to full-time teaching
and research in the department of English.
MARK TENNEY was elected president
of the Connecticut chapter of Chartered
Property and Casualty Underwriters for
the 1983-84 year.
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ED FRIEDLANDER is starting on a
"third career" as president of Ed Friedlander & Associates, a Washington-based
consulting firm, after 18 years in Boston.
Twelve of those years were spent as public
relations and development director of
Tufts New England Medical Center and 17
years as federal executive with 8 different
health and medically related offices and
agencies.
FREDERICK NEUSNER is a judge
with the U.S. Department of Labor, Office
of Administrative Law Judges.
Class Agent: Merritt Johnquest
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Rt. Rev. E. Otis Charles
1349 3rd Ave.
Salt Lake City, UT 84103

DICK DURICK has retired from Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance and is
engaged in a Folk and Country Art business called "Chairman of the Board."
TOM SCHARFF reports his son,
DAVID, '77, is studying for an MBA in
California and doing very well in business.
Your SECRETARY has been engaged
with a group of Christian and Jewish clergy
and rabbis from across the country in the
development of a course for those who
minister entitled: "Making a Difference."
One participant identified it as the most
significant continuing education experience in which he had ever participated.
Class Agent: David H. Rivkin
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Charles I. Tenney, CLU
Charles I. Tenney & Assoc.
6 Bryn Mawr Ave.
Bryn Mawr, PA 19015

The '49ers work force is decreasing.
JOHN NOONAN has retired as vice president of Smith Kline Beckman after 33
years of an exciting and fulfilling career.
He is now just "smelling the flowers" and
doing some consulting work. At the moment, he plans to keep Bryn Mawr, PA as
his permanent residence, which by the way
is a pretty nice place to live. Of course,
there is DON PRIGGE who did move to
South Carolina. He enjoys local theatre and
also fishing on the bay, rivers and lakes.
He played Feste, the clown in "Twelfth
Night," and directed "Everything in the
Garden" by Ed Albee. Then again there
are those who combine work with pleasure. DAVE MAHONEY winters in Boynton Beach, FL and claims he is a realtor
there but our records show he still maintains his home in Old Saybrook. Dave
has a new grandson, Stewart B.
McKinney, on October 26, 1983.
Congratulations!
Class Agent: Joseph A. DeGrandi
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Robert Tansill
270 White Oak Ridge Rd.
Short Hills, NJ 07078

HANK GOODYEAR lives in Albany,
GA, where he is chairman of the Board of

the Nut Tree Pecan Co. Hank sends the
message, "eat plenty of pecans." BRENT
HARRIES has moved to Point Road, Wilson Point, South Norwalk.
DON WIGGLESWORTH writes that son
David graduated from School of Agriculture & Forestry at West Virginia University and is now doing his thing with trees
in Colorado.
TED DI LORENZO's son, Jimmy, is a
sophomore at Trinity. His daughter, Amy,
is a freshman at Regis College, Weston,
MA and Laura, age 10, attends St. Brigid
in West Hartford.
BOB COMPTON lives in Framingham
Center, MA and daughter, Sarah, who is a
junior at Trinity is spending this semester
studying in London.
FRANK SHERMAN stopped by Short
Hills, NJ with Marge on their way to England and Denmark.
Class Agent: F. Scott Bill you
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Louis Raden
1133 Ivyglen Circle
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48013

Recently had lunch in Detroit with
RHEA PINCUS '82, of the development
office and was brought up-to-date on nottoo-distant Trinity growth plans. We went
over to Grand Rapids, MI to visit our
daughter, son-in-law, and eight-month-old
granddaughter in their new home. Our
granddaughter was dressed in her Trinity
sweatshirt, so visit was enhanced.
Heard from JOHN BURBANK that he
was elected president of the 1983-84 Independent Insurance Agents of CT.
BARRY COLT wrote to tell us he now
has three grandchildren and that he is professor of biology at Southeastern Massachusetts University.
KING HOWARD is proud of his 15month-old grandson and is busy managing
hotels in Iowa and Rhode Island while performing consulting services to hotels in five
eastern states and Nigeria.
Heard from SAM McGILL again that he
is retired from Aetna Life and Casualty
and is now a self-employed lawyer living in
Glastonbury.
OWEN MITCHELL has been appointed
president of the hotel division of Berkley
Industries Corp. in Boca Raton, FL. He
will supervise operations for a fast growing chain of 24 hotels, motels, and marinas
throughout Florida.
Received much information from ART
ROCHE, who works for Aetna Life and
Casualty, personal financial security division in Orlando, FL, where he is manager
of the central Florida office. Last November his son, Ken, and his wife, Shannon,
presented Art and Ellie with a grandson
named Derrick. He also received his CLU
- Chartered Financial Consultant
designation.
NORM WACK reports he shunned retirement for a new business. He is president and owner of a company named Age
of Video IV in Unionville with 1,200 plus
classic movies to rent along with sales and
rentals of Panasonic video cameras and
cassette recorders. Quite a switch from
vice president of Caterpillar Tractor Sales
where he worked for 25 years! Now we
have a place to go and see all the oldies we
missed through the years.
Received a note from JOHN WEIKEL
keeping us up-to-date on his address and
title of director of pathology and toxicology at Bristol-Myers Pharmaceutical Research and Development Division in
Evansville, IN.
BOB DUNKLE has been promoted to
vice president and research manager of
Morgan, Keegan & Co. in Boston, MA. His
daughter, WENDY '83, was married last
September in York, ME to NICHOLAS
DOWLING '80. The newlyweds now reside in Hartford.
Class Agent: James B. Curtin, Esq.
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Douglas C. Lee
PO Box 5321
Modesto, CA 95352

MANNING PARSONS writes that his
daughter is a freshman at Trinity, and that
he has recently moved to 13800 Falls Road
in Cockeysville, MD 21030. Also among

offspring who are making the news, BEN
WILMOT reports that his son, Bruce, is
working at the White House in Washington, where he is a journalist on the News
Summary Staff.
VINCE DIANA indicates in an indirect
way that his law practice is flourishing. He
has moved to larger quarters in Manchester, and is now at 1089 Main Street.

Area Association Activities
SAN DIEGO- Betty and Edgar Craig '34 once again hosted a very successful reception for alumni/ae, parents and friends at their lovely home in La
Jolla on February 20th. Jerry Hansen addressed the enthusiastic group.
LOS ANGELES- President Barnett Lipkind '62, Tel: (213) 587-8888
On February 22nd, a reception and dinner was held at the Founders Room,
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion of the Music Center. Guest of honor was Dr.
George Cooper, former secretary of the College and Northam professor of
history.
SAN FRANCISCO- President James B. Kilgore '66, Tel: (415) 544-6651
A reception and dinner was held at the Levi Strauss Building on February
24th. President James F. English, Jr. addressed the lively turnout of alumni/
ae, parents, and friends.
HARTFORD- President Donald B. Reder '69, Tel: (203) 724-0861
The newly renovated Mather Campus Center was the setting for the Annual
Winter Cocktail Party on February 29th. On April 16th, the Trinity Club of
Hartford sponsored an evening of entertainment, Button Down Sounds, the
proceeds benefiting the Club Scholarship Fund. Stanley Ogrodnik, head basketball coach of our championship basketball team, was guest speaker at the
May monthly luncheon.
CHICAGO- Ann Rohlen '71 hosted a reception in honor of President James
F. English, Jr. on March 23rd. Her magnificent home was a perfect setting
for the successful affair.
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NEW YORK- President Peter A. Hoffman '61, Tel: (212) 289-8982
A record-breaking turnout of over 200 alumni/ae, parents and friends attended a reception in honor of President James F. English, Jr. at the lola
Jackson Gallery on April3rd. Ann Knutson Waugh '80 deserves much of the
credit for the successful affair.
PHILADELPHIA- President B. Graeme Frazier Ill '57,
Tel: (215) 836-5682
The Peale Club was a marvelous setting for the annual reception held on April
4th. Guest of honor, President James F. English, Jr., spoke to a very receptive
audience.
ATLANTA - Nancy and Alva See '55 hosted a reception for alumni/ae,
parents, and friends at their attractive home in Atlanta. Constance E. Ware,
vice president for development, addressed the gathering.
DETROIT- President Bruce McF. Rockwell '60, Tel: (313) 259-2600
Mr. and Mrs. William Cunningham, parents of Bill '87, hosted a very successful reception at their attractive home in Grosse Pointe Farms. Donald N.
Dietrich, director of admissions, gave an informal talk on the challenges of
admissions in a very competitive market.
NORTHEASTERN OHIO- President Richard Mecaskey '51,
Tel: (216) 333-9161
The beautiful estate of the late William Gwinn Mather, a generous benefactor
of the College, was the setting for the annual reception and dinner held
on April 24th. President James F. English, Jr. addressed the responsive
audience.
PITTSBURGH- President E. Wade Close '55, Tel: (412) 391-3020
The unusual and attractive home of Candice and John Craig '54 was a perfect
setting for a reception for alumni/ae, parents, and friends held on May 1st.
The informal gathering presented an opportunity to meet Donald Dietrich,
director of admissions.
LONG ISLAND - Marge and Bob Hubbard '52 hosted a reception in honor
of President James F. English, Jr. on April 29th. Their beautiful home on the
water was a perfect setting for this well attended affair.
WASHINGTON - President Daniel L. Korengold '73, Tel: (703) 768-5500
The annual meeting was held at the Potomac School in McLean, Virginia on
May 20th. A large crowd enjoyed this well-planned family outing.

REED HOISINGTON reports that he
has a new grandson, his first, Graham
Alexander Potter, who entered the light of
day on the 17th of October in 1983. Colonel
Potter has no comment, but we're sure
he's pleased.
Your REPORTER'S divorce became final in March of 1983. My business, a consulting service for Almond Growers,
continues to flourish. There is a lot of travel
involved, as I live in Modesto, which is in
the center of the state, and most of my
clients are in the southern half, primarily
in Kern County. My oldest son, David (27),
is working in Washington, D.C., and attending Georgetown Law School nights.
Second son, Brian (24), is living with his
mother in Lodi, and combining considerable practice directed at a music career
along with part time work as a waiter in a
Stockton restaurant. Sharon, the oldest
daughter (21), is a freshman at the University of San Francisco Dental School, and
loves it. Cathy (18) is a freshman at the
University of California in Davis, where
she is pursuing a course in art. She is also
studying French, and hopes to spend her
junior year as an exchange student in
France. Diane (15), the youngest, is a sophomore at Lodi High School, and currently
is interested in drama and chemistry. So
far she has not evidenced any serious interest in boys.
The newsletter that I started 7 years ago
(Almond Tips) became a paid publication
in 1983. The number of subscribers now
exceeds what is was when the publication
was free, with a sprinkling of foreign
subscribers.
DICK ELLISON was recently named
president of Boat America Corp., an Alexandria, VA distributor of recreational
marine equipment and services. Boat
America was founded in 1971, and in 1983
had sales of over $20,000,000. In addition
to distribution of over 10,000 products,
Boat America also operates a group insurance program (marine), yacht documentation services, and a boat charter and group
travel business. Warehouse space recently
expanded to 93,000 square feet, and the
company had 350 employees. Dick had
been head of the predecessor company
Recreational Services Inc. Congratulations on the growth of the company, Dick!
It sounds like you've been busy.
Class Agent: William M. Vibert
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Paul A. Mortell
508 Stratfield Rd.
Fairfield, CT 06432

everyday.
JERRY PAQUETTE has a new job at
Imagitex Inc. in Nashua, NH. He is responsible for system and software advanced developments in image processing
as it relates to the printing industry.
KEN BARNETT's third daughter will
marry in June. He writes, "The way to the
poorhouse- colleges and weddings!!"
After more than 20 years as Class Agent,
ELLIOTT VALENTINE has resigned. We
will miss his dedication. A job well done
for the Class of '53. We thank you.
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Theodore T. Tansi
Phoenix Mutual Life Ins. Co.
1 American Row
Hartford, CT 06103

HARRY HOMA is writing a workbook
on American dialects for use in high
schools. His book uses the "linguistic approach" and is entitled, You Ain't Hea1'd
Nothin' Yet.
ED JAGER notes that his son, Tom, is a
freshman at Trinity. Ed recently completed a Ph.D. in sociology at the New
School for Social Research in New York
City.
In an interesting letter HANK KIPP
writes of his surroundings in Dulce, NM.
"This is beautiful high mesa country just
south of the San Juan Range (about 30
miles north in Colorado). Oil and gas production, timber sales, livestock production
and outdoor recreation (blue ribbon trout
lakes and trophy elk from local reservation
lands) are the major 'industries'
hereabouts."
JOSEPH MILNOR is president of Robert M. Sandoe & Associates in Boston, MA.
PETE NORMAN was elected president
of Ward, Dreshman & Reinhardt, Inc. in
Worthington, OH. He notes that this is the
"oldest professional fundraising firm in the
country." He also continues to serve as a
canon in the Episcopal church.
TOBY SCHOYER has several new responsibilities in the Virgin Islands where
he resides. He is the chairman of the Selective Service Board for Saint Croix and has
also been elected to serve as a member of
the board of parole for the Virgin Islands.
He writes that he was in Ireland recently
where he paid a visit to Trinity College in
Dublin. He says, "I should have enrolled;
maybe I could pass Math 101 there!"
MORT SCHECHTMAN founded Equity
Lease Inc. in October 1983. His company
leases and finances equipment including
data processing systems, interconnect,
machinery, and printing presses. His
daughter, Vicki, is in her fourth year at
Northeastern University and his daughter, Cathy, is a freshman at Syracuse.
RALPH TOMPKINS had triple by-pass
surgery on June 21, 1983. He writes, "No
problems." His son, Rip, graduated from
the University of Colorado in 1982; daughter, Holly, is a senior and tennis captain at
the University of Vermont and his second
daughter, Lindsay, is a freshman at the
University of Colorado.
HENRY WOODWARD's youngest son
graduates from Hillsdale College this year.
His oldest son is a manufacturer's representative and vice president of a local cab
company. His oldest daughter is married
and second daughter is a secretary at a
bank. A new grandson arrived last July.
Class Agent: Alfred M.C. MacColl

MANNY SOARES has been promoted
by Aetna Life and Casualty to the position
of corporate medical director.
ED ZITO announces that his law firm
(McKenna, Zito, & Malliet) has relocated
to 1010 Wethersfield Ave., Hartford.
ART TILDESLEY reports that he plans
to exchange rectories and pulpits with the
Vicar of Cradley (England) the month of
July. Art and Joan are "jolly-well" and
looking forward to the trip.
RALPH DAVIS was selected as an influential Black in Hartford and listed in "Beyond Ourselves." Ralph is director of public
relations for the Community Renewal
Team in Hartford.
TOM ASHER has been transferred to
North Carolina and is working in Spartanburg, SC. His new address is 850 Screven
Road, Tryou, NC 28782.
ORISON MARDEN reports his new address is 5138 Ranchito Ave., Sherman
E. Wade Close, Jr.
Oaks, CA 91423. He is vice president 96 West Waltheim Rd.
labor relations for Columbia Pictures InPittsburgh, PA 15215
dustries, Inc. He is using all his labor negotiating skills with contractors as he
P. DANA BEMIS is a partner in the firm
installs his new swimming pooL
of Bemis & Sipala in Wethersfield.
SAM RAMSAY continues his law pracBO BURBANK notes that he has three
tice in Providence and is also professor of . children at Trinity: CHARLOTTE '84,
law at Bryant College. Sam is looking forDouglas '86 and Timothy '88.
ward to retirement some day and golf
GERRY CROWELL writes that his old-
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riage to Joan Taylor (see Weddings) and
his new title as marketing general man·
ager of Cigna Individual Financial Services, a subsidiary of Connecticut General.
The new bride and groom are now residing
at 821 Sherry Drive, Valley Cottage, NY
10989.
JIM TWINAME writes that he is now
data processing manager at Stonhard, Inc.
in Maple Shade, NJ 08052, where he lives
with his wife and two teenage sons.
Your CLASS SECRETARY is happy to
advise you that commencing September,
1984, another Cataldo (son Joe) will be entering Trinity. Makes one feel old! I re·
member helping WARD CURRAN with his
studies on Elton third floor in 1953!
Please send news. Look forward to
seeing you all soon.
Class 4gent: Frederick M. Tobin, Esq.

Headliners
William H. Eastburn, III, '56 has
been named a Fellow of the American Bar Association. Chosen for
"outstanding attainment," the Fellows represent one-third of 1o/o of the
lawyer population in each state. Senior partner in the Doylestown, P A
law firm of Eastburn and Gray, he is
a former assistant district attorney
for Bucks County and special assistant to the Attorney General of P A.
He has been active in legal associations and a number of local civic and
humanitarian organizations.
John D. LaMothe '60 has been
named president of Arthur D. Little
Decision Resources, the management information services subsidiary
of Arthur D. Little, Inc. He joined
the firm last fall as vice president of
development, responsible for ex·
panding the company's family of proprietary services to support the
planning and decision-making activities of more than 450 subscribers
worldwide. Prior to that he was vice
president of international marketing
and administration for Chase Econometrics/Interactive Data Corporation.

est son, Jeffrey, opened his own dental
practice in Laconia, NH in August, 1983.
ALVAN FISHER, JR. is still "trying to
acclimate myself to all the sunshine" since
his move from New London to San Diego.
His job is similar to his work in New London in that he advises on the impact of the
environment on anti-submarine warfare.
He writes, "Barbara is looking for work in
the legal field . Son, John, is a junior at Mt.
Carmel High (recently made eagle scout
and active as a fire and EMT volunteer),
and daughter, Andrea, is injr. high (active
in gymnastics and music)."
RICH JOY is an associate broker with
Lambrecht Company in Detroit.
BILL LAPORTE was recently named
assistant vice president, pension invest·
ments, CIGNA Corp.
Class Agent: Joseph V. Reineman, Sr.
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Bridgeport. He recently became chairman
of the Amity Regional Board of Education
in Woodbridge.
KIM SHAW is principal in the firm of
Kimball Shaw Associates, Inc. in Hingham,
MA. His company provides retainer exec·
utive search services to small businesses
and community hospitals in New England.
WILLIAM SMITH III is president of
Microwave Associates, Inc. in Huntington.
ROGER MARTIN writes news of his
daughter Heather's graduation from Union
College and job as a computer consultant.
Roger received a master's degree in ac·
counting from the University of Hartford
in 1983.
FRED SCHUH notes that he is "still
happily in plastic surgery practice in beau·
tiful Charleston, SC and would welcome
visitors.''

Class Agent: John D. Limpitlaw
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Bruce MacDonald
1116 Weed St.
New Canaan, CT 06840

CHARLIE STEHLE recently demonstrated that he is still a superb master of
racquet sports. This past winter he and a
partner competed in and won the Philadelphia District Senior Doubles Squash
Championships. Flushed with victory he
and his partner then went on to Denver to
compete in the National Senior Doubles
Squash Tourney - and they got all the
way to the semi-finals before losing to a
Canadian team that won the tournament.
Very impressive. Charlie and his wife
Joanne and children live in Wyndmoor, PA,
where Charlie also runs his active and
flourishing real estate development
business.
LES CHARD writes that his son Les III
is a freshman at Wesleyan and that he (Les,
senior) is professor of English at the University of Cincinnati. He recently became
editor of a new national journal, "Urban
Resources." He urges all libraries to sub·
scribe to this worthwhile publication.
JACK BARTON is president of the
Bruno-Barton Insurance Agency in
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Paul A. Cataldo, Esq.
c/o Bachner, Roche &
Cataldo
55 W. Central St., Box 267
Franklin, MA 02038

JERRY CHANNEL writes he is happily
settled in his new, circa 1780 restored
farmhouse on ten acres of land at 385 Black
Rock Road, Easton, CT 06612. He is still
flying for American Airlines, and is in the
process of starting a farm with cows,
chickens, horses, etc. He writes that he
could use any help before the zoning board
of appeals in Easton and invites anyone in
the area to drop in.
Word comes from DICK CONDON that
he is now at Orion Research, 840 Memorial
Drive, Cambridge, MA 02139. He is Chair·
man of the Board and Head Honcho.
Word has also arrived from RUSSELL
W. PARTRIDGE that after all these years
in Wethersfield, he is finally making the
"big move west." As of June 1, 1984, he
will be moving west to 48 Ox Yoke Drive,
Wethersfield, CT 06109. Good luck Potts,
watch out for the covered wagons!
DICK KRIM writes of his recent mar·

The Rev. Dr. Borden W.
Painter, Jr.
110 Ledgewood Dr.
West Hartford, CT 06107

ROY MciLWAINE has started his own
professional recruiting firm for data proc·
essing sales and management people in
Wheeling, IL. BOB McCLENAHAN con·
tinues with A. G. Edwards and Sons in New
Haven as an investment broker. DINTY
MOORE serves with the technical staff at
Bell Communications Research, a portion
of the former "Ma Bell" which supports
the centralized needs of the regional operating telephone companies. GUS PARKER lives in Marblehead and commutes to
Boston where he counsels people on job
opportunities with the Massachusetts
State Employment Service.
DON NEVINS' new job is vice presi·
dent, Electronic Data Processing for Mu·
tual Life Insurance Company of New York
(MONY). CARL PETERSON is manager
of technical publications for Gould, Inc.,
programmable control division in Andover, MA. Carl enjoyed a great vacation
last year in the Black Hills, Yellowstone,
Grand Tetons and Rocky Mountains and
recommends these sites for September
trips. RIDGE SATTERWAITE does the
outdoor routine too, recently leading a ten·
day canoe trip in La Verandry Provincial
Park, Quebec, with eight fourteen-yearaids. Ridge is currently involved in a
"mammoth fund-raising" project for the
Farm and Wilderness dam construction
project, but also found time to participate
in The Christmas Revels at Dartmouth last
year. Our Class Agent, JOE REPOLE,
took a day last summer to bicycle from
Boston to Provincetown - 120 miles!
HARRY JACKSON has been appointed
a director in the group pension division,
employee benefits and financial services
group, CIGNA. MICHAEL WALLACE
left his clothing store, "The Acorn" in Columbus, OH, long enough to get to the Big
Apple recently and had dinner with MI·
CHAEL SCHACHT and DUNCAN BEN·
NE'IT '57. JIM STUDLEY still rejoices
over the good time we had at the 25th
Reunion last summer and enthusiastically
looks forward to our 30th!
Class Agent: Joseph J. Repole, Jr.
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Paul S. Campion
4 Red Oak Dr.
Rye, NY 10580

BILL ABELES is a vice president with
Kidder Peabody & Co., Inc. in Hagerstown, MD. His children attend college in
Pennsylvania: one son at Muhlenberg, another at Gettysburg, and his daughter at
Slippery Rock University.
GEORGE BACKMAN has begun his
own business in Canton. Appropriately, it
is entitled George E. Backman, Appraisals
and Fine Antiques. He specializes in 17th,

18th and 19th century silver and art glass.
MIKE BORUS is now a professor at the
Institute of Management and Labor Rela·
tions at Rutgers University in New Brunswick, NJ. He says, "Returning to the East
Coast hopefully allows me to renew contacts with many '59 grads."
HOWARD FITTS has been appointed
associate director in the casualty-property
commercial lines department at The Travelers Corporation in Hartford.
P. WALKER GRANT, JR. is director
(owner) of Stop Smoking Centers of Ver·
mont located in Rutland.
ART JUDGE writes that he is "thrilled
that our son, Geoff, is a member of the
Class of 1987."
ANDY LAROCHELLE is director of
administration and management at Retin·
agraphics in West Hartford.
RICHARD LOMNITZER is vice presi·
dent of Compu-Plan, Inc. in Paramus, NJ.
WILLIAM LUKENS is vice president of
F. Daniel Cathers & Associates, Inc. in
Malvern, PA. He writes that his daughter,
Helina is 22, Annie is 18, Molly is 15 and
Eleanor is 11.
JON WIDING has a new position as rector of Christ Church in Avon.
Class Agent: William J. Schreiner
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Lloyd M. Costley, Esq.
1528 34th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

WILLIAM PATERSON won the engi·
neer of the year award for 1982 at RCA
Missile and Surface Division.
JOHN RUTLEDGE is a vice president
at A. G. Becker Paribas, Inc. in New York
City. He will cover computer hardware
stocks.
TONY VIGNONE has had his first book
accepted for publication in the fall of 1984.
Its title is "Applied Object Oriented Pro·
gramming" and he writes that he is "cur·
rently sweating edit and rewrite."
Class Agent: George P. Kroh
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Gordon P. Ramsey, Esq.
Ramsey, Serino and Murray
One Washington Mall
Boston, MA 02108

HAROLD BOARDMAN, secretary and
associate general counsel, has been elected
to the additional office of assistant vice
president of Hoffmann-LaRoche, Inc. in
Caldwell, NJ.
FRANK BROSGOL has been re-elected
president of the medical staff of Northern
Westchester Hospital in Mt. Kisco, NY.
FRANK GLEASON was elected chair·
man of the life science department at Santa
Rosa Junior College where he has taught
for nine years. He also serves on various
campus committees as well as the academic senate.
FRANCIS B. GUMMERE, JR. writes
that his son, Bart, graduated from Middle·
bury in May, 1983 and is now working in
the Middlebury admissions office as an assistant director.
PETE KNIGHT was elected comma·
dore of the Black Rock Yacht Club for the
1984 season. His stepdaughter is a junior
and dean's list student at the University of
Rhode Island.
ALBERT MAYER III has been elected
president of the Realtors National Market·
ing Institute for 1984.
IAN RAWSON is director of Ambula·
tory Care Services for Allegheny General
Hospital in Pittsburgh, P A. I:Ie is involved
in developing innovative, lower-cost ap·
proaches to the delivery of health services.
V.E. REFALVY is vice president for
precious metals and manager of the New
York office of Rhode Island Hospital Trust.
He writes that his daughter, Karen, is at
Trinity in the Class of 1985 and that four
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more are preparing for college entry. He
has "high regard for Trinity education and
community."
LEONARD SW A TKIEWICZ is director
of training and sales personnel develop·
ment for Searle Consumer Products Co. in
Chicago, IL.
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Francis J. Cummings, M.D.
55 Chapin Rd.
Barrington, RI 02806

The warm weather has returned and our
classmates are beginning to wake from
their winter snoozes I assume, since I am
starting to get more reports about them
from the alumni office.
TOM BOYD is now director of ad minis·
tration at Hebb & Gitlin, P.C. in Hartford.
DANA CLEAVES was married two years
ago and he and Debra Cohen proudly an·
nounce the birth of their son, Zachary
Adam, last May (see Births). On the other
side, ALAN ELWELL reports "no change
in job, wife or children, and still live in the
same house!" JIM FINCH is now manager
of data processing for Tech Systems Corp.
in Thomaston.
Send more notes!
Class Agent: Samuel Bailey IV, Esq.
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Timothy F. Lenichek
25 Kidder Ave.
Somerville, MA 02144

BRIAN BROOKS has been appointed
assistant director in the casualty-property
claim department in The Travelers Corp.
in Hartford.
A long note arrived from RICHARD
GOODEN which included the following:
"This marks the beginning of my fifth year
in Los Angeles and I have not seen too
many Trinity graduates. About time we
formed Trinity College Alumni Associa·
tion of Southern California." He notes that
"Vic Keen's law firm is down the hall from
my new office location." He sends news of
ROGER BAUM who still lives in Chicago.
He has "traded his desk job at General
Electric Credit for a floor job as an options
trader on the Chicago Board of Options."
GEORGE A. GUILIANO of Rocky Hill
has been elected an assistant secretary in
the operations, processing and planning
department at the Hartford' Insurance
Group.
CLINTON JOHNSON is national ac·
count manager for Columbia Business Sys·
terns Inc. in East Hartford. He notes that
his son, Brandt, is a freshman at Williams
College and first string varsity basketball
player. His daughter, Melissa, is taking a
year off from Amherst College and doing
modeling in New York City.
ANDY LEWIS is president of Gooding
Rubber Company in Pittsburgh, P A.
PETER MACKIE was married in De·
cember to Catherine B. Foster (see Wed·
dings). He writes that she is currently the
employee relations manager (eastern re·
gion) for Marine Midland Bank. Peter is
vice president and business manager for
the Rockefeller Center Office uf Bankers
Trust Company. He is also a director of
Cancer Care, Inc. and the National Cancer
Foundation Inc. as well as on the alloca·
tions committee of the United Way of
Westchester.
STAN MARCUSS' wife, Rosemary, has
been named assistant director for tax pol·
icy of the Congressional Budget Office.
HUNTER HARRIS is district sales
manager for Bethlehem Steel. He writes
news of a new daughter (see Births).
HUNTER MARVEL has moved to Riverside and has started a new company,
Marvel Associates. His firm, which is lo·
cated in Old Greenwich, does direct mar·
keting consulting and advises on mail order
and direct mail.
STEPHEN REPETTO is an environ·

mental health and safety specialist with
Locti te Corp.
DAVID WICKS is managing partner
with Criterion Venture Partners in Houston, TX.
Class Agent: Rev. Michael A.
Schulenberg
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ROBERT ANDERSON is a trustee of
the Kent School and president of the
Alumni Council.
RONALD BOSCH has been promoted to
associate director in the communications
division of the data processing department
at The Travelers Insurance Company in
Hartford.
JEROME LUTIN became a licensed
professional engineer in New Jersey.
FRANK KIRKPATRICK has been lee·
turing statewide in Connecticut on behalf
of a nuclear freeze.
CHARLES KLOTZ is president of First
Venture Capital Corp. of Boston, which is
affiliated with tl:ie First National Bank of
Boston. He writes that he is "looking for·
ward to seeing old friends at reunion in
June ."

BILL NOTMAN is principal at William
B. Notman Insurance in Boston.
ROBERT SPENCER has been appointed associate vice president at Web·
ster University in St. Louis, MO.
THOMAS STEVENS is treasurer of Arlington Park Race Track in Arlington
Heights, IL.
Class Agent: Kenneth R. Auerbach
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The Rev. David J. Graybill
9612 Byforde Rd.
Kensington, MD 20796

In August, 1983 LARRY BORY was
promoted to director of governmental
affairs for the American Consulting Engi·
neers Council.
DAVID CARRAD was elected to the
National Board of Governors of the Amer·
ican Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers for
a three-year term at the Academy's 11/83
annual meeting.
DAVE DEUTSCH is director of WETA·
TV in Washington, D.C. He writes that
"Baby #3 is due around 5/1/84."
HENRY HOPKINS writes that his
brother, Robert, is a junior at Trinity and
"loves every bit of it!"
DAVID HORNFISCHER is director of
administrative services at Berklee College
of Music in Boston, MA. His son, Jim, is a
freshman at Colgate.
MALCOLM MacPHERSON has published again! His newest book is The Blood
of His Servants: The True Story of One
Man's Search for His Family's Friend and Executioner. Published by Times
Books, this non-fiction work recounts the
search by one Holocaust survivor for the
single Nazi murderer of his family , a man
who had once been their friend. A former
foreign correspondent for Newsweek,
MacPherson previously published Protege
and The Lucifer Key.
BILL MORRISON writes that he has
been at his new job as head of a $70 million
trust department for 13 months. "Chal·
lenging, but great fun!"
JON SIMONIAN was elected vice presi·
dent at Morgan, Stanley & Co. in New
York City.
JON STANSFIELD was recently pro·
moted to director of compensation and
benefits for Boehringer Ingelheim, Ltd. in
Ridgefield.
DAN SWANDER was married to Ann
E. Lawrence on December 3, 1983. He
notes "JOHN JAEGER was invited, but
failed to show up."
Class Agent: F. Carl Schumacher, Jr .
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Dr. Randolph M. Lee
125 Vern on St.
Hartford, CT 06106

Obviously the charter fishing business
on Cape Cod is doing well, at least as far
as BEN TRIBKEN is concerned. Ben
added another boat, "Blue Jay" to his
"fleet," and apparently continues to enjoy
working on the charter business.
FORD BARRETT writes that he ran into
FRED SARGENT last fall in San Francisco. Ford and his wife were on a business
trip and also enjoyed a trip along the
northern California coast. We hear that
PAUL DRAPER continues to enjoy his
new job as director of development and
alumni affairs at Brooks School in North
Andover, MA. Also in a relatively new job
is TOM HART, who began his own independent literary agency in Boston. He had
spent four years as an editor at HoughtonMifflin, and he and his wife had a new son,
Patrick Harrington Corkery born last October (see Births).
JOHN HICKORY was recently pro·
moted to Colonel in the United States Air
Force Reserves, and John is also a consultant to the Surgeon General.
IAN MACGREGOR dropped us a note
to Jet us know about his marriage last summer to Constance Bates (see Weddings).
Ian and Constance are Jiving at 771 Lake
Avenue, Greemvich, CT 06830. A little bit
further away is CHARLES WESTON who
has been living in Athens, Greece since
September. He said he would like to hear
from classmates passing through!
Do keep me posted and have a relaxing
summer.
Class Agent: Mason G. Ross
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Thomas L. Safran
2928 Roscomare Rd.
Los Angeles, CA 90077

DONALD BISHOP is a foreign service
officer with the U.S. Information Agency.
He has returned from Hong Kong and is
currently taking a year-long Korean language course at the State Department's
Foreign Service Institute.
GILBERT CAMPBELL is assistant vice
president of Equitable Life AssUl'ance. He
and his family have recently relocated to
the New York City area where his office
is. He writes, "Despite having to leave the
beauty of the Portland, Maine area, we are
enjoying our new home. My work in Equitable's corporate finance department is
stimulating. Marriett and I keep busy rais·
ing our four children (Craig, 9, Emily, 7,
Laura, 4, and Curtis, 2) and doing volunteer work in the Mormon Church.
PHILIP GULLEY is director of training
and development for Bolt, Beranek and
Newman, Inc. in Cambridge, MA. He is
also teaching human resources manage·
ment in Boston College's School of Man·
agement, running marathons, windsurfing
and skiing. His wife, Joan, is now senior
vice president for operations for the Fed·
era! Reserve Bank of Boston and his son,
Colin (5 years), is "enjoying school and
skiing."
A newsy letter from PETER MILFORD
includes the following: "The wedding of
PETER MILFORD and Katy Haight in
July, 1983, provided the chance for a small
Trinity reunion. Katy is the sister of
DAVID HAIGHT and the daughter of
WILSON HAIGHT '37. Katy herself (as
the 12th Haight and {ir~t woman of the
family) took a graduate course at Trinity
as part of her master of arts in liberal studies degree program, which she completed
at Wesleyan University in June." Among
the ushers at the wedding were DAVID
HAIGHT, BOB FOWLER and JERRY
EATON. Several Trinity grads were
guests at the wedding, which was in Mas·
sachusetts where Peter and Katy now live.
Katy is a teacher and Peter is a self·
employed contractor.

PHILIP MAYER is head of the section
of spine surgery in the department of or·
thopedics at the Marshfield Clinic in
Marshfield, WI. He was married in December, 1983 (see Weddings) . He writes that
he visited FREDERIC CATON!, who is a
pilot for Delta.
JIM O'CONNOR is "really enjoying my
new position" as purchasing director for
the restaurant division of Bloomingdale's
in New York City. "The fact that it justi·
fies my search for the ultimate chocolate
dessert is great too!"
JAMES OLIVER writes that he "just
took over as executive officer of the attack
squadron 147 on U.S.S . Kitty Hawk; we
fly the A-7E Corsair II."
ALEXANDER WHITE is in his second
year of a leave of absence from Governor
Dummer School. He is serving as president of the board of Jose Vasconcelos
School in Mexico and is teaching English
as a second language at Inter-idlamas.
Class Agent: Roger K. Derderian
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Joseph L. Reinhardt
1113 Dixon BlYd.
Cocoa, FL 32922

JON BARNES writes that his wife and
four children are "coming to terms with
New England winter after six years in the
Far East, and two in California." He's
hoping to reestablish contact with former
classmates. He's currently with Crane &
Co., Inc. as director of International Sales.
The company is located in Dalton, MA.
BILL BARRANTE is Jaw editor of the
Connecticut Law Tribune, in addition to
maintaining his Jaw practice in Torrington.
An interesting letter has arrived from
GEORGE BARROWS who writes that '68
alumni might be interested in hearing from
their "Scottish division." He has just fin·
ished a six month sabbatical in the depart·
ment of pathology at the University of
Edinburgh. While there he studied fine
needle aspiration of breast cancer. He and
his wife and two daughters were able to
explore the countryside. He regrets miss·
ing the fifteenth year reunion, but travel
through Switzerland and Italy prevented
attendance.
TIM BRAINERD is an administrator
with Robbin House Convalescent Home in
Quincy, MA.
FREDERICK C. CASTELLANI has
been appointed assistant vice president in
the group pension division, employee ben·
efits and financial services group, CIGNA
Corp.
MOSSIS DISSTON has joined Wood,
Struthers & Winthrop Management Corp.,
an investment management subsidiary of
Donaldson, Lufkin & J enrett, as a senior
vice president. The corporation is located
in New York City.
RICHARD ENCK is an obstetrician/
gynecologist with Laconia Clinic in Laconia, NH.
GEORGE FELDMAN is an assistant
professor of medicine at the University of
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.
LEE M. FERRY, JR. is director of Com·
munity Soup Kitchen, Inc. in New Haven.
KERRY HAMSHER saw the publica·
tion of a co-authored book this year:
Cantributions to neuropsychological assessment. He received "early" p1·omotion
to associate professor of neurology at the
University of Wisconsin Medical School at
the Milwaukee Clinical Campus.
BRUCE JOHNSON is self-employed as
independent governmental affairs consultant and maintains offices in Philadelphia,
Harrisburg and Washington, D.C. He has
recently become the owner-publisher of a
legislative reporting service, The Co-m·
monwealth Register.
BOB KING is assistant general counsel
for Scientific Calculations, Inc. in Fishers,
l\'Y. He writes, "I have joined the private
sector after twelve years in government.
Scientific Calculations is an industry leader

in designing computer software for CAD/
CAM in the electronics field."
ALAN KRAMER is manager of the
Gifted and Talented Programs Department for the Ministry of Education and
Culture, State of Israel, located in
Jerusalem.
In December, SANFORD ROSENBERG passed his oral reproductive endocrinology sub-specialty board exams,
making him one of approximately 100 certified reproductive endocrinologists in the

U.S. He is continuing on the faculty of the
Department of OB/GYN at Medical College of Virginia in Richmond, and has been
named clinical director of the MCV in vitro fertilization program.
BILL STANLEY is senior consultant at
J.J. Gallagher Associates in New York
City.
JAMES SWANSON recently joined a
small group for a visit to Antarctica. It
was the first land-based commercial expedition to the 7th continent. He writes,

"Excellent hiking and wildlife. Awoke at
beach campsite surrounded by huge elephant seals. Exciting and educational experiimce." James is currently working as
headwriter and researcher, writing a world
geography textbook for Learning Designs
Associates, Ltd.
ERNEST WILLIAMS is an assistant
professor in the department of biology at
Hamilton College.
Class Agent: Richard P. Morris
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WOULD YOU
LIKE TO KNOW
HOW MUCH
YOU'RE WORTH?
If so, our booklet, "Your Personal Est ate Planning
Record," will help you find out, and additionally assist
you with your estate planning efforts.
Using this booklet, you'll be ab le to :
Compile a det ailed record of person al information
regarding you and your family.
Determine your net worth .
Make informed decisions regarding your fin an ces and
your estate plans.
A limited number of copies of this h elpful booklet are
still available. To obtain one, please write to :
Alfred C. Burfeind '64
A ssociate Director of Development
Trinity College,
H artford, C onnecticut 061 06

Frederick A. Vyn
19 Shoreham Club Rd.
Old Greenwich, CT 06870

LARRY ACH is vice president of a New
York investment firm, NSR Asset Management, specializing in corporate pen·
sions and foundations.
PETER CHICK is vice president for the
Boston firm, Edward K. Perry Company.
P.J. HARDER is vice president, applied
economics, at Junior Achievement National Headquarters which is located in
Stamford.
RICHARD HOFFMAN is now in his second year of law school at UConn School of
Law. He was ranked number one in his
class (fulltime day division) at the end of
the first year. He will be a summer associate with the law firm of Day, Berry and
Howard in Hartford.
PETER KELLER is vice president/
managing principal of A.S. Hansen, Inc. in
New York City. He was recently appointed area manager for the northeastern United States with added
responsibility for the Washington, D.C. of·
fice. His company is an actuarial, employee benefits and compensation
consulting firm.
MILES KING was recently promoted to
manager of Hay Associates' largest .field
consulting office. He writes that fellow
1969 graduate and Sigma Nu fraternity
brother, JIM DALY, is a Glencoe neighbor.
ED POSPESIL started his own professional recruiting and consulting firm in
partnership with a business associate of
several years. The company is located in
Woodbridge and is called Bauxbaum/Pospesil, Inc.
BILL SWEENEY is vice president of
technology for STC Ultimacc Systems in
Waldwick, NJ.
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John L. Bonee III
One State St.
Hartford, CT 06103

DAN ANDRUS has written that his fouryear-old firm called Andrus Architects in
Pittsburgh, PA has had four years of
steady growth. It has grown from three to
seven employees, and has been "compiemented" by his recent marriage.
DALE BUCHBINDER has been appointed to the position of chief, vascular
surgery, at Westside V.A. Hospital in Chicago. In addition, he serves as assistant
professor of surgery at University of Illinois at Chicago.
TOM DIGHT has joined Rouse & Associates of Philadelphia as head of the hospi·
tality division for the purpose of heading
up a newly-founded hospitality group to
develop and acquire hotels and conference
centers. He is living in Philadelphia. After
receiving his master's degree in hotel
administration from Cornell, Tom spent
nine years with Hilton Hotels Corporation, where he was project coordinator for
fifteen new hotels. Most recently he was
the eastern region director of operations
for Hilton.
CHARLIE FOSS has been promoted to
the position of counsel in the law department of The Travelers Corporation in
Hartford. He joined the law department in

1975 after receiving his law degree from
the University of Illinois College of Law.
DAVE GILBERT is currently serving
as division administrative manager of Liberty Mutual Insurance Company in New
York City.
DOUG GREENE has recently moved to
Pawcatuck, CT with his wife, Sara, and
their new baby.
RON KESSLER has been selected by
the U.S. Department of Energy to attend
the Federal Executive Institute this winter in Charlottesville, VA. He is currently
director of the division of energy management and extension.
JONATHAN KNIGHT, currently employed with Knight Builders in Westerly,
RI, has reported that he has been married
to a Danish citizen since 1980, Annette
Elizabeth Hansen.
JIM McCLAUGHERTY was promoted
to the position of lieutenant colonel three
years early. He is in charge of the Air
Force's efforts to eliminate spare parts
overpricing "horror stories." Certainly a
salutary effort. We in the Hartford area
have been advised by the press that
United Technologies Co'rporation is also
working very hard to reduce these costs.
ROY McCORD is president of Vector
Technology International, Inc. in Fountain Valley, CA. He is living in Torrance,
CA .
DAVE MOSS will be releasing a new
record this spring! It will be called "Duets"
and will . be under the "Moers Music" record label.
"O'B" O'IlRIEN has been named director of leasing with the Fafard Companies
in Ashland, MA.
MIKE OHLIGER has been made manager, general accounting, with the Ensign·
Bickford Industries, Inc. in Simsbury.
PETER ORGAJN is currently finishing
up his brick Victorian house in South
Strafford, VT, after "two years of elbow
grease." He hopes to go back to the Bahamas to recuperate any time soon. He is still
doing freelance architectural designing.
ANDREW SHAW has three children.
He also has just been reappointed municipal judge for another three years for Randolph township in New Jersey. He has
written that because he is class agent and
part of the alumni board for the Peddie
School, he appreciates how much time I
must contribute to these notes. I, in turn,
wish to say I appreciate that comment.
Andy and his wife, Liz, enjoyed seeing
Mickie and ERNIE MATTEI recently
when they went down from Hartford to
his town to visit some of their relatives.
CURT SHAW has been made associate
general counsel for the Occidental Chemical Corporation.
RAY STREETER is telecommunications consultant for Digital Equipment
Corporation in Concord, MA.
ELLIOT WEINSTEIN is living in Boston. He has been married since August of
1978 to Adrianne Tubin.
PETER WILES remains with an architectural firm as an architect in Botswana,
Africa. He lives there with his wife, Peggy,
and daughter, Kelly, 2.
Class Agent: Ernest J. Mattei, Esq.
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Susan Haberlandt
34 Cherryfield Dr.
West Hartford, CT 06107

Well I am delighted to be able to bring
you more news about our near and dear
classmates than I have for the past few
issues of the Reporte'r!
TOM DIBENEDETTO, our indefatigable and devoted class agent, is now the
managing director of Olympic Partners in
New York, and is also recently married.
Another hard-working alum for the College, NANCY HEFFNER DONOVAN
writes that she is now president and 0wner
of the Ames Travel Service in Cincinnati.
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At her wedding to Stephen P. Donovan,
Jr. in September were many Trinity
friends. Among the guests were ANN
ROHLEN, VICKI SCHOTT DE ROTHSCHILD, HOLLY WERNER, PETER ADAMS, PETER LAWRENCE, TOM
TAMONEY and CELIE HOWARD TAMONEY, KAPPY MOHN, BAYARD
FIECHTER, and TOM THOMSON. From
Hartford BOB FAWBER writes that he is
now a partner in the law firm of Byrne,
Slater, Sandler and Levine.
PETER FRANKLIN now lives in Auburndale, MA and is serving his residency
in radiology at Boston University Hospital.
MIKE JAMES has come back to the
Hartford area where he is now the assistant news editor/sports at the Hartford
Courant.
LARRY McCLURE has been named vice
president for personnel and industrial relations at the U.T.C. automotive products
division in Dearborn, MI. He and his wife,
Judy, now live in Birmingham, MI with
their two children, Caitlyn, 7 and Kyle, 4.
Larry writes that he spent last fall coaching "Caitlyn's soccer team to an impressively mediocre season."
Among the outstanding works of modern art which comprise the Tremaine Collection and which were recently exhibited
at the Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford
was a woodcarving by MEL KENDRICK.
In reviewing the exhibit for the New York
Times, Vivien Raynor wrote, "The latest
purchase is a handsome, black-painted
woodcarving by Mel Kendrick, a very talented 34-year-old sculptor with neo-Cubist
inclinations who is a Trinity College alumnus." Congratulations, Mel!
WILLIAM MONTAGUE has expanded
his business ventures to include the mail
order supply of "quality beermaking
equipment and ingredients for the homebrewer," in addition to his ongoing commerical fishing business. He and his wife,
Marjorie, are in business for themselves
and have called it the Cape Cod Brewer's
Supply Co. of South Chatham, MA.
BILL RICHARDS is now vice president
of Smithy Braedon Co. in Washington,
D.C. after 10 years with Prudential's real
estate investment group. Bill writes that
Smithy Braedon is a "real estate company
active in commercial sales, leasing, management, and development."
LOUISE RISKIN is on the staff of Gouverneur Hospital in New York with the
department of psychiatry. She writes that
currently she is at work on a project she
developed for "patients and artists to collaborate in dance, music, visual/literary
arts and performance."
DAVID SAMPLE is now living in New
Jersey where he works in Edison, NJ for
Control Data Corp. His son, Ryan Hunter,
was born in December (see Births).
JOHN SANDS has recently published a
book, Yorktown's Captive Fleet, with the
University Press of Virginia.
BILL SCHWERT has been named to a
committee of the American Economics Association to study "the costs and benefits
of inflation accounting." He is also the associate editor of the Journal of Finance.
Bill reports that he was married on December 23rd to Patricia Nolan (see
Weddings).
STARR BADGER SHIPPEE has written from Tokyo where she and husband,
Bob, and their two children have been for
a year and a half. In addition to mothering
a baby and a toddler, Starr is working as
publicity director for an organization called
Refugees International "which raises
money for refugees in camps worldwide."
She and Bob have bought a home in Greenwich, next door to her old school, which
they expect to inhabit sometime in '85
when Bob's work with Chase Manhattan
will return them to the States. She also
mentioned that they have seen RUSS
KELLEY in Tokyo, where he is a lawyer
for Schlumberger.
HENRY SMITH writes from Bermuda

where he has been named deputy manager-treasury. He and his wife, Judiann,
have two children, Talley, age 3 and Price,
age Ph.
And CLINT VINCE is now a partner in
the law firm of Verner, Lippert, Bernhard
and McPherson in Washington, D.C. He
also became a father in September of a
son, Matthew McHale Vince (see Births).
In December BOB BARBOUR was
elected president of the Massachusetts
Medical Group Management Association.
He also finished law school in February,
1984 when he graduated from Western
New England College. "A great year," he
notes.
LARRY ANDRIKS, JR. is a software
engineer with Mystech Associates, Inc. in
Mystic.
Class Agent: Thomas R. DiBenedetto
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G. Harvey Zendt
123 Upland Ter.
BaJa Cynwyd, PA 19004

JACK BARTHWELL has been appointed as director of industry affairs for
the Stroh Brewery Company in Detroit,
MI. He will be responsible for federal and
state government affairs and brewer.y relations with the various industry associations. He has moved back to Detroit.
NEIL BOBROFF has been transferred
to the Boston office of Price Waterhouse.
JEFFREY BROWN writes, "I may be a
bit behind in my news, but we have recently left the busy bustle of Brooklyn
Heights, NY for the passable peace of
Perrysburg, OR." Jeffrey is assistant professor of neurological surgery in the department of neurosciences at the Medical
College of Ohio.
JAMES DOYLE is an assistant professor at Georgetown University Law Center. He is "defending felony and indigent
cases in the district; defending death penalty cases in the South."
JOHN EATON is employed in terminal
engineering for MCI Telecommunications
Corporation in Washington, D.C.
BAYARD FIECHTER was recently
made a vice president of Huggins Financial Services, a division of the Hay Group.
ALBERT FLOYD is a supervisor of program planning for Hamilton Standard in
Windsor Locks.
HANK FRIED is an agent with United
Insurance in Philadelphia, PA.
JAMES GAMERMAN is a real estate
attorney in Boston, MA.
KIRK KUBICEK was ordained a priest
in the Episcopal Church and is a curate in
Winnetka, IL. He writes, "From time to
time I sit in with Little Sonny and the Blues
Invaders, a Chicago blues band."
MICHAEL McDONALD is assistant vice
president with Hansclo Reinsurance Co. in
Boston, MA.
JOHN MOSES writes that he went to
Homecoming this year to see Trinity
trounce Wesleyan. His wife, Meredith, recently had a baby daughter, Kate (see
Births). Both are fine.
TIM O'DELL is now marketing manager for Crestwood Village, Inc. of Whiting,NJ.
PETER ROBINSON is a senior vice
president for Manhattan Cable TV in New
York City.
PAUL SACHNER is assistant editorfor
Architectural Record, a McGraw Hill publication. He's located in New York City.
GREGORY SAMMONS is an associate
priest with Christ Church in Grosse Pointe,
MI. He writes, "Expecting second child in
June. We are amazed to find ourselves way
out here in the Midwest after many joyful
years in New England. Life is good here,
too. Greetings to all in '72."
STEPHEN SYLVESTRO is director of
education for the Eagle Hill School Foundation in Huntington, NY.
Class Agent: Harvey Dann IV

Headliners
David E. McCloud '72 received a
Fulbright-Hays Fellowship to do doctoral research in Tanzania (East Africa) on the agricultural production
process and state intervention. A
doctoral candidate at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison, he is in the
Development Studies Program, an
interdisciplinary Ph.D. program with
ties to the Land Tenure Center.

Susannah Hesche! '73 is the editor of On Being a Jewish Feminist: A
Reader (1983, Schocken Books) and
spoke at Trinity recently on "Feminism and Religion." A doctoral candidate in religion at the University of
Pennsylvania, where her major field
is modern Jewish thought, she holds
a master's degree in theology and
church history from Harvard Divinity School. She has written several
articles on topics in Jewish studies,
and taught at the Main Line Reform
Temple and Gratz College in Philadelphia.
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Kenneth M. Stone
2221 Empress Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63136

STEVEN BAKER is "still unmarried at
32 and living a good bachelor's life in my
hometown" where he is a driving instructor. His hometown, incidentally, is Baltimore, MD.
DAVID BARGMAN is an attorney with
Sharfman, Shanrnan, Poret & Siviglia,
P.C. in New York City. He writes that he
would love to hear from alumni with information on a two bedroom apartment in
Manhattan or Brooklyn Heights.
HARRY BARRETT is vice president of
marketing with Eastern Exclusives, Inc.
in Boston, MA.
b
CHARLA BENDAS is administrative
director of clinical labs at Wells Eye Hospital in Philadelphia, P A. She is also pursuing an MBA at Drexel University. In
addition, she is a member of the board of
directors of Delco Scottish Games, Assoc.
which sponsors a one day "Brigadoon" at
the Devon Horse Show Grounds in Devon,
PA each June.
JOHN ECKELMAN is entering private
practice in clinical psychology in
Massachusetts.
JANE GUTMAN is opening a west coast
office for the University of Pennsylvania
and doing independent college consulting
in Los Angeles.
KENT HOWARD is teaching piano and
"finishing a new house" which he moved
into in January, 1984. He writes that he is
bei.ng married to Jane Ann Testa on July
13, 1984.
JULIE JOHNSON-DARNIEDES remains employed by Wausau Insurance
Companies as in-house defense counsel.
DAVID KLEEMAN is self-employed
selling limited partnerships in investment
real estate in Litchfield.
MICHAEL MITCHELL writes that he
was appointed last fall to the fiscal affairs
committee, an advisory committee to the
Montgomery County and Maryland County
Council. He says, "Sue and I have enjoyed
our first year in the 'burbs after four years
in D.C."
A newsy note from ARON PASTERNACK relates, " In February I'll complete
my 5th year with Marsh & McLennan. I've
transferred to the offshore energy division. We broker insurance on platforms,

rigs, wells, and ships all over the world.
I've recently moved into a cooperative
apartment in Brooklyn Heights, in an old
brownstone full of young people. It's small
but big enough for me, my books and my
friends. GINNY BUTERA (and her husband) live just down the block, and LARRY
PISTELL (and his wife and new daughter)
live across the river in Hoboken, NJ.
GENE POGANY is a clinical psychologist in private practice in Brookline, MA.
ROBIN PURVIN is arts writer and editor with the Times-Record, a daily paper
in Troy, NY, with a circulation of 50,000.
RICHARD RICCI is rowing coach at Old
Lyme High School.
STEPHANIE ROBINER is a researcher at the Franklin Mint in Franklin
Center, PA.
CLAIRE ROBINSON recently completed her residency in obstetrics and
gynecology and began a private practice in
Philadelphia, P A.
SUSIE ROGERS writes that she has
been working for CBS Architects in Boston for 1'/z years and is enjoying it very
much. CBS does a range of work - rehabilitating office buildings, new office buildings, hotels, residential condominiums,
public and elderly housing and a museum.
ROBIN ROSENBERG just passed his
bo:;trds for general surgery and is going for
his second board in colon-rectal surgery.
He just finished a surgical fellowship at
the Cleveland Clinic Foundation.
SALLY STECK is director, employee
consultation service for CBS, Inc. in New
York City.
'HALLIE STEPHENSON is a program
analyst at U.S. Courthouse in New York
City.
LUCINDA KITTREDGE SULLIVAN
has moved to Northfield, VT. Her husband
is in family practice there and they are
busy renovating an old farmhouse.
Class Agent: Stanley A. Twardy, Jr. Esq.
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James A. Finkelstein
c/o The Wyatt Company
Suite 220
3366 North Torrey Pines Ct.
La Jolla, CA 92037

BECKI ADAMS writes that she received a Ph.D. from the University of Chicago, department of sociology, in August,

1983. She is an assistant professor of sociology at U.N.C.-Greensboro.
Continuing with her career as a social
worker for the Department of Defense,
JOYCE BABB notes that she will be returning to the United States after a fantastic 4112 years in Germany. Joyce will
have to get used to the "foreign" culture
of Pasadena, CA.
ELAINE AUSTIN CROSSM.:\N is expecting her first child soon. She and husband, Philip, (see Weddings) live in
Vinalhaven, ME. HILLERY BALLANTYNE reports that she is working with
Filene's in Boston.
LIBBY BARRINGER announces a new
daughter (see Births) and informs us that
she is an instructor in clothing construction for the School of Fashion Design in
Boston. GIGI BRADFORD also reports a
new daughter from Washington, D.C. (see
Births).
MIKE CHEARNEY is vice president,
creative supervisor for Grey Advertising
in New York working on the Grape Nut
Cereal and Canon Camera accounts. Also
in New York is BRUCE CHOLST who is
associated with the law firm of Jaffe &
Asher, specializing in corporate, commercial and matrimonial litigation. Speaking
of matrimony, Bruce's wife (see Weddings) is a labor attorney for CBS.
CHARLENE CHIANG-HILLMAN is
now a full-time mom and loving every minute. Possible plans for a part-time private
practice in social work are in the future.
LENNY DACK writes that he just became a member of the New York bar in
addition to Virginia and Washington, D.C.
He is a partner in the law firm of Lewis,
Kinsey, Dack & Good. Lenny also took the
big plunge recently (see Weddings).
CONNIE DOYLE writes of her travels
abroad in three different notes! She and
her husband, Mark Purdy, spent one year
in the Middle East in Kuwait. During a
recent vacation, Connie stopped in New
York City to visit with MEG CALDWELL
and in Maine to see ELLEN B. SMITH.
Connie managed to move back from Kuwait four days before the U.S. Embassy
was bombed. At last note (February) she
and Mark were looking for employment in
Manhattan.
BILL FENKEL and his wife were expecting their third child in mid-May. Bill is
still the president of Jesse Jones Industries in Philadelphia. JOHN HASYCHAK
has been promoted to manager, marketing
operations for Fasfax Corporation in Nashua, NH.
PIXIE HOLBROOK is a special educational consultant in Middlefield, assisting
families to adopt children from Latin
America. Pixie and her husband recently
adopted their second child from El Salvador. Their first, Anna Candida, came at 6
years old; their son, Gabriel Ed Rioux, at
8 months.
DAVE PREJSNAR is doing research in
religion towards his Ph.D. He has been in
Japan for over a year and received an extension on his Fulbright scholarship.
MARY JO MATEL KEATING had
twins in November, 1983! Mary Jo is a
public affairs officer for DuPont Company
in Wilmington, DE. Mary Jo should probably get in touch with CANDY HACKETT
SHIVELY who has her own business Sugarplums by Candy - which is a producer of custom-ordered appliqued children's clothing and accessories.
LYNN SHELNITZ SURER writes that
she is a lending representative for the
transportation and equipment finance department of Philadelphia National Bank.
DAVE SYLVESTRO writes, "A gala
dinner by CHRISTOPHER WYLE served
as a reunion for JOHN PICONE, JANICE
DICKENS '75, LEA INGERSOLL SYLVESTRO '75, Dave and guest of honor
BART SCHNEIDER who had flown in
from Chicago. Stories from yesteryear
abounded!
On the medical front, DICK NORDEN

notes that he is a corneal fellow at the New
York Eye and Ear Infirmary. RON
WEISSMAN writes of a new son (see
Bi?·ths) and his booming practice as a cardiologist in vVhite Plains, NY. ANDY
TAUSSIG informs us that he is leaving
academic medicine to join a large cardiology group in Orlando, FL. Andy also announces a daughter (see Births).
NATHALIE POST married in 1983 (see
Weddings) and works as a landscape architect in San Francisco.
YOUR SECRETARY also got married
(see Weddings). Present at the occasion
were JON EMERY, DON HAWLEY.
CHRIS WRIGHT, PETER GRAPE '75,
CHARLIE MOORE '75 and JAMES KIRSCHNER'75.
This year celebrates my tenth anniversary as your Class Secretary. Thanks for
all the cards and letters . . . keep 'em
coming!
Class Agent: Karen Tucker
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638 Independence Ave. S.E.
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ROBERT ADAMS is in the graduate
program at N.Y. U. Orthodontics.
ANDY ANDERSON writes, "After
helping coach the U.S.A. National Women's lightweight crew last summer, I have
been named head coach for same for the
first world championships to be held in August in Montreal. BURT APFELBAUM
will be my able assistant."
ROBERT ANDRIAN has been appointed as first John D. Rockefeller, III
instructor in Asian studies at Loomis
Chaffee School in Windsor.
Since funding for her previous job expired, DONNA EPSTEIN BARROWS has
been working at the Jewish Council on Urban Affairs which provides technical assistance to inner-city community
organizations.
JOE CALABRO is a manufacturing engineer with Berger-Lahr Corp.
JOHN CONNELLY is assistant U.S. Attorney with the United States Attorney
Office in Bridgeport.
CHET DERR announces the birth of a
healthy daughter (see Births). She joins
Jonathan, 4112, who after two open-heart
surgery procedures is a "happy, charming
child. Through numerous articles written
by my wife (both local and national), Jonathan has illustrated the enormous capabilities of persons with Down Syndrome. He
has even begun to read! I'm so proud to be
his father."
VICTOR FEIGENBAUM is serving as
law clerk to Judge Arnold Aronson of the
Superior Court Housing Session in
Hartford.
MITCHELL GITTIN is a civil rights
lawyer in Suffolk County, Long Island.
DEBORAH DONAHUE HALLETT is
manager, market development for NBCTeletest in New York City.
JEFF HENDEL is an instructor of medicine at Boston University Medical Center,
Department of Cardiology. He writes that
he finishes his cardiology fellowship in
June, 1984.
ANN HESS has been promoted to systems analyst with Procter and Gamble in
Cincinnati, OH.
STEVEN HIRSCH is now vice president with Matrix Leasing International,
Inc. He just returned from Bangkok and
was able to hook up with classmate,
CHARLIE CHARUVASTR.
DAVID KALAN is a self-employed
sculptor living in Old Saybrook.
NANCY KASIMER-COLON and her
husband have started their own printing
business, Hillcrest Printing Co., in
Ashford.
ELIZABETH LAMBERT was recently
promoted to research psychologist at the
Human Factors Laboratory in Orlando,
FL. She says, "Just in time, too, because

I've bought a new home!"
ELIZABETH ALLEN LYNCH is a supervisor in labor relations at General Motors, New Departure Hyatt Division in
Bristol.
WILLIAM LEVY is an attorney with
Fox, Rothschild, O'Brien and Frankel in
Philadelphia, P A.
MITCHELL MERIN works at Sears,
Roebuck and Co. in Chicago. IL.
LUCY MORSE will be living in China
for six months while husband, Paul, completes a teaching contract.
MICHAEL POGUE played golf in September with Dr. LEW and MOE LAB BADIA. Michael writes, "Unfortunately, his
handicap has really suffered from so much
time devoted to his new 'veterinary chiropractic' practice in Middletown."
MICHAEL ROSENBAUM is director of
marketing at HME Records, Inc. in New
York City.
LISA ROTH is associated with Peter
Walker Landscape Architects, Inc. in San
Francisco, CA.
FRANCES CONGDON TAUSSIG
writes that she and husband, PETE, "narrowly missed a move to New Jersey when
his company moved to Newark." Pete is a
senior research analyst with The Boston
Co. and Fran is a customer assistance rep
with Bay Bank Norfolk. They would "love
to see any Trinity visitors who come to
Boston."
CHARLES WALKER is in graduate
school at Boston University School of
Management.
PHOEBE WILLIAMS moved from Boston to Portland, ME and back to Stockbridge, MA. She writes, "Raising young
family: Andrew 5, Molly 4."
Class Agent: Benjamin Brewster
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A. Hobart Porter
10 West 66th St.
Apartment 12C
New York, NY 10023

Please excuse this quarter's format, but

in order to make my deadline, I'm writing
this in flight to Denver where I'll combine
the National Doubles Squash Tournament
with a ski break. TIM and SUE (McGILL)
CROSS are traveling a lot themselves - a
year in Basel, Switzerland will be followed
by a move to Tallahassee, FL in August,
'84. Tim will be an assistant professor of
chemistry while Sue will begin private
practice in pediatrics using their son, Nathan McGill Cross, as a first patient. JODI
COHEN, also on the move, has returned
from Kingston, Jamaica after 1112 years to
be an architect for GN Associates in New
York. She caught up with ANDY BASSFORD regularly for beer and pizza- he's
playing reggae in Jamaica.
In Chicago, BILL BARROWS, M.D. has
a private practice in pediatrics; in Cincinnati, SHANNON PREVEY-HASTINGS
and husband, Jack, reside, and she continues her study of computer programming.
In New York, PEGGY GREENOUGH
checks in to say hello and report that she's
a producer for CBS News. PEGGY HERZOG is also in New York using her Ph.D.
in practice as a psychologist after spending some time in California. LESLIE
HYDE is based in New York with Johnston International Publishing Corporation
but reports that she enjoys traveling for
the job to Florida and Alabama (she's regional manager).
RICH LOVERING writes that he's a
corporate attorney for Brickel and Eckler
in Columbus, OH, while LINDSAY MANN
reports from Minneapolis, MN that she's
an A.V.P. for First Bank Minneapolis. In
Pittsburgh, VIC NOVAK, M.D. is enjoying work as general surgery resident with
Allegheny General. SUSAN BOWMAN is
teaching at Rutgers (nutrition), BARRY
EHRLICH has abandoned "lawyering" to
pursue a Ph.D. ineducationatU. Va., DAN
LINCOLN is a project manager for Moger
Woodson Associates in NYC, and JAY
MERWIN is a news reporter for the Concord Monitor in New Hampshire.
MIKE MAUS now has two children:
Mike, Jr. was born 10/27/83, and Kather-

We want to keep in touch with all our classmates and alumni
friends. So, if you have changed your address, let us know in the
space below. A special plea to the class of 1983- where are you?
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class _ _
If your present address does not match that on the mailing tape please

check here 0
New Res. Address - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - -City - - - -- - -- - - - State _ _____ Zip - - - - Res. Tel: - - - - - - - - - - Bus. Tel:
Your present company - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - - - - Title - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - -- -"Bus·. Address - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -- - - City - - - - - -- - - - State _ _ _ _ _ Zip - - - --

Mail to: Alumni Office, Trinity College,
Hartford, CT 06106

~------------------~
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ine Elizabeth turned three on 8/25/83.
TERRY BLAKE MILLER, another proud
parent, reports that son Blake (517/83)
keeps her busier than her full-time job in
New York did. JUNE COWAN ROELLE
reports the birth of daughter, Emily Linnell, on 2/9184(seeBirths), PAUL SANER
adds news of his wedding to Sandra Tischler (8/6/83), and DEBBIE SKLAR an
attorney with Public Service Co. of New
Hampshire, reports the birth of a son,
Adam, born 3/19/83 (see Births).
SUSAN CURTIS was ordained a deacon
in December, 1983, after earning a master
of divinity degree from Virginia Theological Seminary. She is now assistant to the
rector at St. George's Episcopal Church,
Clarksdale, MS. SHEREE LYN LANDERMAN writes that she is an assistant
lease manager for Hoffman Auto Leasing
in Hartford; MIKE O'BRIEN that he has
accepted a position with a San Francisco
venture capital firm after spending the
month of September in Europe; and
CLIFF JOHNSON adds that he's a supervising senior auditor with Aetna Life and
Casualty in Hartford. "TRACK" TRACHIMOWICZ reports his promotion to
V.P. at Northeast Savings in Boston, and
DAVID LUDLUM confesses to spending
more time in Trinity classrooms last fall
than he did before graduating. He was auditing language courses while working as
a reporter-editor for United Press International. In August, he visited ANDY
MERZ in Seattle. ALISON KAYE LUNDBERG held a bit of a reunion at her 9110/
83 wedding before she and husband Lance
went to the Greek Islands for a honeymoon. ELLEN MANN WYMAN (matron
of honor) and husband MIKE, joined JULIE DODGE (bridesmaid), CHIP GOODE
and CARLYLE FRASER for the event.
Alison and Lance also caught up with ROB
and BATES FERMALD in Boston after
returning from their trip.
REBECCA DUNN ONDERDONK is
now student activities advisor for Manchester Community College.
MARY PENNIMAN is an associate with
Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette in New York
City.
ROBERT PARZYCH is development
supervisor with Aetna Life & Casualty in
Hartford.
Purolator Courier Corporation in New
Hyde Park, Long Island has appointed NICHOLAS BRADY, JR. vice president quality assurance.
SUSAN BOWMAN writes that she is
teaching advanced nutrition/diet therapy
at Rutgers University "and loving it"!
JACK ORRICK is associate attorney
with Cotton & Boykin in Washington, D.C.
MARGIE JOHNSON-ORRICK is getting
her MBA at the University of Maryland
and has been selected to be in "Who's Who
Among Students in American Colleges and
Universities."
STEVE TRIGGS is a news reporter with
WFTV, Channel 9, in Orlando, FL.
ROBERT ARANSON is completing a
pulmonary fellowship, including research,
at Temple University Hospital and Albert
Einstein Medical Center in Philadelphia,
PA.
Class Agent: Thomas P. Santopietro
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George W. Jensen II
3 Englewood Ave., #11
Brookline, MA 02146

STEVE DASH is vice-president of Dash,
Love, Inc. of BaJa Cynwyd, P A and lives
in nearby Narberth. LETITIA ERLER received her master of international economics degree from Johns Hopkins School of
Advanced International Studies in 1982
and is an associate in the investment banking division of Citibank in New York City.
PETER FEINMAN has started a re-

modeling/construction business in the Boston area.
BILL GADSDEN is now with the investment house of Scudder, Stevens, & Clark
in New York City. Bill ran the New York
Marathon and mentioned that he sees a lot
of MIKE CARTER, who lives nearby.
MARK GERCHMAN is now an R&D engineer with Pneumo Precision, Inc. in
Keene, NH.
GWYNNE MACCOLL CAMPBELL is
still at Greenwich Academy and wrote to
say that CAROL PLOUGH DOOLITTLE
joined the Greemvich faculty this fall and
that she also sees RAMSAY GROSS
BELL, who lives nearby in Darien. STEVEN CORSO and his wife, ELLEN
AHERN CORSO '79, are living in Falmouth, MA where Steve is a social worker
at Falmouth Hospital. A daughter, Jessica
Anne, was born in September, 1983 (see
Births). BILL HORN had a busy holiday
season. He was admitted to the New Jersey Bar Association in December and was
engaged in January (see Engagmrwnts). Bill
is living and practicing law in Toms River.
JASON JACOBSON will complete the
M.B.A. program at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill in May and is looking for a job in real estate development.
LISA HUGHES is a cost analyst with
Stone & Webster in Boston.
TOM BARKER is now the marketing
manager for Combustion Engineering in
Windsor. Tom received his M.B.A. from
Western New England College in June,
1982. Tom, his wife, Gayle Ann LaRocque,
and their one-year-old daughter, Katelyn
Marie, live in Chicopee, MA. ERNIE
BOURASSA is now a marketing consultant for Medical Information Technologies
of Westwood, MA, which provides information systems to general hospitals. Ernie
and his wife, Judy, recently bought a house
in Holliston and are expecting their first
child any day now. SUSAN BUDNICK is
in her second year of law school at U.Penn.
PAUL CAMERON is now a field underwriter for New York Life in our nation's
capitol. SHARON GOGAN MCLAUGHLIN wrote from Key West, FL to announce the birth of her son, Joshua Reed,
in January (see Births). Sharon said that
she, her husband, Ed, and Joshua are doing
fine. JAN LESLIE LARSSON is now an
assistant vice president at Cooper Hospital/University Medical Center in Camden,
NJ.
From Camp Hill, PA, MICHAEL
MACKEY writes to say he is the manager
of intermodal services for Hall's Motor
Transport. STUART LOVEJOY has a new
job with Tucker Anthony & R.L. Day as an
institutional equity salesman. JEFFREY
MELTZER is director of internal audit at
Stern Bros. in Paramus, NJ. DEIRDRE
O'BRIEN is with the municipal dealer department of Manufacturers Hanover Trust
in New York City and is now engaged (see
Engagements). Also in New York City,
MERRILL O'BRIEN is an attorney with
Baded, Kramer, & Huffman. He and his
wife, Terry, became proud parents in January (see Births). Effective in November,
SCOTT MORRIS was elected to the board
of representatives of Stamford as a
Democrat.
CLEM OGILBY has been living in Maine
for seven years and recently started his
own general contracting business in the
Portsmouth, NI-l area. He mentioned that
his daughter, Brittany, was three in April.
MARIO PETRELLA is a senior software
analyst with Aetna Life & Casualty in West
Hartford. PETER PHINNEY is in his
fourth semester of a seven semester master's of architecture program at Harvard
Graduate School of Design. Pete and his
wife, GAIL ZELMAN '78, live in Malden.
ED RIVKIN is a marketing consultant
with IBM's World Trade Corporation in
White Plains, NY and was engaged in early
February (see Engagements). CHARLIE
POOLE and his wife, Liz, recently purchased a 150-year-old farm house in Cum-

berland, ME . The restoration work is about
50% complete. CLAUDIA ZANGER
STOTTER is a bankruptcy attorney for
Mesirov, Gilman, eta!. in Philadelphia and
lives in Ambler. TED ROMAN wrote in
with an address change and says "hello''
from New Jersey. VALERIE MCKEE
WILLEY is working for Merrill Lynch
Realty in Hartford. PHIL STUDWELL
and his wife, PAM BUGOSI-1 '78, say
"hello" from Portland, ME where they say
"summers are the best and Portland's an
undiscovered city." Phil is regional coordinator of the community support systems
project of Maine's Department of Mental
Health and Retardation.
Last, but not least, I recently received
an interesting letter from JOHN "JJ,"
"OTTO" BRUCATO. JJ is presently the
dean of students, athletic director, and
football coach at Miami Country Day
School in Miami Shores, FL. He moved
there two years ago after five years of
teaching in Milford, MA. The school is a
private coed day school and JJ enjoys the
work as well as the weather. He encourages anyone in the area to give him a call.
MARY STODOLINK CHEYNE is director of marketing and public relations at
Simon Konover & Associates in West
Hartford.
MARIAN KUHN is a trust administrator at the Bank of Boston and has a new
address: 263 Clarendon Street in that city.
Class Agents: Cynthia Mohr
Andrew H. Friedman
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Thanks to the touch of spring in the air,
I received an extensive bundle of news.
Firstly though, JEFFREY LEONARD
is busy at the law firm of CSM in New
York City - sorry for the oversight in the
last issue.
Also in New York, KATHERINE
BURGESON writes, "graduated cum
laude from Fordham Law School and
working as an associate at the New York
City firm of Shearman and Sterling."
BRUCE CAMERON left Paine Webber to
start an investment banking firm with a
senior merger and acquisition specialist
from Blyth Eastham. They call it Berkshire Capital. DONNA CLARKE works for
Sotheby's in New York City. It was nice to
hear from TED PARDOE who is an assistant manager at Brown Brothers Harriman
and Company on Wall Street. KEN SARNOFF is a market research manager at
Warner-Amex Satellite Entertainment
Company. Working as an associate with
Lutin and Company is ALEXANDER
WAUGH.
Other classmates in the state of New
York include JAMES OPPENHEIMER
who is an industrial real estate broker in
Buffalo and writes "bought the company
1'/2 years ago and anyone is welcome to
visit." NANCY GUNNER HEUSSLER is
also in Buffalo and works as a senior underwriter for the excess and special risk
department of the Fireman's Fund. RICHARD WANG is an associate engineer for
IBM in the Yorktown Research Center.
JIM GREGG is a sales manager for Scarborough Systems in Tarrytown, NY and
lives in Stamford.
RICHARD WRIGHT is in Boston, MA
as a broker for Bear, Stearns and Company. LISA BISACCIA got married to
Robert Naparstek at the Trinity Chapel in
January of '83 and is working on her
M.B.A. at U.Conn School of business
administration. BEN THOMPSON is a
family therapist at the Carney Hospital in
Boston. BARBARA FAY started at a new
firm - Fay, Flynn and Fay, which she
formed. They are in the practice of civil

litigation. KARL HERBST is an account
executive at G.M. Abodeely Insurance
Agency in Worcester and is enjoying his
new son, Alexander Joseph .. In Pittsfield,
MA is SARAH FRIED, who is a newsletter editor at The Center for Ecological
Technology. BRENDA WEINSTEIN has
been newly appointed contracts adminis·
trator for Prime Computer, Inc. GAIL
PHINNEY is an office manager for Souza
and True, Inc. in Malden, MA. GARY
MARKOFF was just appointed assistant
vice president for E.F. Hutton and Company in Chestnut Hill, MA.
A lot of our classmates are still in the
Connecticut area. KEVIN BURSLEY is a
senior actuarial assistant in Glastonbury.
ROBERT PHILIP WUCHERT has been
promoted to branch administrator and security officer and has a published book
"Memories of The New Haven- Vol. I."
NANCY RIEMER KELLNER was recently' promoted to assistant trea~urer at
Connecticut Bank and Trust Co. An interesting article on JIM SHEPARD appeared
in the Hartford Courant on 12/25/83. He
has published his first novel, "Flights," to
favorable reviews from the New York
Times, the Washington Post and the Chicago Sun-Tirnes. It's a story of the troubled adolescence of a 13-year-old boy and
looks like worthwhile reading. JIM
ABRAMS is a mental retardation worker
at the New Haven Regional Center. JORY
LOCKWOOD teaches math and English at
Greenwich High School. MURRAY
KLEIN is working as an account consultant at Aetna Life and Casualty. ANN
MORGAN is a sales assistant at Prudential Bache Securities. I'm glad you didn't
move, Ann!
Down South is FRANCES SMITH, who
was recently promoted to deputy appointments secretary for Governor Harry
Hughes in Maryland. Frances also writes
that, "I will be working on the Marylandborn and based National Institute for the
Prevention and Control of Extremism and
Violence." SCOTT GOD DIN is working as
an international trade specialist with the
U.S. Department of Commerce in Washington. LIZ PARKER is a public affairs
associate at Ernest Wittenberg Associates, Inc., a public relations firm in Washington. Her husband (as of 417/84), Stuart
B. Nibley, is an associate with the Washington office of Seyfarth, Shaw, Fairweather and Geraldson, a Chicagoheadquartered law firm, specializing in
government contracts law. They planned
to live in Chevy Chase, MD.
CHRISTINA POOLE THOMAS is currently teaching fourth grade at the Bryn
Mawr School in Baltimore, MD. Working
as an electrical cost analyst for Heery Program Management is HUNTER FOWLER, also in Baltimore.
Close by is IRA GOLDMAN, working as
a principal member of the Meridian Corp.
in Falls Church, VA. ROSS HAMILTON
is a technical director for the Pittsburgh
Public Theatre in Pittsburgh, P A and
writes "My wife and I are enjoying some
excellent cross-country skiing here in
western Pennsylvania." SUE RODNON
apologizes for missing the reunion due to
"a whirlwind 6-week trip to Egypt and
Greece." She writes that things are going
well at her restaurant, Eatery Amulette,
in New Jersey and claims that "the first
million's the toughest!" Not only is ANDREW MAGRUDER engaged but he has
a new job in Newport, RI. He works as a
computer programmer for the U.S. Yacht
Racing Union. And NEIL THEOBALD is
announcing the birth of his son, Roderick,
on October 24, 1983.
WILLIAM O'BRIEN has a new position
as supervisor of benefit systems in the actuarial and benefit operations department
of 3M Company in St. Paul, MN.
And lastly, a personal note to the "roommates" in New York- you missed a great
Sixers' game.
Class Agent: Durant D. Schwimmer
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We've received some great news from
our classmates. To start, TRICIA GALLUCCI is engaged to be married to William H. Welte, an attorney with Glynn &
Dempsey in Boston. Their wedding date is
June 2 (see Engagements). Tricia will be
working in a law firm on the North Shore
and will be living in Nahant, MA.
TED EMERY has had an interesting 5
years since graduation. His first year after
graduation was spent as a Thomas J. Watson Fellow in Italy. He spent 3 years at
Brown University studying Italian literature and became a Ph.D. candidate. Now,
happily married to Amy Fass, Ted and his
bride are presently living in Italy where he
has a Fulbright Fellowship to do dissertation research on the 18th century Vene·
tian playwright Carlo Goldoni. In the fall,
they are returning to the States: she to
Columbia University grad program in
Latin American Studies and he to New
York University and a position with N.Y.U.
French and Italian department. (Ted
Emery: S. Polo 2305, 30125 Venezia,
Italy.)
TED ALMY reports that he is an expectant father, this April. He started a new job
at The Timberland Co. as advertising director and loves it!
NECTAR BABAEGHIAN is a senior
programmer-analyst with Pratt and Whitney Aircraft. ANDY BACKMAN is engaged to Kathy Broderick (see
Engagements), and is working as a research assistant at U.Mass, department of
forestry and wildlife management.
LIZ BILLINGS reports that she has a
new job as education specialist at the Labh
Early Childhood Program.
ANDY (A.J.) CASTELLE is loving the
warm weather in Charlottesville, VA while
pursuing his graduate degree at the U. of
Virginia Department of Environmental
Sciences. Andy has received various grant~
to continue his studies in geological re:
lated areas. We're proud of you, A.J.!
KEN CROWE moved to Albany, NY in
January to accept a position with The
Times Union as a general assignment
reporter.
ANNE FAIR BANKS married GIL
CHILDERS '77 (see Weddings) in January
'84. Anne, producer (broadcast) at J . Walter Thompson, and Gil, assistant district
attorney in Brooklyn, live in New York
City.
DAVE FITZPATRICK continues to
practice law with Cummings and Lockwood in their Bridgeport office. Not only
. has Dave recently purchased a condo, but
he won election to the Fairfield Represent·
ative Town Meeting this November.
AL GRAY married Tina Page in Sep·
tember '82. AI is a lawyer/investigator with
the Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination in Springfield.
KAREN EZEKIEL HANDMAKER
graduated from Harvard University (Kennedy School of Government) with a master's in public policy. Karen is program
master with the State of Massachusetts
Department of Revenue.
LYNNE HYMAN works for Smith Bar·
ney, Harris Upham in New York City.
SHIRLEY ROSS IRWIN is presently a
staff anesthetist/instructor at New Britain
Anesthesia P.C.
JOANNE JOHNSON will begin her job
with Coopers & Lybrand as attorney, tax
department in September '84. Joanne will
work in New Yorl('::ity.
Some updated biographies:
BRITTON JONES- sales manager with
Business Journals, Norwalk; TOM
KEENAN - metals analyst, Rothschild
Inc., New York City; and PETER LAWSON-JOHNSTON, treasurer, Guggen·
heim Brothers, New York City.
SUE LEVIN is on the move again. Sue
accepted a position as environmental sci-

entist investigating hazardous waste sites
in EPA's Region IV; as of February Sue
was relocating to Tucker, GA.
BOB MANSBACH sent a great letter to
all of us. He and his wife moved to Orlando, FL, purchased a new house, and
joined Zimmerman, Shuffield, Kiser and
Sutcliffe law firm, which opened its practice on January 1. Bob is involved with
general litigation practice although he oc·
casionally handles real estate matters. Bob
reports that NEIL MALKIN graduated
from New England School of Optometry
and has opened his practice in Rockville.
TOM DAVIDSON, promoted to assistant vice president with First Boston's syn·
dicate department, has at the age of 26
gained a reputation as one of the syndicate
world's rising young stars. Davidson began his career in investment banking on
First Boston's corporate bond trading
desk; he moved to syndicate in early '81.
BONN! DAVIS is working hard. During
the day she is assistant secretary/law clerk
and is a third-year law student at Touro
Law School in New York City during the
evening.
BARRY DORFMAN, another engaged
classmate (see Engagements), plans to wed
Michelle Rabinowitz on October 20, 1984.
Barry works for Fiber Clean of New York
as management trainee.
PAT DORSEY will graduate as doctor
of veterinary medicine from the Univer·
sity of Illinois this year. Congratulations!
DAVE DUNCAN, architect, is enjoying
finding his way around in a new city,
Washington, D.C. Dave is working with
Keyes, Condon, Florance Architects.
A few more news items:
KIM LEWIS is an M.B.A. student at
George Washington University, and NINA
WAINWRIGHT is an M.B.A. student at
Wharton. By the way, Nina is director of
the 1984 Wharton Follies.
NINA MCLANE will marry William
Burchfield in June (see Engagements).
MEREDITH DIXON FINAN and DEBORAH MEAGHER will be bride's
attendants.
CHARLOTTE MILLER, account executive at Hill & Knowlton, New York City,
handles the promotion of tourism to Mex·
ico. Charlotte, too, will be married in May
of '84 to Michael McCarthy (see
Engagements).
DEBBY MOODY,living in Denver, mar·
ried DAVID REBMANN '65 last March
(see Weddings).
LARRY RAND is chairman of the his·
tory department at Kent School; JOHN
RAFFERTY is assistant vice president of
Manufacturers' Hanover; MUFFY ROGERS is an account executive with Rose &
Co. Investment Brokers; RICK SPRINTHALL is a market research specialist,
Bank of New England (West Springfield,
MA) - all are well and send their hellos!
SYD ROWELL, associate dean of school
at the Wooster School in Danbury, will wed
Denise Konner on August 19, 1984. Best
of luck, Syd!
An update on a few others from '79:
SETH PRICE is engaged to Leslie
Schwartz of Atlanta, GA (see Engage1nents). They plan an August wedding and
will live in Atlanta.
WILL FORNSHELL is spending the
next year in Japan working in international corporate law.
TIM MICHNO is still living in New York
City and doing well.
RON KAUFMAN is doing his medical
residency in Cleveland but will be spending a couple of years doing research in
Boston before completing his residency.
JAMIE CAILLOUETTE is married and
he and his wife, Dori, have bought a house
in Newport Beach, CA. His medical residency is going well and they have a new
addition to the family, Diva.
After receiving her M.S. from Johns
Hopkins in May, LAURA WARFIELD got
a job teaching English to disturbed teenage girls at Good Shepherd School in Bal-

Headliner
Joan Steuer '80 is the editor of a
new quarterly magazine, Chocolatier, "for gourmet chocolate lovers,"
whose first issue was published in
February. An avowed chocophile,
Steuer helps taste-test items for the
magazine, which has a circulation
numbering over 125,000. She is also
writing two books, for Simon &
Schuster, and Harper & Row, respectively. Their publication dates are
November, 1984, and May, 1985.

timore, MD.
DAVE WILKE and his wife, Laura, had
a baby girl, Caitlyn Theresa, in September
'83 (see Births). Dave received his M.S. in
industrial engineering from the University
of New Haven and is employed as an ana·
lyst for Creative Output in New Milford.
STAPLEY WONHAM is well and loves
New York City. the publishing field and
says that "I'd love it even more if only my
salary would cover my rent!" Stapley is
with This World Magazine.
JOHN PETRUS has been promoted to
senior administrator, online business systems for the commercial insurance divi·
sion of Aetna Life and Casualty.
Lastly, a quick update on my activities.
I moved into a great new home (55 years
old), was promoted to corporate buyer responsible for negotiating corporate pur·
chase programs for chemicals used by The
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, and
am happily married to Mark, manager of
investor relations for Goodyear.
I know that you've heard about reunion,
and am confident that most of you will be
there. For many of us, it has truly been
five years since our return to Trinity. It
will be a fabulous time for all. Until then, I
hope everyone is well.
Class Agent: Deborah Kunhardt
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Charles A. Tiernan III, Esq.
7 Cypress Dr.
Branford, CT 06405

GARY ABRAMSON writes that he left
the local newspaper business last winter
and began the master's program at Colum·
bia's School of International Affairs last
fall.
SUSAN ADELMAN is an assistant secretary in the real estate department of
Manufacturers' Hanover Trust in New
York City.
As of December, 1983, SUSAN ANGELASTRO has been serving on the executive committee of the Trinity Club of
Hartford.
'
ELLEN BEASLEY is presently in her
first year in the graduate school of the
University of Chicago studying biology,
"with many thanks to the biology faculty
at Trinity."
JOHN BEIR is a commercial loan officer
with Connecticut National Bank in
Hartford.
CAROLYN CHAMBERLAIN is an ex·
ecutive assistant with the Environmental
Defense Fund in Washington, D.C.
CAROL CURTIN moved to Cape Cod
last May and writes that she is enjoying
life on the coast. Her job as outreach coor·
dinator at Hallgarth Institute is a "challenge and fun too!"
MARIA DACOSTA is doing graduate
work at New York Medical School.
DAVID DEACON notes, "MIKE
SCINTO, soon to graduate from UConn
Law, will get his first courtroom experi-

ence as he'll represent me in City of Rye
traffic court. I'll let you know how he
does!"
DOUGLAS DUBERSTEIN is in his first
year at American University's Law School.
JOSHUA FEINGOLD is in graduate
school at the University of Miami.
KATHLEEN FELL is an assistant
treasurer at Morgan Guaranty Trust Co.
in New York City where she works in the
short-term portfolio management group
(fixed income).
THOMPSON GERKS is now the weapons company commander of 2nd battalion,
4th Marines.
STEVE GREENE is a cost accountant
at Gerber Systems Technology, Inc. in
South Windsor.
KEVIN HERN is an attorney with
Grady, Dumont and Dwyer, P.C. in Boston,MA.
SUZANNE HERR is a paralegal with
Sullivan & Cromwell in New York City.
JEFF HILBURN is living and "trying
to make a theatre career in New York City.
I will receive my master's degree in May
'84."
MIKE HINTON is finishing up his Ph.D.
in synthetic organic chemistry at Temple
University.
ELENA HOVEY is a teacher of English
and math at Colegio Campo Alegre in Bogota, Colombia.
MIKE HUEBSCH is currently in his first
year of studying for his M.B.A. at the
Wharton School in Philadelphia, P A.
THOMAS G. HUNTERhasjustfinished
his first semester at the School of Business
Administration at New York University.
He says he has "seen BRADD GOLD, PETER HUBBELL, MIKE SINSHEIMER,
and BEN HOWE recently."
BEN HURTIG received his M.S. degree
in chemical engineering from Northeastern University and is working as a re·
search engineer at Dow Chemical Corp. in
Midland, MI.
SARAH IVINS is an investment broker
with A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc. in Cambridge, MA.
WENDY JENNINGS is "planning toreturn to coordinating tournament functions
for the '84 U.S. Open Tennis."
PETER JONGBLOED is studying at the
University of Bridgeport, School of Law.
ROBERT KEYS is attending law school
at Albany Law School/Union University.
DAVID KOEPPEL was admitted to the
New York State Bar Association on 2/6/84
and is an associate with Koeppel and Koep·
pel in New York City.
JOE KOSSOW has become a founding
member of Washington, D.C.'s newest art
school, Washington Studio School.
SCOTT LESSNE passed the Connecticut Bar Exam and is a law clerk in Supe·
rior Court, State of Connecticut.
ALAN LEVINE is working as a marketing intern at Deloitte, Haskin & Sells.
TRISH MAIRS graduated from Brooklyn Law School in June, 1983 and is executive director for Arverne Hummel
Holland Seaside Housing and Neighbor-
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hood Preservation Coalition, Inc. in Rockaway, NY.
JAMES MARTIN is a trust investment
officer for Riggs National Bank in Washington, D.C.
JEFFREY MATHER is a graduate assistant and graduate student at the University of Connecticut.
PAMELA MATT is working for Alcoa
for the summer and fall unti) she takes the
February, 1985 Bar Exam.
LIZ McGILL is a multiple line insurance
agent specializing in life insurance in the
West Hartford firm of Lantz Insurance
Agency, Inc. where she is a junior partner.
PATRICK McNAMARA is employed
with United States Trust Company in Boston, MA.
NICK NOBLE is director of programs
at the Fay School in Southboro, MA. He is
also teacher, coach and dorm master. He
writes that he is still working summers at
Brantwood Camp in Peterborough, NH as
assistant director. He has been named an
associate trustee of Brantwood.
DANNY MEYER is working as a ma(lager at Pesca Seafood Restaurant in New
York City and training toward opening a
restaurant in the near future.
MICHAEL MORGAN '79 and LAURA
WISH MORGAN both passed the Massachusetts Bar and started their own partnership of Morgan and Morgan in
Brookline, MA.
JOHN O'BRIEN is a teacher/coach at
the Tower Hill School in Wilmington, DE.
ALICE O'CONNOR is executive director of The Jefferson Foundation ii;l Washington, D.C. She received her M.A. from
Johns Hopkins, where she is a Ph.D. candidate in history.
BILL PARKER is still teaching ballet
and writing poetry and says he supplements his income "by working at McDonald's."
LISA PARKER is in between her first
and second years of business school at
Duke University and will be working in
Dallas, TX for Frito-Lay Corp. as an assistant product manager. Four other Trinity people are in her class at Fuqua School
of Business: KATIE JEBB, BILL LUBY,
ROB MARKSTEIN.
SUSAN PROCTOR is working part time
at USDA/Tufts University Human Nutrition Research Center. She is on leave of
absence from Tufts University Graduate
School of Nutrition. She writes that she is
also training for the 1984 Summer Olympics where she will be participating in crew.
DAN SARGIS was looking forward to
graduation from Cornell School of Management in May. He saw JEFF LONG,
BOB ALMQUIST and KEV1N HERN over
Christmas and notes that "Jeff and Kevin
are now attorneys."
MARLA JO SCHULTZ's new job as senior programmer/analyst at CIBA-GEIGY
in Ardsley, NY is in the corporate/management services, human resources area.
LISA SCHWARTZ is studying urban
and regional planning at George Washington University in Washington, D.C.
TONY SHORE graduated from Villanova Law School in May, 1983 and passed
the Pennsylvania Bar ·in October. He is
house counsel at Maxi-Cube Transport,
Inc. in BaJa Cynwyd, PA.
ANNE SICES is a marketing assistant
at Germaine Monteil Cosmetiques in New
York City.
CHRIS SLOAN is a second-year law student at the School of Law at Western New
England in Springfield, MA.
DOUGLAS STONE is studying at Yale's
School of Management.
STEVEN STUART has been promoted
assistant treasurer of the Money Market
Group.
FREDERIC VIGNERON is an underwriter at AIG Political Risk, Inc. in New
York City.
SUSAN VLAMYNCK is a graphic artist
for Master Color Service in Waltham, MA.
ANNE KNUTSON WAUGH is a re-

cruitment manager for Milbank, Tweed,
Hadley & McCloy in New York City.
LINDA WELLS works at Conde Nast
Publications and is "ghost writing part of
a book for Ballentine publishers.''
MARY ZACKRISON graduated from St.
Louis University School of Law last year
and is an ;;~ttorney with T. Paul Tremont,
P.C. in Bridgeport.
Class Agent: David J. Koeppel, Esq.
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A. Leigh Mountford
147 Green Hill Rd.
Kinnelon, NJ 07405

Greetings, Class of 1981!
It's been a while since I last wrote this
Class Report - alas! All too often the
deadlines seem to fall at the same time as
high school marking periods end. I'm afraid
even as a second-year teacher I still
haven't mastered the concept of spreading
the work out over the quarter! As a result
I am usually up to my ears in work when I
should be writing this!
I've had several notes from overseas
classmates. JOE BIERMAN wrote to say
that after teaching for a year in England
and managing to find time to pursue his
hobby of singing on the side, next fall he is
moving on to a new teaching position at
the American International School of Israel, in Tel Aviv. GINNY GARDNER is
currently enrolled at the University of
Grenoble, France. MARLA HEXTER
wrote a fantastic letter describing her second year in the Peace Corps in Botswana.
Though we obviously haven't space to print
the entire thing ... "I am working in a
community secondary school in a village
called Mahalapye, teaching Maths (pronounced 'MATS' here). I've been in Botswana since early November, 1982 ...
Community schools get the poorer students because bright ones are grabbed up
by the government schools. Teaching is
basically with a piece of chalk. We didn't
have any math books last year, and at one
point ran out of paper. Although it's often
frustrating, teaching has been quite rewarding and I've learned a great deal about
education and myself. Last term I started
a school magazine (short stories and
poems) which I'm in the process of editing.
This term I've started a maths club." Marla
plans to return to the States this December, and then complete her master's degree (begun 1981-82) at the Fletcher School
of Law and Diplomacy.
Here in the States many of us are changing·careers, graduating from schools and,
of course, getting engaged or married. Before I forget, congratulations to utl law
students who graduate this year - and
good luck with the BAR EXAM!
In Vermont, JOHN MATTAR has been
promoted to the northeast regional director of Learning, Inc. His new job duties
include teaching, teacher recruiting (including Trinity) and promotion in New
England. He was recently married to
Jeanne-Marie Reggio '83 (see Weddings).
LESLIE RICHARDSON is presently in
her third year of medical school at UVM.
She is planning to specialize in pediatrics.
Also living and working in Vermont is TOM
LISCORD '82. Tommy is working at The
Mountain School in Putney, where he is
doing carpentry to refurbish the school for
its fall '84 re-opening. He plans to return
to Tuckerman's Ravine as an AMC crew
member later this spring.
In Boston, FRANK FITZGERALD is
working as a child care worker at the New
England Home for Little Wanderers. He
is planning a cross country bike trip for
the summer of '84. TRICIA BEAIRD is
living with PAULA SARRO in Boston, and
plans to start Boston University Law
School in the fall. Tricia is currently working as a chemist for Cambridge Analytical
Associates. LYDIA EWING received her

Wedding Photos To Be Published
In response to a number of requests, the editors of the Reporter have agreed
to publish group wedding photographs, subject to the following guidelines:
1. Both the bride and groom must be Trinity alumni/ae.
2. The photograph must be a group shot including other Trinity alumni/ae
present at the wedding in addition to the couple.
3. All persons in the photograph must be Trinity alumni/ae and be identified by class year and by their location in the photo.
4. The photograph should be of reproduction quality; black and white is
preferred.
5. Photographs will normally be returned, but the editors cannot be responsible for losses or damages that occur during the printing process.
6. The editor reserves the right to disqualify photographs that do not meet
these specifications.
Those interested in submitting group wedding photographs for consideration should mail them to: Editor, Trinity R&porter, Public Relations Office,
Trinity College, Hartford, CT 06106.

M.L.S from Simmons College, and is now '
working as the evening supervisor at
Baker Library, Harvard Business School.
LUCY FRICK is working on her M.S.W.
from Simmons, and is living with AMY
BROWN and SUE SCHULTZ. JULIE
JOHNSON is living in Brighton, attending
Boston University, where she is pursuing
her master's degree in historic preservation and urban planning. C. ANNE
MONTGOMERY has returned to school
full time, after two years with Prudential
Insurance. Anne is working to complete
her M.B.A. at Babson College. KAY
WYRTZEN is attending Boston University's School of Public Communications to
attain her master's in journalism. She is
also working full time as a publications assistant for the B.U. Law Review. SARAH
ALLYN is working for Alliance Grant and
Co. and living in Brookline. Finally, MARCIE LERNER has recently moved to Framingham, where she is working for Prime
Computers as a software analyst. Also in
Massachusetts, in Worcester is MARY
BETH QUEENAN, who is attending Clark
University to obtain her M.B.A.
In Connecticut, MARTIN PARKES
writes that he has accepted a new job with
Paine Webber-Jackson & Curtis as an account executive. FRANK NETCOH is
working as an operations analyst at The
Travelers Insurance Company. He was recently engaged to NANCY KESSLER '82.
GAIL ALWANG is living in Meriden, and
working in Southington at the Woodmere
Health Care Center as a director of cognitive rehabilitation. Gail works with braininjured patients, helping them rebuild their
memory and cognitive skills with the aid
of a computer. LISA BOURGET is living
in Hartford, working as the director of the
"Focus Facility," a new department of
Marketing Research Services, Inc. CLIFF
GERALD is working as a computer systems manager at Dari Farms Ice Cream
Co., Inc. (Can you get samples for old Trin
grads, Cliff!) BARRY BERGQUIST is
slaving his way through a grueling third
year of medical school at Yale University.
Barry lives with JI!\1 WYDA who should
be just about wrapping things up for law
school at Yale. Finally, DOROTHY SUNENSHINE is working as a business partner of Mostly Monograms, a specialty shop
in the Drake Hill Mall in Simsbury.
Our lone classmate who managed to
write from Pennsylvania ws ANNE BASSETT. Anne is working as a project coordinator of energy management for Impact
Managements Systems, Inc. She is engaged to ROSS GOLDBERG (see·Enga.gements). What are the rest of you in
Pennsylvania doing? Let's hear from you!
As per usual, we have lots of news from
classmates in and around New York City.
GARY PALMER has a new job as an in-

vestment analyst at Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom. He completed his M.B.A.
in finance/accounting from N.Y.U. this
past October. MAC NASH was recently
harned the director of admissions at the
Darrow School. Mac also was recently engaged to Cathleen Hynes (see Engagements). His fiancee is enrolled in the school
of communications at Ithaca College. ALPHONSE MURASSO wrote to say he has
begun work as a communications analyst
for Citybank, N.A. NANCY LUCAS is
currently back at school for an M.S. in bilii;lgual education at Long Island University. Nancy writes, "presently teaching in
Wyandarich, Long Island - LOVE IT!"
ANDREA LIND has a new job as an associate public financer for E.F. Hutton.
LAURA LAUGHLIN is working at Sotheby's with impressionist and modern
paintings. MARGARET HENDERSON is
working as a special promotions coordinator for E.F. Hutton. KEVIN HALL has
enrolled at Columbia Law School. He also
was married this past November to Lorna
Sato. ELLEN GOULD wrote to say she is
working as a technical trainer for Merrill
Lynch. DIANA FURSE FISKE, recently
married to BILL FISKE '82 (see Weddings) wrote to say she and Bill are living
in New York City. Diana is working for
Compton Advertising as an assistant media planner. JOAN CAMPO wrote to say
she is employed as a reporter for Fortune
magazine. LIANE BERNARD recently
moved to New York City to begin work at
G.M.S. Systems, Inc. Prior to her move to
the Big Apple, Liane had been working as
a product manager for Decision Resources, Inc. Liane recently wrote a soft;..
ware program which has been released on
the market called Sign-Master. TONY
SHENTON recently began graduate
school at the Juilliard School of Music.
Tony's small choral piece, "The Happy
Journey," premiered earlier this year with
the Hartford City Singers. Tony is also
teaching in the New York area. Finally,
NOEL SORVINO wrote to say she is engaged to a fellow third-year medical student at SUNY-Down-state College of
Medicine. A June '85 wedding is planned
following their graduation (see Engagements).

In Washington, D.C. J. GAVIN REARDON has enrolled in Georgetown's Law
Center. Gavin writes "ran the Marine
Corps marathon in November. Spent last
summer representing indigent clients for
Massachusetts public defenders in Boston
municipal court." SIBLEY GILLIS has
been named as a public finance officer of
the First National Bank of Maryland .
JOHN SHEPARD, who recently returned
from an extended trip to Brazil, is now
living in·D.C. where he is co-writing a book
on public health and safety.

FRANCESCA SEEGER is working as
a telecommunications analyst for M.C.I.
NEIL ATCHLEY recently accepted a job
as a computer graphics illustrator for Digital Communications, Co. Neil received her
master of fine arts in painting in May of
1983, and spent the summer of '83 in
Greece. Finally, ELEANOR WENNER
writes that she is working as a legislative
assistant for U.S. Senator Bob Packwood
(R-Oregon).
That is all the news from classmates on
the east coast. Out in Ohio, NELSON
TONER writes that he will be married to
Lisa Nicholas two days after graduation
from law school this spring, at Case Western Reserve (see Engagements). 'Nelson
plans to move to oston to study for the bar
exam, and will begin work as an associate
at Alexander Grant & Co. in August.
BRIAN ZAFF has begun graduate work
at Ohio State University in experimental
psychology. DEDE SEEBER wrote that
she plans to move to Chicago this May,
following her marriage to David Boyd.
BOB ORENSTEIN is currently a first year
medical student at the University of Osteopathic Medicine in Des Moines, IA. Way
out in California, IZZY LERMAN is struggling through her second year of the doctoral program in clinical psychology at the
California School of Professional Psychology in San Diego. Iz:>~y is also working parttime at a crisis center as a counselor. Finally, JOHN COUK OS is grinding his way
through Stanford Law SchooL
That's all the news except for those of
us still "toughing it out" in exciting New
Jersey! GINGER O'BRIEN is still living in
Parsippany, where she works for Aetna
Life Insurance Co. as an employee bene-

fits representative. GARRETT KEATING is working in Morristown for ANJEC
-a non-profit environmental organization
which services most of northern New Jersey. And finally, 1 am still finding teaching
high school history, sociology and psychology a source of amusement, frustration and
challenge. I am planning to work during
my summer vacation in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming. Hopefully, the
change of scenery and experience will help
recharge me and better equip me for a
third year of battle with the "apathymonster" who has invaded America's public schools. My best to all of you.
Class Agents: Richard P. Dahling
Sibley Gillis
Tom Hefferon
42KingSt.
Hartford, CT 06114
Hello again from Chicago. I hope everyone is well and has had a good year so far .
If you have any news of jobs, marriages or
moves, hurry up and let me know so I can
spread the word for the rest of us. Now,
for the news ...
JOE ADINOLFI starts off this installment - he reports that he and his wife
Judy, are expecting a new baby by the time
everyone gets this issue. Good luck! Other
family news comes in from fellow '82ers.
MICHAEL GOTTIER, a programmer at
Aetna, passed word along of his marriage
last July (see Weddings). JIM "KACH"
KACHADOORIAN was engaged to Katelin Webster at Christmastime (see Engagements). Kach still is a law student at Suffolk
University in Boston. Also engaged from
our class is CATHY KLEINSCHMIDT
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(see Engagements). She is living in Manhattan. This time's "registrar's romances" have led to two marriages between
members of our dass. All our best wishes
and congratulations to WES WINANT and
SUSAN HOUSER as well as to CBRIS
TOLE RICO (still a medical student at Rutgers) and TRACEY CAESAR (a math/science teacher in Stamford). Best of luck to
all!
If I remember correctly there have been
some people that I haven't heard from until this issue. So, on to them first. TED
AUS.TIN, recently moved from New York
City and MCI Telecommunications, has
taken a job as sales promotion coordinator
with James River/Dixie Northern in Norwalk, and now lives in Greenwich nearby.
LISA BAILYN says she is now a residential counselor at a halfway house for former mental patients in Lincoln, MA. She
has completed a year of grad work at Penn
State. Also in Massachusetts is GAYLE
DUGAS, a staff accountant at Ernst and
Whinney. Two more new to this column
check in from central Connecticut- DENNIS GILLOOLY is a student at UConn
Law School and RUTH DePHILLIPS is an
animal technician at the Wethersfield Animal Hospital.
Moving right along, I've heard from
LEILA GORDON- she's now a portfolio
manager at Provident National Bank in
Philadelphia. Leila says she often sees JOHANNA PITOCCELLI, GINNY KNETZGER and CHRISSY MASTERS. In New
York JIM KENDRICK checks in. He's an
art director at Davis & Russek Advertising and he asks, ''Who has a car and wants
to go trout fishing some weekend?" When
she isn't hanging out with Leila Gordon

(see above), Ginny is a regional syndicate
coordinator with Kidder, Peabody in
Philly. Back in New York, I get word that
ED MAGRO is at New York Law School.
In the Hartford area, AMY KUNTZ is a
teaching intern at the Ethel Walker School
in Simsbury, where she lives. JOHN McALLISTER has taken on the books again,
as a first-year medical student at the University of Pittsburgh.
Finally from the pool of new news, we
turn back to New York. MIKE MERIN
reports that he will be graduating with a
degree in international affairs before this
issue goes to press. He attended Columbia
and was senior editor of the Journal of
International Affairs. He is looking for a
job in East-West trade (anyone got any
ideas?). Down on Wall Street, SUE MOLINEUX is an account administrator at
Johnson & Higgins. Also way downtown is
PATTY WACHTELL, working on Madison Avenue as an accounting officer in the
commodities division of the Bank of America. In Brooklyn, joining AMY FISCH, is
LAURA WESELEY at Brooklyn Law
School. Across town at New York University working on his M.B.A. is MICHAEL
SINSHEIMER. Down in Tennessee
DAVE MUELLER sends word - he's a
grad student in educational psychology at
the U of Tennessee at Knoxville. And up
in New Hampshire, SCOTT NASON is a
manufacturing engineer with Process
Engineering.
Now we check in on the dependable repeaters. ROB AHRENSDORF, at Northwestern University, reports "I'd be happy
to talk to anyone at Trin now thinking of
going to business school." Just let him
know. RICH BERNSTEIN is still at the
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TWENTY-FIVE Trinity alumni/ae gathered in Rochester, NY in October for the wedding of Clay Phillips '78 and Katie
Rae Phillips '81. Shown here are, kneeling, foreground: Stuart Kerr '78 and Tucker Ellinghaus '81. Seated, next row, are:
Steve Roberts '78, Betsy Mangan Patterson '78, Margaret Evans Beers '82, Eleanor Wenner '81, Phil Grabfield '81,
Wendy Shoolman '81, Gail Alwany '81 and Dutch Barhydt, Jr. '81. Standing are: Brad Phillips '81, Lois Ordway '80,
David Beers '77, William Dow '78, Rob van der Stricht '72, Gail Scott '81, Lucy Rodriguez '81, Sarah Veale '81, Tim
Henry '81, Clay and Katie Rae Phillips, Ray Hutch '63, Kevin Plancher '80, Ned Hawkins '78 and Rob Murdock '81.
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UConn medical school. Advancing even in
law school, WARD CLASSEN is now the
editor-in-chief of the Journal of Contemporary Health Law at American University in Washington. Also in our nation's
capitol is LUCY COLE, now working in
theater at Arena Stage. In Washington
State, MARK ECKEL reports he's with
the Navy as an ensign on the USS Pledge.
Halfway around the globe, still working on
his Ph.D. at the Courtauld Institute of Art
in London, is BILL GRISWOLD. Closer to
home, PATSY HEPPE reports a promotion to stock analyst for Mobil Oil in Pennsylvania. She also is attending Villanova at
night for her M.B.A. CHRISSY MASTERS, when she's not seeing LEILA
GORDON (see above again!), is an officer
at First Pennsylvania Bank in
Philadelphia.
CINDY HUME, studying in Cleveland
at Case Western Reserve Law School,
writes to ask that "anyone who gets to
Nehobotts Beach this summer" should give
her a call in Delaware. Currently a banking associate at Continental Bank here in
Chicago, BRITTA KEEHN writes in. DEB
MAPES has just received a promotion in
her job at the Institute for Defense and
Disarmament Studies in Brookline, MA.
She's now a public education officer. Also
in the Boston area, KAREN MILLER continues to plow ahead in medical school at
Boston University. (Go Red Sox!) More
from Beantown - CAROL PASSARELLI is working with computer graphics
at CGI and is living with WENDY KERSHNER '84 and "having a terrific time!"
AMY THOMPSON is now a student in
biologic mechanical engineering at MIT.
Lastly from up that way, KAREN WEISS
is a social worker at DARE, inc. in Somerville,MA.
As always, New York news follows on
the heels of that from Boston. Joining
everyone else previously mentioned as
being in the Big Apple, SIGURD "ZIGGY"
WEND IN is an account executive working
with multimillion dollar accounts for the
Home Insurance Companies; MIND!
PICKERING is a foreign exchange consultant for European American Bank and
attends NYU Business School at night in
search of an M.B.A.; and DARYL FROELICH MOSS is still with Sotheby's International Realty on Madison Avenue. And
in New Hampshire, teaching English and
drama at St. Paul's after a summer of
cross-country travel and study of acting at
Stanford, is TODD VANAMBURGH.
In Connecticut, last but not at all least
(at least in the eyes of the rest of us who
are still close to home), there is a lot of
good news to pass along. BARBARA
SELMO is an English teacher at the Canterbury School in New Milford, where she
also lives. DOUG ROLLINS is toiling away
at the UConn Dental School and living the
exciting(?) night life in Hartford. The exciting night life (at least during the week)
in Hartford for SUE KELSEY is study at
the Hartford Grad Center. Sue is a programmer for Northeast Utilities during the
day and lives in Cromwell. Also living down
that way are DEBBIE SCHWARTZ
LESSNE, in the psychology Ph.D. program at UConn, and MARTHA FLYNN,
who recently was promoted to underwriter in the special accounts marketing department at The Travelers. MARCIA
HELIN is a group underwriter with
CIGNA in Hartford. Downstate, fresh
from earning her master's in labor and industrial relations from Michigan State
University, MARY TOLAND is a human
resources associate with GTE in Stamford.
JENNIFER PROST is a marketing assistant with Acropolis Books Ltd. in Washington, D.C.
DANA GIDDINGS is employed as stage
manager for King's Island Entertainment
in King's Island, OH.
That's about it. I'm still plugging away
at law school here at the University of Chi-

cago. I'll be here for the summer as well,
working as a summer associate at a public
interest law firm downtown. As always, I
can be reached with just a quick note to
my Hartford address. Why don 't you do
that now and let me and everyone else
know what's new? In the meantime, health
and happiness. See you next time.
Class Agents: Patricia Hooper
Steven Elmendorf
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Laura A. Wilcox
11'/z Huntington St., A6
Hartford, CT 06105

With close to a full year since graduation, it seems that more and more members of our class have settled into a new
life in the "real world." Connecticut is now
the home state for many classmates.
BRUCE ZA WODNIAK is working for the
Hartford Insurance Group as a computer
programmer; HILLARY SPIZZIRRI was
promoted to real estate associate for the
Merritt Association in Greenwich; KAREN
SPRINTHALL is a risk analyst in the
property department for Johnson and Higgins in Hartford; DOM RAPINI is "having
fun" as a biology teacher at the Westminster School, "but I miss football." BOB PIGUE has a new job with Automatic Data
Processing Network Services as a technical consultant and is living in Stamford;
HEATHER MUSANTE was recently promoted to life department supervisor with
The Travelers and was recently engaged
(see Engagements) to Robert Reihl. Staying close to Trinity are TAMMY BANKS,
an associate at The Writing Center of
Trinity College; and CATHY COSGROVE
in the development office. Cathy lives with
DIANE RAPALUS and ELSPETH
HOTCHKISS, who works for Phoenix
Mutual.
SUSAN MADDEN, a programmer with
Delta Actuaries, Inc. in Hartford, was recently engaged to Brian Tessmann (see
Engagements). SUE STANZYK MARTINDALE was married to Don Martindale and is a synthetic organic chemist with
Uniroyal Chemical in Naugatuck; SCOTT
KIELTY is a sales representative with
Washburn Dental, Inc. in New Haven;
LAURA JOHNSTON was married to RobertS. Arling in May, 1983 (see Weddings)
and is an eligibility data analyst with the
Travelers in Bristol; DAVE CURTIS, a
sales rep with Xerox, is living in Hartford
with MARK ROURKE and STEVE
GOMES; AMI CLYMER works in the mutual funds department at CBT and reports
that QUAI HO and LEIF FELLINGER
are in the same program. Finally, from
Stamford, RICK BARONE writes that
"life as a professional is great" as he is
frequently partying in New York City after
a hard day as a quality assurance engineer
with American ACML
Partying and working in New York City
are JANE KLAPPER and DANA ANDERSON as media planners for J. Walter
Thompson; WENDY GORLIN, an administrative assistant with Bruce J. Bloom
Advertising, Inc.; LINDSAY BURKE, a
corporate analyst with Lehman Brothers
Kuhn and Loeb; TIM CLARK (whose
roommates are JOHN SWAIN and JIM
FREDERICK), a trainee broker at PBS
Securities Corp.; CHRIS DELANY (actually in New York State), a sales representative for Proctor and Gamble; and, last
but not least, OTIE BROWN works for
CYB, a division of Young and Rubicam in
the "not-so-real world." JIM FRANKL
writes that he is working in feature films
as a writer and director, having crewed
already for one film and several commercials. Jim was "really happy to see that
they left my picture out of the yearbook!"
PETER O'BRIEN is a corporate intern at
Paine Webber, Inc. Also in New York are
LOUISE BOND, a junior case worker for
Catholic Home Bureau; SCOTT SAUTER,
architectural model-maker with The
Gruzen Partnership; and ROBIN FINS

Headliner
Dr. Bette J_ Del Giorno M'61 is
the major author on the new Scott,
Foresman Elementary Science textbook series, which appeared in April,
1983. She is a science consultant for
the Fairfield, Connecticut public
schools.

who is enrolled in the graduate program in
performing arts administration at NYU.
In the world of education, TOM MERRILL is at UConn Law School; JEFF
MILLER is at Upstate Medical Center in
Syracuse, NY; JOE McALEER is at St.
John's College in Oxford University, England; and RICK WAGNER is a grad student in chemistry at Brown. In Cambridge, MA, JONATHAN SPROUL is
studying applied physics at Harvard; KIM
THACKER is a first-year medical student
at Downstate Medical School in Brooklyn,
NY. From across the sea, STEVE SOPER
is attending the Johns Hopkins School of
International Studies in Bologna, Italy,
MARC BRONSKY and DEAN SOPHOCLES are pursuing dentistry at the University of Alabama and the University of
Pennsylvania, respectively; DOUG CORWIN is at SUNY, Stony Brook for a Ph.D.
in inorganic chemistry; MOU CHARLES
is doing a master's in city planning at MIT;
and from the future lawjers, CINDY JASON writes that "law school is going well"
at UConn; AMY JOHNSON is happy at
Duke University School of Law; and CARA
BACHENHEIMER is letting a "new self
emerge and liking law school very much"
in her first year at Georgetown. MARK
BOELHOUWER is in Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, working towards his master's in European market economics before entering law school in the United
States. TERESA .JOHNSON is a graduate
bio-psychology student at Rutgers.
From Boston, I hear that MIKE McCARTHY is in the finance department at
BOSCOM, a division of Fidelity; STE'VE
McMANUS is an in-house sales representative with Warren, Gorham, and Lamont;
WENDY KERSHNER (living with
CAROL PASSARELLI '82) is a customer
service rep with Camera Graphics, Inc. She
is also very successful with her production
of PC Week, a computer magazine. DIGGER ZIDELIS, who was recently appointed deputy sheriff of Worcester
County, MA is an investigator/administrator with the district attorney's office in
Worcester; DAN WALSH is working for
Polyonics Corporation in Newburyport,
MA as a chemist; ANNE COLLINS is an
organizer with MASSPIRG; CINDY
BRIERLY is finishing up her master's in
accounting at Northeastern; and JYOTI
DANIERE is a staff assistant at the JFK
School of Government at Harvard.
In the realm of "other" (other than New
York, Boston, or Connecticut) some classmates have ventured far. JOHN KERR is
in San Mateo, CA as an architectural rep
with Armstrong World Industries, Inc.;
STEVE GROSS is living "in Lake Tahoe
and loving it." (Can you blame him? But
what is Steve doing besides living?) ERIC
FISHER is "pursuing an M.Sc. in economics at the London School of Economics with
speculation in international monetary economics." Missouri is home for GREG
BROWN, a branch rep with Household Finance Corporation; and MARGOT
BLATTMAN hopes we are "Genki," Japanese for "healthy and happy." She is

working for the Japanese Educational
Ministry and enjoying the experience
"most of the time ... Japan is a land of
contrasts - high technology, yet no central heating!" SCOTT NESBITT is a
systems
engineering
development
programmer al Electronic Data Systems
in Baltimore. JOHN MUSERLIAN is a
sales representative for A.H. Robins.
ELAINE GAMBA works for IBM Corporation as associate marketing representative. In Philadelphia, PA are AMY JO
BENNETT, who is working as a paralegal
for Morgan Lewis & Bockius, and LINDA
JOHNSON, who is in credit training at
First Pennsylvania Bank. KEITH GALLAGHER has been commissioned a second lieutenant in the Air Force. He is
assigned to Mather Air Force Base in California. DAVID NAGLE writes that he
"saw ANDREA MOONEY on CBS News,
1-29, working at her desk, trying to get
Ronnie re-elected; God bless her." David
is just beginning a two-year stint as sports
information director at Trinity, pursuing a
master's degree at the same time.
I have decided to stay another year at
Kingswood-Oxford. It is refreshing to see
the Trinity hockey team once in a while,
and the pay is good! Besides, I don't want
to go back to New Jersey! Take care of
yourselves, and write of your pursuits of
happiness!
Class Agents: Anne N. Ginsburgh
Charles Guck
LauraMecke

MASTERS
1938
PEARL M. SNOW writes from Sarasota, FL, that she is healthy, happy and
fortunate at 88. She recommends Plymouth Harbor, the retirement home where
she lives, to all who seek "safety, comfort
and good companionship in old age." She
retired after 31 years' teaching U.S. and
Latin American history at New Britain
High.
1945
ELIZABETH JOHNSON ANDERSON
started out writing "simply to tell you I'm
still alive," but then thought to give some
background, which proved quite interesting. She wrote that when she received her
master's degree at Trinity 39 years ago,
she was teaching at Central Connecticut
State University. Her graduation from
Trinity took place in the chapel, and, since
she was the only woman receiving a de··
gree, "she caused some difficulty for Dr.
Arthur Hughes, who was officiating. Finally, a place was found for her in the middle of the aisle at the front of the chapel.
She and her husband, Ragnar, retired from
Aetna Life in 1968, this year celebrate
their 54th anniversary. They lived in Hilton Head Island for 11 years before building a home in Clemson, SC, close to th<·
university. They enjoy the town, golf and

church activities, and the many new friends
they've made there.
1951
CAROLYN L. WIDMER retired from
the University of Connecticut in 1967. She
lives in Storrs.
1952 & 1966
NELLI AGOSTINO, who is foreign language department chairman at East Hartford High, received the Distinguished
Alumna Award from St. Joseph College in
October.
1952
STEPHEN LESZUK writes that he is
enjoying retirement, traveling to Ireland
and Germany, operating a ham radio, and
keeping busy with bookbinding and workshop activity. He was a department chairman at Farmington High School untill980.
1956
HELEN M. SHELDR!CK, retired from
the Gilbert School in Winsted, is listed in
"International Profiles," published by International Biographies of Cambridge,
England.
JACK R. WHITE retired from Alcoa almost 5 years ago, and he and his wife,
Jayne, spend at least 7 months a year
cruising the Bahamas. Florida Keys, and
Atlantic to New England on their 35' sloop.
1958
DONALD K. KUEHL is currently president of Composites, Inc. of Manchester, a
manufacturer of high technology woven
tapes (boron, Borsic, Sic).
1960
MICKI SAVIN has done some serious
traveling in the past year, to Israel, Normandy, and Hawaii.
1960 & 1964
FOSTER GUNNISON, JR. writes that
he is still an administrator with the Institute of Social Ethics.
CAROLYN SCHINZEL is reference librarian/young adult librarian at the Silas
Bronson Library in Waterbury, has been
certified within the past year as MsD.
(Doctor of Metaphysics) and is a practicing
professional astrologer.
1961
MAXINE SPITZLER became a Mensa
member in Conn. Western Mass. Mensa.
She is a freelance writer (Connecticut Today '82/83), freelance musician, piano and
recorder player, and teacher at a remedial
reading clinic as a volunteer.
1963
GEORGE A. VANN AH is an estate administrator with U.S . Bankruptcy Court
in Bridgeport, and lives in New Britain.
WILLIAM G. VOORHES has started a
new company, Belmont Wire Specialties,
Inc. of Barrington, RI, of which he is president and chief executive officer.
1964
JOAN E. LEMELSON has been appointed assistant director in the group department at The Travelers Corporation in
Hartford. She joined the company in 1960
and has served as chief contract underwriter since 1979.
1965
LIZ WARNER is an instructor in English and the humanities at Miami-Dade
Community College. Her daughter, Robin,
is a magna cum laude graduate of Florida
State University, and daughter, June, is a
junior at the University of Texas, Austin.
1967
BESSYE BENNETT is general counsel
of the Connecticut State Employees Retirement Commission in Hartford.

LEN GOLDSTEIN is now assistant director of the St. Mary's Hospital Mental
Health Clinic in Waterbury.
GEORGE WANTY III has joined Shearson American Express as senior vice president in San Francisco, CA.
1969
HENRY AGOSTINELLI was recently
elected to the board of directors of the
American Society of the Italian Legions of
Merit - Americans decorated by the government of Italy.
JOLENE GOLDENTHAL's prizewinning play, "A Stranger in a Strange
Land," was selected to open a one-act festival in New York City. Produced by Eccentric Circles, the play ran at the 18th St.
Playhouse.
TONY SHOOKUS was re-elected to
serve a third term as treasurer, Charter
Oak Chapter of the Retired Officers Association. A retired colonel in the U.S. Army,
he lives in Newington.
1971
MARY LEE E. KIMBALL has retired
from the University of Massachusetts.
JOHN W. MARKELL was ordained a
priest of the Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh in May.
DR. FRANK WHELAN has just joined
the firm, Management Systems Services,
Inc. as vice president. The firm is engaged
in plant layout and facilities planning.
1972
FRANK E. CROWLEY has been elected
to serve on the board of directors of the
Windham Ballet Co. Coordinator of academic support at Eastern Conn. State University, he is also on the adjunct faculty of
Quinebaug Valley Community College.
BETTY H. ROSANIA was a member of
Leadership Greater Hartford - Housing
Task Force in 1983, appointed vice president of the Wethersfield Businessmen's
and Civic Association, and last August celebrated the arrival of a grandson, Paul
Thomas Rosania.
THE REV. ROGER W. SMITH is now
rector of St. Helena's Episcopal Church in
Beaufort, SC.
1973
RAYMOND G. AIELLO has been promoted to vice president, administration for
Atlanta-based Fulton Federal Savings and
Loan Association, Georgia's oldest and
largest savings and loan association. Employed with Fulton Federal for five years,
he is in charge of purchasing, word processing, printing, mail and courier services, records, forms and risk management. He and his wife, Teresa, have two
daughters and reside in Decatur.
CAROLANN WALACH BALDYGA
completed requirements for the Doctor of
Education degree at Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton, FL in August, 1983.
She is assistant dean, continuing education, at Florida Atlantic University in
Miami.
MARYLAND LINCOLN has been
elected secretary of the Connecticut chapter of the Public Relations Society of
America.
1974
MELISSA FOOHEY ANDRIKS is alegal assistant in the Secretary of State's
office in Hartford.
MICHAEL EGAN was recently elected
vice president of the Trinity Club of Washington, D.C. and also was recently married
(see Weddings).
BILL PROVOST was recently appointed department supervisor of English
at Henry James School in Simsbury.
1975
JAMES WARYKAS was married in December (see Weddings).

1976
DR. ROBERT GRILLO, a psychiatric
resident at the Institute of Living in Hartford, recently completed an internship at
Hartford Hospital. A graduate of the University of Connecticut School of Medicine,
Dr. Grillo has a special interest in pediatrics and worked in a special education program at the West Hartford Day Treatment
Center and in Child and Family Services.
He has also been a recreational therapist
at UConn's Dempsey Hospital.
1977
GREGORY F. DeMANCHE was admitted to the Bar in Connecticut in November. He works for United Technologies Otis Elevator Co. in Farmington.
JUDY SAGER is a physical education
teacher at Somersworth High School in
Somersworth, NJ. She welcomed the arrival of a daughter on Easter Sunday, 1983
(see Births).
MICHAEL SIEGEL writes that he is a
graduate student at Boston University.
ROY TEETERS has changed his name
to ROY TEETERS McALPINE. He received his M.S. in mgt. from Hartford
Graduate Center - RPI in December and
is assistant executive director of Help, Inc.
in Waterbury.
1978
CHRISTINE BAILEY is a Ph.D. candidate at the Graduate Center, City University of New York. Her dissertation is
entitled, "Living History Plays: Dramatic
Form for Senior Adults." Her child, Glencora, is now two years old.
1979
STEPHANIE LEVINE is a high school
English teacher in Windsor Locks, and
lives in Enfield.
SANDRA ME SLOW is a securities analyst, secretary-treasurer with Cumberland
Advisors in Vineland, NJ.
ANN M. TREGLIA-HESS has completed requirements for the J.D. at UConn
Law last fall and was taking the bar exam
in the spring. She has been hired by Aetna
Life & Casualty contracts & legal services
department of individual life and health
division as attorney.
1981
JACQUELINE ZORENA ALBIS is an
English teacher at the Middle School in
Guilford.
CONSTANCE ALOISE is a teacher/
consultant with the Connecticut Writing
Project.
MARITA KANE is a residence service
representative with Southern New England Telephone in Westport.
MARGARET STIRTON is a senior
methods analyst with Aetna Life & Casualty in Hartford and lives in Longmeadow,MA.
GARY WAUGH is an English teacher/
track coach at Region 15 School DistrictPomperaug High School in Southbury, and
welcomed a son in December (see Births).
1982
C. STEVEN GEORGE was named English department chairman at McCallie
School in Chattanooga, TN, where he is
also varsity soccer coach.
SHIRLEY LEWIS is a sales agent with
Merrill Lynch Realty in Washington, D.C.
V-12
JACK HOSKINS is president of Capital
Broadcasting, Inc. located in Lincoln, IL.
ROSS LEGLER is a special sales rep
with First Marketing Corporation in
Hingham, MA. He notes that he has four
grandchildren with "two on the way."
PAUL SAITTA is president of Vega Associates, Inc. in New York City.

HONORARII
1935
On February 24, 1984, CLARENCE
WATTERS presented his retirement recital in the Trinity College Chapel. Following the concert, a reception was held in the
Cathedral Lounge of Mather Campus Center for Mr. Watters, who is honorary college organist and professor emeritus.
1964
KINGMAN BREWSTER, a former Yale
University president who also served as
U.S. ambassador to Great Britain, is now
in London as head of an office of a New
York City law firm. Brewster, who will
specialize in international business transactions, has become a partner in the firm
of Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam and
Roberts.
1969
On March 18, 1984, shortly before his
death, Hartford Graduate Center President HOMER BABBIDGE was honored
by the Friends of the Connecticut Humanities Council with its second Wilbur Cross
Award. Cited as "an outstanding champion of the humanities," Babbidge received several standing ovations from the
100 guests who attended the dinner in his
honor at Hamlin Hall. He had served also
as president of the University of Connecticut from 1962 to 1972. The community
was saddened by his death on March 27,
1984. (seeJ~Memcrry).
1977
SISTER M. CONSOLATA O'CONNOR,
president of St. Joseph College for the past
15 years, has retired. In addition to her
leadership role at the college, Sr. O'Connor is listed in eight national and international biographical directories and in 1973
received the National Human Relations
Award from the National Conference of
Christians and Jews. She is the author of
the book, The Historical Thought of Francois Guizot.
1980
ROBERT D. KILPATRICK has become
the president and chief executive officer of
the Philadelphia-based Cigna Corp., the insurance company which resulted from the
merger of Connecticut General Corp. of
Bloomfield and INA of Philadelphia. Before the merger, he had been president
and chief executive officer of Connecticut
General since 1976.

In Memory
PAUL ROBERTS, 1909
M.A. 1911, Hon. 1948
The Rev. Paul Roberts of Phoenix, AZ
died on March 14, 1984 at the age of 96.
Born in Newark, NJ, he was educated in
Hartford and graduated from Trinity in
1909 with a degree in philosophy and
mathematics. He was the first president of
the College Senate, a member of the football, track, and hockey teams, and recipient of the McCook Trophy for athletic
distinction. He was a member of Psi
Upsilon.
After receiving a master's degree from
Trinity, he went on to the Berkeley Divinity School, where he received his divinity
degree in 1912. He began a long and fruitful career in the ministry at the mission
church of St. Paul's in Brookings, SD. He
later served in churches in Idaho and New
Jersey before beginning a 21-year tenure
as dean of St. John's Episcopal Cathedral
in Denver, CO. Remembered for his tireless work in every area of the ministry, he
is particularly well-known for his efforts
to combat group and racial prejudice. In
1965 he was honored by the Denver Com-
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mission on Community Relations for his
leadership in the human relations-civil
rights movement. Also the recipient of the
American Civil Liberties Union Award, he
was awarded an alumni medal for excellence from Trinity in 1981.
Even after his "retirement" in 1957, he
served as dean at St. John's Cathedral in
Honolulu for three months, as interim dean
of Trinity Cathedral in Phoenix, and helped
to found a mission, St. Luke's at the Mountain, which was dedicated in his honor in
1964. His handcrafted, stained glass medallions adorn the church. He also preached
the early morning services in the summer
at the Christ Church Episcopal in Harwich
Port, MA for more than 40 years and was
guest preacher at the Church of the Holy
Spirit in Orleans.
He is survived by a son, William J. Roberts of Aurora, CO; two daughters, Jane
R. Hunting Moss of Denver, CO, and Elise
Roberts of Harwich Port, MA; and five
grandchildren.
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HOWARD JAMES BURGWIN, 1913
Howard J. Burgwin, 93, died on June 2,
1983, in Cambridge, MA.
Born in Zellwood, FL, he graduated from
Shadyside Academy in Pittsburgh, P A, and
attended Trinity with the Class of 1913. A
member of Psi Upsilon fraternity, he
played on the hockey and tennis teams.
After leaving Trinity, he attended the University of Pittsburgh and C~trnegie Institute of Technology and was an overseas
Red Cross ambulance driver during World
War I.
He worked in automobile sales before
beginning his own investment securities
firm in Pittsburgh, which he operated for
30 years. He also wrote and published his
own privately circulated business newsletter, "The Golden Triangle," for more
than 30 years, continuing after his retirement from the business in 1973.
Mr. Burgwin's family counted at least
nine members who had attended Trinity,
including his uncle, Augustus P. Burgwin,
Class of 1882 and composer of "'Neath the
Elms," the College's alma mater.
He leaves two daughters, Mary H. Ulam
of Cambridge, MA, and Margaret Mazur
of San Francisco; a son, Dr. H. James
Burgwyn '58 of West Chester, PA.
ROBERT ELLIS CROSS, 1914
Robert E. Cross of Ann Arbor·, MI died
on April 5, 1984. He was 92.
Born in Norwich, CT, he came to Trinity
from Norwich Free Academy and received
his B.S. degree from Trinity in 1914, with
honors in mathematics. He was a member
of Sigma Nu fraternity.
An active alumnus, he served as class
secretary and on reunion committees for
'14. He was an engineer with the Metropolitan District of Hartford, and the City
of Hartford, before his retirement. He was
past president of the Connecticut Society
of Civil Engineers, past master of LaFayette Lodge No . 100 AF & AM of Hartford, and a Royal Arch mason. He had been
active in masonry in Southbridge, MA for
a number of years.
He is survived by a daughter, Mrs.
Charles (Doris) Fraker of Ann Arbor, MI;
and a sister, Lillian M. Cross of Norwich.
CHARLES LESTER SCHLIER, 1917
Charles L. Schlier of Concord, MA died
on March 16, 1984. He was 91.
Born in Mahanoy City, P A, he came to
Trinity from Crosby High in Waterbury.
He was a member of Sigma Nu fraternity
and received his B.S. degree in 1917.
His career was devoted to insurance, beginning with actuarial and statistical work
for The Travelers Insurance Company, the
Employers Liability Insurance Company,
and the National Council on Compensation

Insurance. He was employed for 26 years
with the Compensation Rating & Inspection Bureau of NJ, retiring in 1961.
He is survived by two sons, Robert E. of
Concord, MA, and Donald M. '52 of Matthews, NC; nine grandchildren and one
great-granddaughter.
EDWARD CHARLES SCHORTMANN,
1919
Edward C. Schartmann of Cranston, RI
died on September 21, 1983. He was 86.
Born in Providence, he graduated from
Classical High School there and received
his B.A. degree from Trinity in 1919. He
was a member of Sigma Nu fraternity, the
cross country team, and was Class Day
Poet.
A World War INavy veteran, he worked
briefly in textiles before beginning a long
career in the dairy industry. He was employed by the Crandall Dairy for 27 years,
retiring as superintendent in 1965.
He was a member of Nestell Lodge, AF
& AM; Providence Royal Arch Chapter No.
1, Providence Council No. 1 and Calvary
Commandery No . 13.
He leaves two sons, Arthur C., of Cranston, RI, and Walter E. of West Hartford;
a daughter, Mrs. Lucille E. Baker of Cranston; a sister, Mrs. Maybe! Staton of Cranston; nine grandchildren and six greatgrandsons.

GEORGE G. RACHLIN, 1921
George G. Rachlin of New York, NY died
on September 13, 1981. He was 82.
Born in Russia, he graduated from New
Britain High School in 1917 and received
his B.S. degree from Trinity in 1920. He
lived for a time in New Britain before
opening his own law practice in New York
City.
He is survived by his wife, Lillian; a
brother, Irving, and sister, Ella Roth.
GEORGE MALCOLM-SMITH, 1925,
Hon. M.A. 1952
George Malcolm-Smith, novelist, raconteur, dean of New England jazz critics and
disc jockeys, former newspaper reporter
and cartoonist and insurance company
publicist, died in Hartford on February 23,
1984. A resident of West Hartford, he was
82.
Born in Poultney, VT, he was educated
at Dean Academy and Governor Dummer
Academy before coming to Trinity. He attended Trinity with the Class of 1925, was
editor of the Tripod for 3 years, and a
member of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity.
He worked for a time as cub reporter for
The Hartford Courant and reporter and
cartoonist for the Waterbury Republican
American, before beginning a 44-year career with The Travelers Insurance Cos. in
public relations and advertising. As editor
of The Travelers Protection, the nation's
oldest house organ, he wrote a popular column, "Tower Telescope," selections of
which were collected for a book, The Best
of G M·S, published by The Travelers in
1964. That same year a book of the 100year history of The Travelers, for which he
prepared the text and layout, was cited for
a special award.
In addition to his writing and editing for
The Travelers, he wrote seven comic novels, one of which ran for 11 months as a
musical comedy on Broadway under the
title, "Are You With It?" and later was
adapted into a movie.
Although a writer by profession, Malcolm-Smith was perhaps best known for
his witty, learned jazz commentary. His
jazz radio program, "Gems of American
Jazz," ran for eight years on WTIC radio
in the '40s and featured interviews with
such greats as Duke Ellington, Tommy and
Jimmy Dorsey, Cab Calloway and Gene
Krupa. The radio program was revived in

the late '70s on Connecticut Public Radio.
A co-founder ofthe Hartford Jazz Society
and its in-house historian, Malcolm-Smith
distinguished its newsletter, " The
Swinger," with his witty prose.
After his retirement from The Travelers, he kept busy with volunteer work at
Hartford Hospital and by tending to his
extensive record collection. Class agent for
more than two decades, he was vice chairman of the Alumni Fund in 1951-52 and
chairman of the Alumni Fund Committee
from 1952-54. He was vice president for
public relations of the Alumni Association
in 1966 and served on the reunion committee for his class's 40th reunion. In addition
to awarding him an honorary degree in
1952, the College recognized his achievements on several occasions. He received
an alumni medal for excellence in 1975, an
alumni achievement award in 1977, and
was the guest speaker at Class Day in 1956.
The Jazz Society also honored him with a
special award, and on his 80th birthday, a
talk-roast-and-music celebration was
broadcast live on Conn. Public Radio.
He is survived by two sons, John Malcolm-Smith of West Hartford, and Kirby
Malcolm-Smith '56 of El Cerrito, CA; a
daughter, Mary Powers Martin of West
Hartford; two sisters, Mary Childs and
Margaret Beckingham, both of Ipswich,
MA; and eight grandchildren.
CARLETON D. FARRELL,
1926
Carleton D. Farrell of Clearwater, FL
died on January 3,1984. He was 81.
Born in New York City, he entered Trinity with the Class of 1926 and was a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
After leaving Trinity, he joined W.D.
Yergason & Co. in New York City as a
securities partner until1932 and then was
partuer at J.A. Ludlow & Co. for four
years. In 1937 he became a salesman for
Singer Sewing Machine, Co. and ws subsequently named manager in 1942. Most
recently he was a factory representative
for various hospital equipment companies.
His many memberships included the New
York Athletic Club, Huguenot Yacht Club,
Young Republican Club, and Christ Church
in Pelham Manor, NY.
He leaves his wife, Jane Alling Farrell;
a son, Robert '52, of Clearwater, FL; a
daughter, Linda Hershfelt, of Clearwater,
FL; seven grandchildren and one greatgrandson.
JOSEPH LAWRENCE HANDLEY,
1927
Joseph L. Handley of Manchester, CT
died on February 20, 1984. He was 78.
Born in Manchester, he attended local
schools and entered Trinity with the Class
of 1927, and was a member of Sigma Nu
fraternity.
Prior to retiring, he was an auditor for
the Hartford Insurance Group for 40 years.
He was an active member of the Manchester Country Club and served as its ,Secretary and treasurer for many years. He
was one of the founders and member for
three decades of the Manchester Community Players, and also served as director of
the former Manchester Homemakers.
He is survived by his wife, Mary McFarland Handley; two daughters, Mary
Ann Roy of Manchester, and JoAnne Taft
of Wilmington, VT; and two grandsons.
ROBERT WATKINSON GRAY, JR.
1928
Robert W. Gray, Jr. of West Hartford,
CT died on April 27, 1984. He was 78.
Born in Hartford, he graduated from the
Loomis School and attended Trinity for
one year with the Class of 1928. A member
of Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity, hereceived his B.S. degree from M.I.T. in 1929.
He was associated for a time with Pratt

and Whitney Aircraft, was production engineer at Hartford Empire, and .in 1944
became associated with the Gray & Prior
Machine Co. of Bloomfield. The firm had
been founded by his father and George
Prior, Sr. in 1900. At the time of his death
he was chairman of the board and assistant secretary of the company. He was past
president of the Society of the Cincinnati
in the State of Connecticut, and a member
of the General Society of Colonial War,S.
He is survived by his wife, Sara Chapin
Gray of West Hartford; a son, Robert W.
of West Simsbury; a daughter, Linda Gray
Smith of Benton City, WA; and three
grandchildren, all of West Simsbury.
JOHN RALPH NOLAN, 1929
JohnR. Nolan, 77, of West Hartford, CT
died on March 8, 1984.
Born in Hartford, he graduated from
Hartford Public High School and received
his B.S. degree from Trinity in 1930. He
was a member of Sigma Nu fraternity.
After graduation he worked for the
Home Life Insurance Company in planned
estate work before becoming manager of
the Internal Revenue office in Bristol, CT
for more than 25 years. He retired as a
public accountant after having served
Bristol and the surrounding communities
for more than 30 years.
He is survived by his wife, Marie Dunleavy Nolan of West Hartford; a daughter,
Mrs. James C.E. (Joan) Dillon of West
Hartford; and two granddaughters.
WILLIAM EDWARD EGAN, 1933
William E . Egan of Winter Haven, FL,
died on November 24, 1983. He was 71.
Born in Hartford, he came to Trinity
from the Kingswood School. He received
his B.S. degree in 1933.
After graduation he worked for the state
highway department and for the statefederal highway planning bureau for one
year. He studied traffic research at Harvard for one year, and was named city
traffic engineer in Hartford in 1939, a post
he held until 1947. He received his L.L.B.
from UConn Law School in 1946, and practiced law in Hartford from 1947-50. He
was appointed inheritance tax attorney for
the state tax department in 1950, and
worked for the department until1956.
Egan and his brother, James N. Egan
'37, now deceased, achieved considerable
fame in 1956 as successful contestants on
the Popular TV quiz show, ' 'The $64,000
Question. " The brothers made program
history by volunteering to answer questions in allll categories of knowledge, and
succeeded in winning $32,000.
In 1956 Egan moved to Winter Haven,
FL, and worked as a citrus grower and in ,
real estate until his retirement.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Mabel S.
Egan of Winter Haven; a son, Robert Hendricks of Concord, NH; and a daughter,
Barbara Hendricks of Plymouth, MA.
ROWE ANTHONY CASTAGNO, 1937
Dr. Rowe A. Castagno of West Hartford, CT died on May 4, 1984. He was 69.
Born in Hartford, he graduated from
Hartford Public High School and received
his B.S. from Trinity in 1937. He was a
member of the track and cross country
teams and Circolo Dante. In 1941 he received his medical de~ee from Columbia
University College of Physicians and Surgeons. During World War II, he served
with the Army Medical Corps as a battalion surgeon, attaining the rank of major.
He served his internship and was assistant resident at Long Island College Hospital and was chief medical resident at
Triboro Hospital in Queens, NY. He did
his post-graduate work at Columbia University and Sloan-Kettering Medical Center in New York. He was a specialist in
internal medicine in Hartford from 1949.

In addition to membership in several medical associations, he was a Diplomate of the
American Board of Internal Medicine and
Internal Medicine consultant for theY earbook of Cancer, and served on the staff of
Hartford Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Dr. Marion
(Macdonald) Castagno, of West Hartford;
his father, Anthony J. of Bloomfield; five
sons, Anthony J. of Portland, Paul C. of
West Hartford, Charles M. of Laguna
Beach, CA. Richard A. of Dallas, TX, and
Joseph M. of Brookfield; a daughter,
Frances R. Castagno of New Britain; three
granchildren, Rebecca, Gabriel and Joseph, all of Dallas, TX; and three brothers,
Vincent of West Hartford, Dr. Joseph Castagno of El Paso, TX , and Julius of Kensington.
FRANCISJOHNMcVANE,1937
FrancisJ. MeVane, 69, of Rocky Hill, CT
died on March 25, 1984.
Born in Hartford, he graduated from
Hartford Public High School and received
his B.A. degree from Trinity in 1937. A
member of Alpha Tau Kappa fraternity,
he studied law at Catholic University, receiving his L.L.B. in 1940.
He worked at the federal Bureau of Naturalization and Immigration of the Department of Justice in Washington, D.C. , and
was appointed chief prosecutor in Circuit
Court No. 15 in New Britain in 1960. That
same year he founded his law firm, MeVane and Bellobuono, which he headed at
the time of his death . He was also a former
judge at the Rocky Hill Town Court.
He is survived by his wife, the former
Lorraine Neville, of Rocky Hill; and a
daughter, M. Patricia McVane, al so of
Rocky Hill.

PAUL CURTIS WETHERILL, 1937
Paul C. Wetherill of Safety Harbor, FL
died on December 1, 1983. He was 67.
Born in Pennsauken, NJ he entered
Trinity with the Class of 1937. He was a
member of Alpha Delta Phi.
He had been employed in production
control at H. Disstoro Sons in Pennsylvania, and the Radio Corp. of America in
New Jersey, before retiring as an office
coordinator with E. Systems in St. Petersburg, FL.
He was a member of the Moose Lodge of
Tarpon Springs, Philatelic Society, Clearwater Stamp Club, and on the board of
directors of the Safety Harbor Museum.
Surviving him are his wife, Dorothy F .
Wetherill; a son, Paul C., Jr., of Ardmore,
P A; a daughter, Joyce W. Burek of Houston , TX; and a brother, William H. Wetherill '35 of Chestertown, MD.

CARMINE ROBERT LAVIERI, 1940
Carmine R. Lavieri of Barkhamsted, CT
died on March 5, 1984. He was 65.
Born in Winsted, he attended the Gilbert
School there and graduated from Trinity
in 1940. While at Trinity he was a member
of the track team, Jesters and Glee Club.
Following service in the U.S. Army
Transportation Corps from 1942 to 1946,
he received his L.L.B. degree from the
University of Connecticut Law School and
was admitted to the Connecticut Bar Association in 1948. He served five terms as
the association's secretary, one year as
president of the Connecticut Bar, and in
1979 was elected president of the New
England Bar Association. He chaired many
of the Association's committees.
His many civic activities included the
Winsted Memorial Hospital, where he was
a former president, Northwest Connecticut Chamber of Commerce, and the
Winsted Rotary Club. He was active in the
Republican Town Committee and served a
25-year term as town attorney for Barkhamsted, and as its trial justice.

He was a former director of the Connecticut Easter Seal Society; he was also a
director of Connecticut State Chamber of
Commerce, University of Connecticut Law
School Foundation, Winsted Improvement Corp., Sterling Engineering Corp.,
Standard Cycle and Auto Supply Co.
In 1977, he was awarded the UConn Distinguished Alumnus Award for his work in
the legal profession. At the time of his
death, he was senior partner in the firm
Howd, Lavieri and Finch.
In 1982, President Reagan named him
to the National Council on the Handicapped, and most recently he received the
Connecticut Bar Association's highest
honor, the John Eldred Shields Memorial
Distinguished Professional Service Award .
He is survived by his wife, Dorothy Ann
Ducharme Lavieri; four daughters, Patricia Minton, Roberta Moore, Mary Elizabeth Simons, and Jeanne N. , all of
Barkhamsted; two sons, John N. of Barkhamsted, and Richard R. of Torrington; a
brother, Joseph L. of Barkhamsted; 11
grandchildren; and a step-mother, Beatrice R. Lavieri of Barkhamsted.
ALVAN TUFTS FULLER, JR., 1941
Alvan T. Fuller, Jr. of La Jolla, CA died
on March 10, 1984. He was 66.
Born in Boston, MA he graduated from
the Belmont Hill School and attended
Trinity with the Class of 1941, where he
played football and hockey, and was a
member of Psi Upsilon fraternity.
He enlisted in the Army Air Corps during World War II and went on to own and
direct one of the. major automobile distribution systems in New England until his
retirement. He was president of the Fuller
Foundation and oversaw the distribution
of philanthropies amounting to $8.5
million.
He leaves his wife, Melanie; two daughters, Mrs. Joseph D. Hoskins, of Brookline, MA, and Mrs. William vanden Heuvel,
of New York, NY; a son, Alvan T. III, of
Manchester, MA; a brother, Peter, of Boston, MA, and Little Boars Head, NH; two
sisters, Mrs. George Bottomley of Little
Boars Head, NH, and Mrs. Robert Henderson of Chestnut Hill, MA; and seven
grandchildren.

Born in Hartford, he graduated from
Bulkeley High and received his B.S. degree from Trinity in 1945. As an undergraduate he played on the varsity football,
basketball and baseball teams, and also
played tennis and was a member of the
political science club.
He served in the Navy in World War II,
attaining the rank of lieutenant and joined
the group insurance department of Conneciticut General Life Insurance Co. in
1946. He was employed by Connecticut
General for 35 years, his last post there
being assistant secretary in the reinsurance department. He joined Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co. in 1981 as director,
group reinsurance, where he was employed at the time of his death. He was a
past president of the Trinity Club of
Hartford.
He is survived by his wife, Kathleen Dolan Starkey of Essex, three sons, William
B. of Massachusetts, Noah H. '71 of
Manchester, and Robert W. '74 of Pottersville, NJ; a daughter, Mary-Katelyn '84 of
Essex; two brothers, Albert B., Esq. '36 of
Orleans, MA, and Dr. George W. B. '39 of
Brookline, MA; and five grandchildren.

GLADYS A. WOOD,
M.A .1945
Gladys A. Wood of West Hartford died
on April 20, 1984.
Born in Malden, MA, she graduated from
Central Connecticut State University in
1931 and received her master's degree in
education from Trinity in 1945.
She began her teaching career in East
Granby and Windsor elementary schools
and then taught special education in Hartford until her retirement in 1967.
Her many memberships included the
Business and Professional Women's Club
of Hartford, Inc., A.A. R.P., Chapter 2142,
Hartford County Retired Teachers Association, Association of Retired Teachers of
Connecticut, National Retired Teachers
Association, and the Business and Professional Women's Club of the First Church
of Christ.

CHARLES HILL MORGAN,
Hon. 1965
CHESTER DUDLEY WARD, JR.,
Charles H. Morgan of Amherst, MA died
1943
on April 4, 1984. He was 81.
Chester D. Ward, Jr. of New York City,
Born in Worcester, he received his undied on January 19, 1984. He was 63.
dergraduate degree from Harvard in 1924
Born in Spartanburg, SC, he attended
and was also awarded a master's degree in
Hill School in Potstown, P A, and gradu1926 and a Ph.D. in 1928. He received a
ated from Trinity in 1943. He received his
Doctor of Letters degree from Trinity in
law degree from Yale in 1947 and an M.A.
1965 at the dedication exercises for the
degree from Emory University.
new Austin Arts Center.
While at Trinity he was a member of
His teaching career spanned 44 years,
Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity, the tennis
and began at Harvard, where he wa,s a
team, and Pi Gamma Mu honor society.
teaching assistant and tutor. He was a lecPresident of the freshman class and debatturer at Bryn Mawr for one year, and in
ing society and Political Science Club vice
1930 joined the faculty at Amherst College
president, he was awarded the Ferguson
where he taught for 38 years, until his reand Whitlock Prizes.
tirement in 1968. From 1964 to 1966 he
After serving as a lieutenant in the Navy
was visiting professor and acting head of
during World War II, he was a legal counthe arts department at Trinity. He wrote
cil for a tax shelter organization in New
several books, including The Life of MiYork City. Most recently he was a member
chaelangelo and George Bellows, Painter of
of the South Carolina State House of Rep- . America.
resentatives from Spartanburg County and
He leaves his wife, the Rev. Janet BarAssistant United States District Attorney.
ton Morgan; two daughters, Audrey Leaf
His many affiliations included the St. Niof Martha's Vineyard, MA, and Prudence
cholas Society, Sons of Colonial Wars, Sons
Eppich of Denver, CO; a son, GeorgeS., of
of the American Revolution, Racquet Club,
Key West, FL; a sister, Elizabeth Robbins,
New York and South Carolina State Bar
of Leominster, MA; a brother, Paul B., of
Association, and the Episcopal Church of
Thompson; seven grandchildren; and three
the Advent.
great-grandchildren.
He is survived by his wife, Gayllis Robinson Ward of New York City; a sister, Mrs .
W.C . Cannon of Spartanburg, SC; two
REV. ANDREW DEMME FISCHER,
stepsisters; two stepbrothers; and a
1966
stepmother.
The Rev. Andrew D. Fischer of Hatfield,
PA, died on November 5, 1983. He was 38.
WILLIAM BAILEY STARKEY, 1944
Born in Pottstown, P A, he attended Lincoln High School in P A, and graduated
William B. Starkey of Essex, CT died on
from Trinity in 1966. While at Trinity, he
April17, 1984. He was 61.

was a member of Delta Phi fraternity. He
received a Master of Divinity degree from
the Lutheran Theological Seminary in
Pennsylvania, where he was working on a
doctorate degree.
Ordained in 1970, he was assistant pastor at St. Stephen's Lutheran Church for
two years before beginning his position as
pastor at Grace Lutheran Church in Hatfield, PA.
His many affiliations included the Hatfield Borough Council where he served as
chairman of the budget, labor and finance
committee, Hatfield Chamber of Commerce, Indian Valley Meals on Wheels,
Helpline, Hatfield Borough Planning Commission and the Hatfield Jaycees. He was
also actively involved in the Lutheran children and family services in Philadelphia
placing Hungarian and Vietnamese
children.
Surviving are his wife, Joyce Price
Fischer; his parents, the Rev. Theodore L.
and Farnces D. Fischer of North Wales,
PA; two sons, George E. and Peter A. ,
both of Hatfield, PA; a sister, Dorothy
Reamer of North Wales, PA; and a
brother, Jonathan L. of Boston, MA.
DR. HOMER DANIELS BABBIDGE,
JR.,
Hon. 1969
Dr. Homer D. Babbidge, Jr. of Hartford
died on March 27, 1984. He was 58.
President of the Hartford Graduate
Center and long a major figure in Connecticut higher education, Babbidge was born
in West Newton, MA and received his undergraduate, master's and doctoral degrees from Yale University.
He was president of the University of
Connecticut from 1962 to 1972; when he
took office, he was the youngest president
of a state university in the nation. Under
his leadership, salaries doubled, volumes
in the library increased almost fourfold,
two new schools were created - dental
and medical - and construction began on
an $85 million complex that became the
health center at Farmington, CT. His resignation in 1972 prompted regret from the
student body, who presented him with a
petition bearing 7,000 signatures.
From 1972 to 1976 he was master of
Timothy Dwight College at Yale University, and a Fellow of the Institution for
Social and Policy Studies. He became president of the Hartford Graduate Center in
1976.
A director, and once chairman, of Connecticut Public Television Corporation,
Babbidge wrote and narrated a film series,
"Connecticut Heritage," which won a gold
medal at the New York Film Festival and
an award from the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting. He was an authority on
corkscrews, co-authoring the definitive
work on the subject, and once taught a
course in the construction of stone walls.
He was vice president of the American
Council on Education in 1971-72, and previously held posts in the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. He entered Connecticut's gubernatorial contest
in 1973, but stepped aside for Ella Grasso,
who became governor.
He is survived by his wife, Marcia; and
three children, Aimee, Sandra, and Alexander, all of Hartford.
OTTAVIANO ANTONIO CANEVARO,
1979
Ottaviano A. Canevaro of New York City
died on March 2, 1984. He was 26.
Born in Baltimore, MD, and a native of
Italy, he attended Williston-Northampton School in Massachusetts and graduated from Trinity in 1979.
Upon graduation he was employed by
Poten & Partners, Inc. in cargo sales
operations.
He is survived by his mother, Terry Canevaro of New York.
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